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I PREFACE

Many times during this project we have been asked why we have chosen Nothern-
Sweden to fulfil a graduation project in the field of Structural Engineering. This question 
have been asked in several places and situations; on the University to Luleå’s nightclub, at 
the hairdresser to Kåbdalis’ ski lift, but every time the answer was similar and was getting 
more and more value; ‘Gaining experiences and knowledge about timber constructions in 
the cradle of timber in Europe…’

Fulfilling a graduation project on a satisfying manner, is in any case depending on; external 
input and discretions from involved persons, companies and institutions. This results in our
sincere gratitude to:

• The main accompaniment of ‘Luleå University of Technology’, which have been 
consisted of; Prof. Lars Stehn, Dr. Anders Björnfot, Dr. Helena Johnsson and Dr. 
Andreas Falk. Their contribution on different fields of structural engineering and 
architecture has been very inspiring on both research methodology and 
theoretical knowledge;

• Accompaniment of the ‘University of Windesheim’; drs. B.Sc. Harry Nieman for 
providing input on building component aspects and above all for his visit to Luleå 
with directly feedback of the project results, and B.Sc. Miranda Nieboer for 
assisting architectural contents of this project;

• Mr. B. Abelsson of ‘Martinsons Byggsystem AB’ for providing latest 
developments on the ‘Massive Timber System’ and willing to answer questions 
during the design process;

• M.Sc. A. Gustafsson of ‘SP Trätek’ for specifying technical information of the 
‘Massive Timber System’ what has been demanded to elaborate structural 
calculations.

Luleå, June 2007

Bas Boellaard & Ard-Jan Lootens
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“…one teaspoon of international experiences
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II ABSTRACT
Within the conservative Dutch building climate the structural application of timber for 
multi-storey residential buildings has been debated a long time. However, investment in a 
higher rate of prefabrication and a new opinion on sustainable construction have been the 
incentives for pioneer projects using the timber frame system for multi-storey housing. 
Internationally, this positive progress in the competitiveness of timber is also noticeable 
through the development of new and innovative timber building systems.

In the last decennia, the ‘Massive Timber System’ has proved to be successful in Sweden 
through the development of individual massive timber elements forming a complete 
building system, that is suitable for multi-storey residential housing. Characteristic for this 
development is the recent realization of an eight-storey residential building in Växjö, 
Sweden. All the more reason for a research to the possible application of this ‘Massive 
Timber System’ for the Dutch building market.

The aim of this research is to introduce the ‘Massive Timber System’ on the Dutch 
building market through the design of a multi-storey residential building. Hereby is the 
applicability of this building system defined by a judgment on the design to the Dutch 
Building Decree, in which technical specifications are mainly based on the building system 
itself. Production, as well as building costs are only briefly considered where relevant.

The intended building design is based on a thorough pre-research of the properties of the 
‘Massive Timber System’, knowledge has also been gained springing from expertise in 
Sweden; by the main producer of this system ‘Martinsons Byggsystem AB’ and the 
independent research institution ‘SP Trätek’. A comparison between the obtained 
knowledge and the experience in The Netherlands is obtained by the study of two 
reference projects; one project represents current Swedish knowledge and a Dutch project.
Besides are the most important Dutch regulations recorded.

Insight in the worked out final design concept, with a preceding determined Program of 
Requirements, is been given through a phased illustration of the design process. Hereby, 
an iteration between the professions of architecture, structural engineering and 
constructing leads to a detailed specification of a multi-storey massive timber house; that is
structurally founded and that satisfies the Dutch Building Decree.

From holistic understanding of the gained experiences it can be concluded that the 
‘Massive Timber System’ can guarantee a good comfort and good structural possibilities, 
by systems building physical performances and an efficient stability-effect. The thickness of 
the floor and extra safety measures for fire prevention constitute the systems negative 
aspects, in which further research is required to obtain good competitiveness on the Dutch 
building market. Also, the economy of this system should be thoroughly investigated.

Keywords: Massive Timber System, Dutch building market, Architecture, 
Structural design, Building physics, Multi-storey housing.
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IIISAMENVATTING
Binnen het conservatieve Nederlandse bouwklimaat staat de toepassing van hout als 
constructieve grondslag voor meerlaagse appartementenbouw al geruime tijd ter discussie 
door critici. Investering in een hogere mate van prefabricage en een nieuwe kijk op 
duurzaam bouwen hebben echter de aanzet gevormd tot pionierprojecten met meerlaagse 
houtskeletbouw. Deze positieve vooruitgang in de concurrentiepositie van hout is ook 
merkbaar in het buitenland, met de ontwikkeling van alternatieve houtbouwsystemen. 
In de laatste decennia heeft het ‘Massief Houtbouwsysteem’ in Zweden zichzelf succesvol 
bewezen door de ontwikkeling van individueel toegepaste massief houten elementen tot 
een totaal bouwsysteem, geschikt voor meerlaagse appartementenbouw. Kenmerkend voor 
deze ontwikkeling is de recente realisatie van een appartementengebouw met acht 
bouwlagen in Växjö, Zweden. Reden temeer voor een onderzoek naar de mogelijke 
toepassing van dit ‘Massief Houtbouwsysteem’ voor de Nederlandse bouwmarkt.
De doelstelling van dit onderzoek is het introduceren van het ‘Massief Houtbouwsysteem’
op de Nederlandse bouwmarkt aan de hand van een ontwerp van een meerlaags 
appartementengebouw. De toepasbaarheid van dit bouwsysteem is hierbij gedefinieerd 
door de toetsing van het ontwerp aan het Bouwbesluit, waarin verdere technische 
uitwerking vooral gericht is op het bouwsysteem zelf. Uitvoeringstechnische aspecten als 
ook de bouwkosten zijn buiten beschouwing gelaten, dan wel kort beschreven.
Een uitgebreid vooronderzoek naar de eigenschappen van het ‘Massief Houtbouwsysteem’
is de basis van het ontwerp, waarbij mede kennis is verkregen uit expertise in Zweden; in 
de vorm van de hoofdleverancier van dit systeem ‘Martinsons Byggsystem AB’ en het 
onafhankelijke onderzoeksinstituut ‘SP Trätek’. Vergelijking van de verkregen kennis met 
de hedendaagse ervaring in Nederland is hierbij uitgedrukt in studie naar twee referentie 
projecten; een project representatief voor de Zweedse kennis en een project in Nederland. 
De totstandkoming van het definitieve ontwerp, met een vooraf vastgesteld Programma 
van Eisen, is inzichtelijk gemaakt door een gefaseerde weergave van het ontwerpproces. 
Interactie tussen de vakgebieden architectuur, constructie en bouwtechniek leidt hierbij 
tot een gedetailleerde uitwerking van een meerlaags appartementengebouw; resulterend in 
een constructief onderbouwd ontwerp dat voldoet aan het Bouwbesluit. 
Uit een objectieve benadering van de opgedane ervaringen kan geconcludeerd worden dat 
het ‘Massief Houtbouwsysteem’ garant kan staan voor een hoge mate van comfort en 
goede constructieve mogelijkheden, door bouwfysische prestaties en een efficiënte
stabiliteitswerking van het systeem. De constructieve vloerhoogte en extra maatregelen
voor brandpreventie vormen de negatieve aspecten, waarin verder onderzoek benodigd is 
om een goede concurrentiepositie op de Nederlandse bouwmarkt te verkrijgen. Ook de 
financiële aspecten zullen uitgebreid dienen te worden onderzocht.
Sleutelwoorden: Massief Houtbouwsysteem, Nederlandse bouwmarkt, Architectuur, 

Constructief ontwerp, Bouwfysica, Meerlaagse appartementenbo
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1 INTRODUCTION
Using timber as a structural solution in multi-storey residential constructing is in The Netherlands for a long 
time regarded without any benefits, due to material costs, demanding on regulations and lack of structural and 
physical knowledge. A holistic understanding of the structural use of timber in multi-storey residential 
constructing and the practical- and aesthetical aspects of it by creating a design of a multi-storey residential 
building are the rationale for this research.  

1.1 BACKGROUND

Only since the end of the last century the introduction of timber for structural purposes in 
multi-storey residential constructing became realistic. Due to industrial development by 
the production of combined timber elements, with higher strength qualities and better 
properties on building physics, became the structural applicability of timber for modern 
designing a fact. Today, the production of multi-storey timber frame residential buildings 
in The Netherlands is still small compared to the total production of multi-storey housing 
with only a few erected buildings like the ‘Malmö hus’ in Almere, see figure 1.1 and 1.2. 
Obtained experiences thereby where mostly on architectural domain by the designing 
detailing regarding to the building physical regulations, in which prefabrication was very 
well integrated in the construction process. 

The industrial fabricated materials concrete and limestone are much more commonly used 
for multi-storey housing regarding to the quality guarantee, production experience, 
material costs and continuous process improvements; like a higher grade of prefabrication.

For the construction of single houses or villa’s, the use of a structural timber frame is 
already very well integrated in the Dutch building market by the development of 
prefabricated timber elements, see figure 1.3. Detached housing is a structural timber 
application that has shown to be competitive and successful, with the characteristic 
exterior brick wall as outer finish. The rationale for this competitiveness are the integrated 
manufacturing and contracting, a higher grade of prefabrication and optimized logistics 
compared to traditional on-site construction; suggesting that industrialized timber frame 

Figure 1.1; Impression image of the façade;
 Malmö hus in Almere

Figure 1.2; Impression image of the inner courtyard;
Malmö hus in Almere
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Figure 1.3; Assembling of prefabricated timber frame 
elements, Aalsmeer

housing systems have the potential to reduce the housing 
construction costs in general. But due to strict fire safety 
regulations concerning designing multi-storey housing, this 
system is until now mostly used for single housing projects 
with only two floors. 

There is a new development rising in Northern Europe towards the structural use of 
timber in multi-storey residential buildings by the introduction of massive timber 
components. This load bearing system of massive timber floors and walls is manufactured 
out of laminated planks, which have structural capability for residential buildings of six 
storeys; demonstrated by a residential complex in the harbor of Sundsvall in Sweden, see 
figure 1.4 and 1.5. 

1.2 RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Even though the technology of massive timber is becoming more well known by the 
production of multi-storey residential buildings in Sweden, this structural system still needs 
further development on several levels from material utilization to applications in 
construction and concerning a system approach to the development of new structures. But 
due to financial reasons, the aims for the increased use of massive timber across Europe 
have not jet been realized. Thereby the main problem is that the introduction of this new 
technology and related products on the market will initially result in very small economic 
gains, only increasing when the production gets more effective and the technology of
products are modified by momentary experiences of performance on-site; which is 
generated by increased demands. 

Making the ‘Massive Timber System’ attractive on the market and also effective to deal 
with, a sophistication of the process regarding to prefabrication is required. Fulfilling the 
demands of function and safety are therefore the first priority in the development of this 
new system, with the potential gain that it is easy to grasp and overview. This can 
however only be achieved by the competing between different companies and producers, 
which ensures the needed systemized technology and know-how for further development 
and competitiveness of the ‘Massive Timber System’; compared to other building systems. 

Figure 1.4; Impression of the residential complex
‘Inre Hamnen’, Sundsvall

Figure 1.5; Impression of the building system,
‘Inre Hamnen’, Sundsvall
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Figure 1.6; Overview of the intended system development

Today all the activities for competitive investments are based on qualitative and economic 
judgments represented and studied in satellite-projects, demonstrating the economical 
benefits and applicability of the investigated building system. These projects are needed 
because the several gains for industry and society by the introduction of a new building 
system are always long-term orientated and therefore only theoretically interesting. Instead 
of that the market of today requires guaranteed, direct and short-term economic gains 
responding to the swift succession of developments in a full-automatic environment; well-
founded on a network of information. Until some projects in massive timber have been 
developed, realized and sold on the market, the most individual building companies will 
not risk economical- and organization investments on integration of this new building 
system in their company. In addition, the integration of a new building system within a 
conservative building environment, like the Dutch building market, is complicated due to 
uncertainties e.g. division of economical benefits between participating companies and a 
production process without any previous experiences. Cooperation between companies of 
different countries in Europe could thereby lead to a better effect on the developing 
process, because the exchange of knowledge about the ‘Massive Timber System’ will result 
in more investigations and demands.

1.3 AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTION

The introduction of the ‘Massive Timber System’ in other European countries, like The 
Netherlands, is not that easy because of the differences in material costs, climate, used 
building methods, regulations and interests for design. Therefore the design of a building is 
needed in which these aspects have to be worked out, regarding to the needs of the Dutch 
building market. Concerning the high land prices it is also necessary to investigate the 
structural possibilities of the ‘Massive Timber System’ by the application of multiple floors, 
prestigious enough to achieve the status of satellite-project for analyzing by interested 
building companies. Gained information out of the satellite-project contains the beginning 
of this building system development, evolving into better competitiveness of the ‘Massive 
Timber System’ on the Dutch building market, see figure 1.6.

The aim of this research is to introduce the ‘Massive Timber System’ on the Dutch 
building market through the design of a multi-storey residential building, regarding to the
structural- and building physical regulations and aesthetical demands out of the design 
vision. 

Satellite 
projects

Increasing 
knowledge

More effective 
system

Higher 
economic gains

Better 
competitiveness
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The following question will be the main unit in this analysis:

- How can the use of the ‘Massive Timber System’ be suited in the design of a multi-
storey residential building for the Dutch building market? -
This main question can be divided in the following phrasings, whose are summarize the 
contents of this research:

Pre-research
• What are the structural properties and limitations of the ‘Massive Timber System’?

Research
• How can the ‘Massive Timber System’ satisfy the Dutch Building Code in a 

multi-storey residential building design?

Discussion
• What are the positive and negative aspects of the ‘Massive Timber System’ for the 

Dutch building market?

Combining the fields of architecture and structural engineering during this holistic study is 
preferred for revealing the most suitable possibilities of the ‘Massive Timber System’.

- “The areas of architecture and structural engineering are entwined and strongly linked to each other. To study one 
without considering the other may be done but many features will then pass unnoticed and many gains will not be 
revealed”-1

1.4 IMPORTANCE AND VISION

The importance of this research is to show the applicability of the ‘Massive Timber 
System’ as a structural building system for multi-storey housing purposes, in which it 
would be a new development for the Dutch building market. During the design process 
aspects such as sustainability, comfort and aesthetics of timber are of importance.

This research is springing from the vision which reflects the new way of living and 
working in The Netherlands. Anticipating on a modern society in which having a job is 
common for both parents of most young families, this project is based on the search for a 
living concept in which secondary functions are integrated; like stores and sport facilities. 
This will result in an easier way of living in the busy lives of this mentioned target group, 
so-called starters, since all the facilities are lodged in one building.

Impulses of the main idea for this research concept are not arising from a presumed lack 
on the Dutch housing market, but are singular based on the development to a new 
structural application of timber. Contributing to a more sustainable way of building 
constructing will this be in line with future perspectives on environmental awareness. 

  
1 ‘Architectural aspects of massive timber’, Andreas Falk, Luleå University of Technology, 2005, page 9
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Besides that, the classification of this residential building has to be pointed out regarding to 
prevent the occupants for individualism, trying to enhance a feeling of solidarity resulting 
in an environment of peace and safety. 

The living accommodations in this building are mentioned for a temporarily stay of several 
years, after which the occupants are expected to move up the housing ladder. In such way 
the target group, for which this residential building is developed, will stay the same and a 
stream through of occupants will result in new contacts providing necessary support in the 
first stage of independent living. 

1.5 DEMARCATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Within this research for the use of massive timber in multi-storey construction, is the 
design of an residential building set up containing a combination of structural limitations,
architectural achievement and physical regulations. This complete design implies a great 
number of sub-systems, except for architectural-, structural- and physical systems also 
installations, systems concerning organization, production and costs. However, these other 
aspects are not dealt within this context; except for a few being briefly described, e.g. 
installations and construction execution. 

Designing with the ‘Massive Timber System’ contains the challenge to demonstrate the 
applicability and aesthetical effects of timber-based elements. These maximum benefits can 
only be shown without being crossed in the designing process by outer influences and 
aspects, like the urban planning of a possible realization destination and the demands of a 
client. Therefore the urban planning is not decisive for the shape of the design, but will 
only be used in general terms; guarding the architect for extravagant excesses. A fictitious 
client will thereby ensure the freedom within the implementation of the design by suiting 
the schedule of requirements to the limitations of the ‘Massive Timber System’.

Suiting and developing the ‘Massive Timber System’ as a Dutch construction method is 
resulting in the fact that the Dutch Building Code will be regarded as the guideline to all 
the aspects within this research.

To focus on the ‘Massive Timber System’ is this thorough research only based on the 
design of the system itself. Remaining constructions and materials which are only design 
oriented, as well as installations are not dealt within this context. So that also only the 
relevant regulations out of the Building Code towards the building system are specified. 
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2 RESEARCH CONTENTS

2.1 BUILDING CONCEPT
Representing the ‘Massive Timber System’ with a building design in The Netherlands is a 
characteristic building concept required, which is prestigious enough regarding to the 
Building Code and recognizable for the population. Designs of a multi-storey residential 
building with integrated shopping facilities on the ground floor is commonly constructed 
in The Netherlands over the last decennia. This concept, which consist of four storeys, 
suits well to the target group since starters are served with a living environment which 
contains the primary needs, so that they got supported for their mostly busy lives.

General requirements
Before designing a multi-storey residential building, decisive general starting-points have
to be formulated by summarizing the basic requirements. Because this building concept is 
based on the abilities of the structural system instead of the demands by a client, the
following general design context is set up by personal discretion:

• Outer dimensions are approximately 50 x 60 meter
• Building height is four storeys (ca. 14 meter)
• Total capacity of ca. 50 dwellings (15 – 18 for each floor)
• Dwellings have a ground surface of 70 – 130 m2 (diversity in size)

• Commercial functions at the ground floor
• Dwellings on the three floors above
• Covered inner courtyard as public area

• Flexibility on the ground floor needed due to commercial zone

• Balance between natural materials and the choice of colours
• Contrast between outer- and inner colours
• Accentuating the differences between the used materials

• Mainly timber will be used as primary structural material
• Combination of timber and steel for secondary design elements
• Using glass surfaces will provide transparency of the complex
• Combining traditional bricks and timber in the outer surfaces

• Singles or young families, so-called starters; age of 20 – 30 years
• Supermarket, stores, and sport facility
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2.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.2.1 Data collection
Before designing with the ‘Massive Timber System’ for the Dutch building market can 
take place, investigation to the properties and diverse applications of this system is needed. 
In the first place is information about the system gained by contact to the main producer 
‘Martinsons Byggsystem AB’, consisting out of visits to the factory and meetings to discuss 
the contents of this project. Secondly, the independent institution ‘SP Trätek’, involved in 
the development of the ‘Massive Timber System’, has been contacted and visited for 
obtaining technical specifications and performances. 

One building project has therefore been chosen in Sweden as a reference for multi-storey 
housing experience with the system and one building project in The Netherlands is 
studied for the use of massive timber on the Dutch building market. Studied cases are 
illustrated in the table 2.1.

Table 2.1  Studied reference projects

Project ‘Inre Hamnen’ in Sundsvall is representing the most recent experiences with the 
application of the ‘Massive Timber System’ for multi-storey housing in Sweden. Besides, 
the project ‘Two Rowhouses’ is chosen since this is the first project in The Netherlands 
with a complete massive timber structure. 

Concluding, the theoretical foundation for this research consists of technical reports and 
descriptions, results of structural- and material analyses on massive timber elements. 
Validity is created by the use of multiple sources of evidence, like documentation, 
discussions with experts and direct observations, but all the obtained data has his weakness:

- Used documentation objects as drawings and technical analyses are stable (can be reviewed repeatedly), 
unobtrusive and exact, but may on the other hand be retrievable and biased. Interviews are targeted but are impaired by 
the risk of biases. Direct observations have their strength in the direct covering of reality and context, but run the risk of 
momentary selectivity. -2

2.2.2 Research strategy
The total contents of this project is mainly divided into three parts: pre-research, research
and discussion. Based on the research motivation, the pre-research is introduced with a set 
up research question; liable to the project vision and an intended building concept. 

  
2 ‘Architectural aspects of massive timber’, Andreas Falk, Luleå University of Technology, 2005, page 14

Number Project name Location

Case 1 ’Inre Hamnen’ Sundsvall, Sweden

Case 2 ’Two Rowhouses’ IJburg, The Netherlands
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Pre-research

In the pre-research the structural properties and limitations of the ‘Massive Timber 
System’ have been analyzed in the first place, also with the help of reference project #1. 
Besides, the system development is placed in a historical context.

Secondly, the Dutch building regulations are worked out concerning the most relevant 
topics fire-safety, moisture and sound. Thereby, application of the ‘Massive Timber 
System’ on the Dutch building market is studied with the help of reference project #2.

Thirdly, the design requirements are formulated out of an urban planning analysis and the 
set up Functional- and Planning Program of Requirements. 

Research

In the research is the total outcome of the pre-research combined as a starting point for 
the design process, in which a continuous iteration between architecture, structural 
engineering and constructing will initially lead to a final design; see paragraph 2.2.3.

The final design is worked out in cooperation with the companies SP Trätek and 
Martinsons Byggsystem AB, obtaining recent information about the developments of the 
‘Massive Timber System’.

Discussion

An analysis of the experiences with the ‘Massive Timber System’ during the progression of 
this research is summarized in a final discussion, showing the positive- and negative 
aspects. Insight of the total research is illustrated in a schematic model, see diagram 2.1.

Diagram 2.1; Schematic model of research contents
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2.2.3 Design process
A thorough research is preceding to the design process, based on literature, reference 
projects, technical specifications and personal observations. During the design process will 
the obtained requirements out of this research be translated into an architectural styling by 
the help of vision towards the building concept. The challenge within this process is the 
integration of interplay between architecture and structural engineering. Combining these 
aspects is implemented by a continuous structural analysis of the architectural input, 
complemented with a detailed analysis towards the applicability of the building elements
and their properties. An evaluation, if necessary with external input by experts, of every 
design cycles is thereby resulting in a decision within every research progression. Made 
decisions are coordinated along the process during regular meetings with the project group 
accompaniment. This external feedback on the made decisions provides needed process 
reliability by reconsidering the outcome with other insight. Finally are all the argued 
design findings conglomerated in one report, supporting the final design. Milestones are 
set for guarding the overall design progression. In addition is this developed methodology 
contributing to a clear overview of the several phases in the design process. 

Due to this approximation is a constant structural verification of all the architectural 
developments secured, in which the final result will evolve to a well-balanced design. A 
summarize of the process is illustrated in diagram 2.2.

2.2.4 Interplay of architect and engineer
The cooperation between the architect and engineers is of great importance and highly 
decisive for an efficient design process, quality of the construction, controlling on costs and 
pursuing the requirements. Hereby is a justification of decisions in the design process 
desired to be guided by a structural outline, which covers the process and express’ turn 

Diagram 2.2; Overview of the
design process
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Diagram 2.3; 
Phased plan for interplay

Step 1a: An architectural design is proposed to the 

Structural Engineer and will test it on structural 

competences, depending on the content of the design;

Step 1b: The Structural Engineer refuses the architectural 

design, based on structural competences.

Step 2a: After the Structural Engineers approval, the 

Building Engineer test the incoming design on the 

specific competences;

Step 2b: The Building Engineer refuses the design and 

sends it back to the Architect. The process starts over till 

every party approves the specific design;

Step 3a: The design is formed in a concept, thus the 

accompaniment can judge the quality of the content;

Step 3b: The accompaniment refuses the concept. 

Starting over at the architect;

Step 4: The approved concept results in a final design.

scaled arguments for the building design. The interplay during the design process, with
strongly dependent decisions, is illustrated by a ‘phase plan’, see diagram 2.3.

2.2.5 Research team and communication
Communication of the project group with the accompaniment can be divided in different 
Universities and institutions in both Sweden and The Netherlands. An overview of the 
specializations and communication lines are illustrated in diagram 2.4. 

Diagram 2.4; Overview of
communication

Project group

- Dr. Anders Björnfot
Main accompaniment
two weekly meeting

- Dr. Andreas Falk
Architecture
meeting on request

- Dr. Helena Johnsson
Structural Engineering
meeting on request

- Prof. Lars Stehn
Main accompaniment
two weekly meeting

Luleå University of 
Technology

- M.Sc. Anders Gustafsson
Specifications / research to 
timber elements
e-mail contact and visits

- Bengt Abelsson
Properties of timber elements
e-mail contact and visits

University of 
Windesheim

- B.Sc. Erik Mensonides
Main accompaniment
e-mail contact

- B.Sc. Miranda Nieboer
Architecture
e-mail contact

- drs. B.Sc Harry Nieman
Building Physics and
Building Components
e-mail contact and visit

Research institution
SP Trätek

Martinsons 
Byggsystem AB
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3 MASSIVE TIMBER AS CONSTRUCTIVE MATERIAL

3.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

3.1.1 Overview
The humanity in Europe is living for ages in buildings made out of timber materials, 
because of the simple fact that man has always used materials that have been available in 
the nearby surroundings. Timber was also a very cheap material and easy to work with 
due to the many shapes that are possible by using this material. Other materials that had to
be transported from far away were expensive and luxurious and therefore rarely used. 
Only the rich landowners could afford themselves a living made out of stones, still 
noticeable by the castles all across Europe, while the common man had to deal with a 
house of timber combined with loam and a roof made out of straw. 

During the urbanization, a lot of cities were based on timber constructions, with 
horizontally and vertically oriented log structures; following the natural shape of the 
material. Processing of the logs by hand into a design was resulting in a lot of different 
local varieties in which timber also had been used instead of more expensive materials, 
specially treated to look like brick, marble or metal. In this way the simple farmer houses 
from before where starting to develop into more sophisticated timber dwellings. 

Different types of horizontal and vertical log structures have been used and the dimensions 
of the used types of timber have varied through the years. But around 1920 a change took 
place in North-America by making timber-boarded houses in which first sawn planks and 
later timber plates were used instead of logs, which development also took place in 
Scandinavia3.
The combination of timber plates on a timber frame seemed to be a very strong and stable 
construction in which two different kind of systems were developed:

• ‘Balloon structure’: built up with continuous planks on the outside of the façade 
and penetrating floor beams in the wall-surface;

• ‘Platform structure’: built up floor by floor with the floor beams between the 
storeys.

During the 20th century further experimental projects of prefabricated small houses had 
followed in Sweden, by starting the prefabrication production of entire houses including
foundation, interior complements and installations. By using this system the work on-site
could be reduced to mere simple assembly by a group of unspecialized workers, creating 
economical benefits. But until the alteration of the fire restrictions in 1994, it was in 

  
3 ‘Architectural aspects of massive timber’, Andreas Falk, Luleå University of Technology, 2005, page 32
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Sweden not allowed to built houses out of timber with more than two storeys4. And also 
not very necessary, since by the low land prices it was more useful to build more buildings 
than to find a solution in multi-storey applications with timber for more than two floors. 
Since the end of last century, the interest for the structural use of timber is increased. New 
and innovative timber structure systems were introduced, but with a lack of knowledge by 
less construction experience still required a lot of investigation. 

In The Netherlands, with rapidly rising land prices and demands for living area, multi-
storey residential buildings became more realized, however only steel and concrete were 
used for the structural frame due to material costs and structural development. The use of 
timber is until now mostly experimentally-based, with load-bearing properties to be 
proven and guaranteed in the changeable Dutch weather climate. 

3.1.2 Restrictions and regulations
The cities across Europe became more dense due to the rapid growth of the population 
during the 18th century, causing a higher risk of city fires. Especially with the constructive 
use of timber for a lot of houses, strict fire regulations were inevitable; particularly for 
multi-storey buildings. It would last until the 20th century that it was not allowed in most 
European countries to use timber for the load-bearing structures of more than two storeys. 
In 1994, a change in Swedish fire regulations from a material- to a performance base was 
resulting in the opportunity for an increased variety of applications in load-bearing timber. 
In the following years this change took also place in the Dutch fire regulations, thereby 
opening the development of knowledge and technique to suit the new structural systems 
for multi-storey housing and other advanced structures. 

3.1.3 Multi-storey constructing with massive timber
Due to the industrialization of the last century, fabricated materials like concrete and steel 
became common to use for multi-storey residential buildings. The continuous struggle for 
the construction of higher buildings demanded the best useable materials, so the quality of 
these products had to be guaranteed by fabricating them in optimal conditions. Besides,
the opinion on modern engineering was to optimize structures and structural elements 
through material minimizing by increasing the strength and behavioral capacity and 
reducing the volume of the used materials; in which the less material used, the higher the 
demands on its strength and stiffness. 

Timber is a natural material and thus heterogeneities appear in its natural production 
process, like cracks, knots, differences in annual ring width and other factors between the 
individual constructive parts. Needed quality of the material could thereby not always be 
guaranteed. After many studies towards the use of timber as a constructive material, 

  
4 ‘Architectural aspects of massive timber’, Andreas Falk, Luleå University of Technology, 2005, page 31
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Figure 3.1; Realisation of a massive timber structure in Austria

optimizing efforts made it possible to deal with this material problems by grading the 
timber, gluing, taking the knots out and finger-jointing the timber components.
Structural wall- and floor sections of timber are now created with diversified layered 
combinations, still searching for a better performance modification. Large spans, heavy 
loads and high-rise structures are also possible by the use of these relatively heavy timber 
structures. A material-minimized technique is not always the efficient one, so when the 
supply of timber is not the problem; massive timber-techniques could be a possible 
structural alternative. This system is however still very sensitive to outside influences, 
because the whole structure could collapse by the failure of one layer. Thereby intrusion 
of moisture or air has to be prevented by a research for good connections between the 
building components, with the use of cladding for needed fire safety purposes. Combining 
architectural aspects, e.g. showing timber on surfaces, in such a system could be regarded 
as a huge challenge for designers and engineers to cooperate in a design of a multi-storey 
residential building, concerning the building physics and production. 

Middle-Europe, knowing Sweden, Germany and Austria, is today leading with the 
knowledge of this ‘Massive Timber System’ due to their large supply of timber and the 
development of several multi-storey residential buildings, see figure 3.1. Further 
development of this building system in relation to other countries should contribute to a 
general acceptance across Europe. 

3.2 DESIGNING WITH MASSIVE TIMBER

During many years timber has been used in The Netherlands for the construction of houses and other 
structures like bridges, ships or railroads. Therefore is timber strongly connected with historical perspectives; 
causing a feeling of romance and a common cultural consciousness. Within an industrialized construction 
environment of fabricated materials like steel, concrete and plastics, the yearn for the use of natural products is 
becoming more serious. 
3.2.1 Architectural perspective
Timber as structural design material

The natural appearance of the product timber is in the designs today not always regarded 
with a feeling of romance and pleasure, considered in a historical perspective. Since the 
end of the second world war, many barracks were needed as emergency residential 
buildings for the homeless people due to the bombarded cities; and because of the very fast 
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and easy production method was timber used as most suitable construction material. In 
these poor conditions, combined with low acoustical qualities, cheap applications and low 
finishes; timber became associated with low-budget buildings and therefore merely
underestimated as a construction material. Resulting to this negative image on the 
properties of timber, it would last several decades before the structural use of timber got 
introduced as a structural system for multi-storey housing. 

Still is the structural use of timber mostly used for 
temporarily and cheap structures like youth hostels, small 
dwellings for political fugitives or persons seeking asylum 
and army barracks, see figure 3.2.

Making an architectural timber design without 
economizing on the building costs should strive to 
reduce the scepticism towards timber by demonstrating 
the maximum applicability of timber for the structural 
design. A continuous integration of prefabrication in the design will on the other hand 
accentuate the economical attractiveness of the used structure. Designing a building 
regarding to a specific system, which is easy to use and overview, will also increase the
industrial benefits by repetition of the used components and production activities. 
Realisation of such a prefabricated system is only possible due to a good combination of 
structural engineering and architectural insight; characterized by an efficient cooperation 
between the architect and engineer. 

Aesthetics of massive timber

Architectural fashions are not developed at institutes or universities, but are influenced by 
the context of social and political changes; reflecting the spirit of a specific age. The 
chosen construction materials are thereby expressions of technical- and industrial 
development, which is a model for national knowledge and economical prosperity. Like 
industrial revolution was characterised by the use of steel or concrete for systematic 
construction purposes, environmental awareness of today is resulting in the application of 
much more sustainable products. 

Timber is one of these sustainable materials, mostly not used for the primary structural 
system, but only visible secondary structural applications in the design; logically regarded 
due to the sensitivity for physical influences like moisture, air and temperature. Thereby, 
timber is also used in many building designs as a typical finishing material, covering the 
fabricated parts and transforming their exterior expression. This is commonly done because 
the natural structure of timber, represented in the components by a freakish grain- and 
colour pattern, is strongly related to the human body; in which this aesthetics will ensure a
feeling of comfort and purity to residents. 

Figure 3.2; Timber army barracks, 
low-budget constructions
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When designing with timber as a structural material, like the ‘Massive Timber System’, it 
is of great architectural interest to create a design with the structural system in sight. 
Therefore a consideration had to be made between the aesthetical appearance of timber 
and the needed quality achievement regarding to the construction regulations, with the 
demands on fire-safety in particular. Considering these two aspects during the designing 
process will evolve in a well-balanced concept: structural achievable, building physically 
accepted and a nuanced architectonic vision.

Architectural joints

Building systems are more and more based on industrial insight by the increasing level of 
prefabrication, because the economical benefits are of most importance to compete with 
other systems. Efficient joints between the components are thereby the key to success, 
which will become on the long run (due to industrial development) the main feature and 
intermediary of design styles. 

- The quality of a building will be determined by the quality of the detailed connections. The detailed connections 
will thereby be decisive for the building costs -5

The intended architectural approach of structural joints is decisive for the definition of its 
design out of various constructional solutions. This can be a aesthetical design, fully visible 
and salient, that is repetitively used for a certain visual effect by framing a room or an 
exterior, but joints can also be designed out of a pure structural efficient vision without 
any aesthetical aspects. These architectural possibilities are indicating the question if the 
joint area should be revealed or concealed, knowing that every small detail can be crucial 
for the impression of a room. Finishing of the linked individual components had to be 
designed, in which the structural experience could not be neglected. 

- Connections should be studied and developed as parts of a system. Degree of action, magnitude and direction of 
loads, visibility and effect on the architectural design should be regarded when dealing with joint solutions and joint 
design. -6

The ‘Massive Timber System’ is rather complicated when it comes to the aesthetical 
possibilities of jointing between the laminated timber plate components. Due to the strict 
fire- and sound regulations it is commonly used to secure the demanded component 
properties by cladding, which means that sight on the structural joints is lost. Viewable 
jointing on the surface will therefore only exist out of secondary layered materials, 
renouncing the architectural beauty of the structural timber parts inside the construction 
buildup. 

Architectural desire to show the aesthetical abilities of massive timber can only be achieved 
by inventive methods for structural preventing and insulation purposes. Out of another 

  
5 drs. B.Sc H.M. Nieman, Nieman Engineering Consultancy, 2007
6‘Architectural aspects of massive timber’, Andreas Falk, Luleå University of Technology, 2005, page 50
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perspective a different challenge arises to enfeeble the heavy structural characteristics of the 
‘Massive Timber System’ by dimension minimizing of the joints; containing a strive for a 
relative light structural appearance. From a continuous architectural search for structural 
weightlessness would that be in line with many antecedent designers through the years.  

3.2.2 Sustainability
The rising global psychedelic view on environmental issues is also reflecting on the Dutch 
building market, resulting in higher demands and regulations towards sustainability in the 
building designs by verifying of the used materials and construction methods. In general 
can this be regarded as a twofold verification, divided in an environmental technical 
judgment and a construction guarantee on the long term. 

Since 1996, there is a guideline in The Netherlands towards sustainable construction 
designs, summarized in a measurement list for architects; connecting the applicated 
materials in a design to a certain level of sustainability. Material, technique, structural 
function and utility should therefore meet and result in a sustainable architectural design. 
The concept of this list is however until today still not integrated within the Dutch 
building code, which makes the subject sustainability multi-interpretable for each other 
construction design; depending on the demands of the client. But there is a development 
started in 2005 to a more binding system for regulations regarding to sustainability by the 
introduction of a national strategy for the production with timber in the future, 
formulated in an adjustment regulation to sustainable forest control. By this regulation is 
determined that only certificated timber products may be used in the construction process, 
whereby in the middle of 2007 a judgment will follow over the specific allowed types of 
certifications that are in line with the Dutch Building Code.

3.3 REFERENCE PROJECTS

Designing is a combination of vision, knowledge, teamwork and experience, in which the last aspect also need 
the investigation to other building projects that have already been erected, especially when it comes to a relative 
new construction system like the ‘Massive Timber System’. Working with this system is already experienced 
in Sweden by the realisation of several multi-storey residential buildings, whereby one of these projects can 
officiate as design example; anticipating and learning from problems or solutions occurred during the 
construction process. 
Case 1: ‘Inre Hamnen’, Sundsvall in Sweden
Introduction

The studied project are five apartment blocks (with a total of 95 dwellings divided over six 
floors) for the public market in the inner harbour of Sundsvall, Sweden. Main reason for 
this project was aiming at the promotion of timber on the multi-storey building market 
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Figure 3.3; Apartment dividing wall
 

Figure 3.4; Exterior wall element , erected on-site                 

and to develop methods and production for massive timber construction. Different aspects 
of the final design are highlighted.7

Structure
The buildings consist of five storeys with an additional integrated sixth floor, by which the 
apartments on the fifth storeys are turned into duplex apartments under steep saddle roofs. 
All the dwellings are buildup out of surface elements. Every storey has four apartments. 
The timber façade with a total height of six storeys is allowed, because the entire building 
is sprinkled. 

Wall elements

The wall structure between the apartments exists of five-layered massive timber plates that 
are clad with gypsum boards on both sides, because Swedish fire-regulations did not allow 
visible timber in an apartment dividing partition wall. Only for inner walls within an 
apartment is made an exception, wherefore timber has been left visible on one side of 
several room-dividing walls, see figure 3.3.

Dividing partition walls between the apartments are built up as a double structure with on 
both sides 15 mm. gypsum board, 95 mm. massive timber and 70 mm. mineral wool. An 
air gap of 10 mm. is left between both sides of the wall for sound insulation purposes, 
dealing with vibrations through the wall structure. In total is the thickness of the load-
bearing apartment partition wall about 370 mm. The walls that are not load-bearing are 
produced in a light timber frame structure. 

The exterior wall, see figure 3.4, consists of 95 mm. cross-laminated timber boards with 
15 mm. gypsum board on the inner side. The timber elements are covered on the outer 
side with 170 mm. mineral wool, a 34 mm. air gap and 28 mm. glued joint. In total is the 
thickness of the used exterior wall about 340 mm., whereby the exterior walls to the 
North are constructed as light timber frame. The wall-floor joint zone is constructed like 
a platform structure, with the floor elements restrained between the wall sections. 
Horizontal glulam beams are framing the floor decks, closing the box structure of the 
inner cavity wall. 

  
7 ‘Architectural aspects of massive timber’, Andreas Falk, Luleå University of Technology, 2005, page 104 - 113
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Figure 3.5; Massive timber floor element
 

Floors

The floors consist of semi-closed box-elements, designed for the application of 
installations. A suspended ceiling is covering the lower surface of the floor elements, 
providing fire safety, vertical sound insulation and covering of installations. The floor is 
buildup out of two main parts. The upper part consists of three-layered cross-laminated 
timber plates with a thickness of 73 mm. and glulam beams (220 x 42 mm.). The lower 
part consists of 195 mm. sawn joists, carrying 70 mm. insulation on spaced boarding and
two layers of 13 mm. gypsum board. In total is the thickness of the floor sections 510 mm. 

Used spans in the design are up to 5700 mm., see figure 
3.5, and decided is for visible upper timber surface. 
Therefore are the floor plates cut over each apartment 
dividing partition wall for needed sound-insulation 
performance.  

The used cross-laminated floor slab for the integrated balconies have a thickness of 150 
mm., this is the same thickness as used for the floors in the staircases. Extended load-
carrying walls are carrying the integrated balcony floors. The smaller balconies, sticking 
out the exterior wall, consists of floor plates with a thickness of 110 mm. 

Detailing

Most of the structural used cross-laminated timber elements is covered, except for the 
upper surface of floor elements shown in apartments and integrated balconies. All the 
other visible timber is just added as outer finish, like the panel boards of glued joints in the 
façade (250 mm. wide), plates in the small balconies and as cantilevering roofs over entries. 
The visible timber plates as finish of the exterior wall have been entirely treated with 
distemper paint, except for a small area at each window and the extended load-bearing 
wall structure. 

Structural joints in the interior walls are covered with gypsum boards for fire safety 
reasons. These joints between horizontal- and vertical structural elements comprises a great 
variety of steel fittings. Vertical installation cables or pipes run in cut grooves in the timber 
surfaces, behind the gypsum board, from the main installation zone in the suspended 
ceiling. 

Due to the massive timber floor elements is the experienced frequency of vibrations in the 
floor-structure, with visible timber surface, higher than in a conventional light timber-
framed structure. However, further aesthetical or tactile benefits are few in this project. 
The massiveness of the timber in the floors could not obviously be experienced by vision 
or hearing and the timber-plated outer surface of the exterior wall is only cladding without 
showing the massive timber. Only in additional elements is tried to emphasize the use of 
massive timber, resulting in weak arguments for the structural use of massive timber from 
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Figure 3.8 Assembling exterior wall on-site
  

Figure 3.9 Assembling cassette floor element
 

Figure 3.6 Connection partition wall-floor
 

Figure 3.7 Connection partition wall-floor
 

an architectural point of view. Construction details of the wall-floor connections are 
shown as an example in figure 3.6 and 3.7.

Prefabrication and erection

The original timber plates (1200 x 3010) were assembled in a factory into glued cross-
laminated wall elements with a length up to 6000 mm. For exterior wall elements were 
also insulation and exterior cladding added before assembling on-site, see figure 3.8.

The cross-laminated floor elements (1200 x 5700) were combined with glulam beams into 
elements of 2400 mm. wide, after which suspended ceilings and installations were placed. 
These elements were delivered as compact packages on-site, jointed there into a 
continuous floor structure in place, see figure 3.9 with connected installation pipes 
perpendicular to the span direction. 

A deployable tent structure on fixed cranes has protected the buildings during erection, 
which has resulted in good and efficient working conditions. The quality of the timber 
components could also be guaranteed due to the protecting against moisture. 
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Case 2: ‘Two rowhouses’, IJburg (Amsterdam) in The Netherlands
Introduction

‘Two rowhouses’ have been erected in the area ‘IJburg’, located in Amsterdam. The 
dwellings consist of a massive timber structure of four storeys on the street side and three 
storeys on the backside. Due to split-level, an unique division in rooms and heights exist 
in the dwellings. Different aspects of the final design are highlighted.8

Structure

The dimensions of the dwellings consists of 6 meters width 
and 12 meters length. The structure is buildup with 
massive timber ‘LenoTec’ wall elements from supplier 
‘Finnforest NL’ and massive timber ‘Lignatur’ floor 
elements. Stability is gained from diaphragm action of the 
structure. Hereby, the floor elements are entwined 
between the floor-height wall elements, see figure 3.10.
The ground floor is made out of concrete. 

Wall elements

The ‘LenotTec’ wall elements have a thickness of 189 mm. This measure is next to 
structural purposes also required for gaining fire resistance, since out of structural point of 
view is 115 mm. already sufficient. The requirement of 90 minutes on fire resistance in 
relation with apocalypse of the structure is solved by this over-dimensioning of the wall 
elements. With a quickness of burning in timber of approximately 0,7 mm per minute, an 
extra thickness of 63 mm. is demanded. With an increase of the total thickness of the wall, 
a timber surface is possible and does not limit the fire regulations.9

Floors

Due to a maximum span of approximately 6 meters has the architect been searching for an 
attractive floor construction, which reduces the use of massive timber because of 
construction costs and improves the possibilities of large spans. This has resulted in a floor 
construction out of ‘Lignatur’ elements, exported by the Swiss company ‘Lignatur AG’. 
These floor elements are comparable with concrete hollow-core slabs. The use of channels 
improves the strength and stiffness of the elements and thereby reduces both the dead loads 
and the construction height of the floor construction. Also savings on construction costs 
are present, by suiting less timber in the structure.

  
8 ‘Structure of timber dwelling finished in four days’, Menno Jelgersma, Cobouw, 2005
9 ‘Four story house construction in massive timber’, Centrum Hout, 2006

Figure 3.10; Structure of rowhouses
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Prefabrication and erection

Prefabrication of the construction components can be 
defined as prefabricated elements which are erected on-
site and are forming the main structure of the building, 
see figure 3.11. Activities on-site includes erection of
installations, window-frames and doors, insulations and 
finish materials. Prefabrication grade is high, since the 
realization of the structure in this project is realized by 
four workers in four days. The longitudinal façades are 
designed as massive timber constructions. Hereby are 
the end wall constructions executed in timber 
framework façades.

3.4 MASSIVE TIMBER ELEMENTS

3.4.1 Massive floor elements
The greatest part of a massive floor element consist of solid timber, transverse-stressed or 
laminated out of massive timber planks. These elements combined with insulation and 
finishes makes it a massive timber floor element. A floor construction erected from massive 
timber can be executed in combination with a suspended ceiling or floating floor. The 
purpose for these applications are to forward the concerning fire and sound regulations. 
Depending on the application of the floor construction and the aesthetical aspects one of 
these, or both, can be suited in addition to the massive timber elements. 

The floor constructions of the ‘Massive Timber System’ can be realized in two main types:

• Slab floors;
• Cassette floors.

The slab floors consist of transverse-stressed or cross-laminated prefabricated elements. A 
cassette floor is made out of a massive timber slab, strengthen by T-joists on the underside. 
These strengthen elements are normally constructed as glulam beams. After delivery on-
site of the elements, erecting can be executed immediately. Normally the elements are 
provided by the supplier with lift hooks for lifting in position. Technical specifications of 
the floor elements10 are specified in the ‘Massivträ Handboken’. 

Slab floor elements
The transverse-stressed elements contains planks which are stressed by steel bars. The result 
of this activity is the arising of friction between the laminates, which can take up shear 

  
10 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 4.1

Figure 3.11; Assembling massive timber 
elements
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forces in longitudinal as well as transverse direction of the elements. This also results in a 
transverse stiffness similar to solid timber and additionally will reduce the moisture import. 

Slab floor elements can also be manufactured as an odd 
number of cross-laminated boards, so-called laminated slab 
floor, see figure 3.12. This gives the element a high 
transverse stiffness and little moisture import. Normally all 
odd slices contains similar thicknesses, but also the centre 
layer can be executed as a thicker board. Joint connections 
between slab floor elements11 are specified in the ‘Massivträ 
Handboken’.

Dimensioning of the slab floor construction

Dimensioning of the slab floor construction in massive timber normally contains only 
calculations in the ‘Serviceability limit state’ in exception of the ‘Ultimate limit state. 
When dimensioning in the ‘Serviceability limit state’, the deformation and resilience 
should be taken into account. Deflection of the slab floor elements are calculated by L/300 
or a maximum of 20 mm. 

Regarding to vibrations within floor constructions, the application of floor spans of > 6,5 
meter and/or rooms with large openings and the presence of many people, can result in 
tangible vibrations. In this situation, when vibrations arises on long terms, it can be 
experienced as disturbing for occupants. 

Concerning the bending strengths of the elements the shear deformation has a big 
influence on the total bending of cross laminated floor elements. The moderation of the 
extra contribution of the bending by shearing depends on the upstairs construction and 
length of the span. 

Diaphragm action of slab floor elements

By assembling the single slab floor elements to a floor construction, one big slice exists, 
which can divide the appearing loads horizontal to the stabilizing wall elements. The 
horizontal loads in the floor construction results in shear tensions, shear deformations, 
bending tensions and bending deformations. At transverse-stressed slab floor elements is 
the capacity of force transferring depending on friction between the laminates. With a low 
transverse-stressing force is the capacity of shear tension relatively low. Characteristically 
capacity in ‘Serviceability limit state’ at shearing in longitudinal direction of the laminates 
is 2 kN/m, without strengthening. Compressive and tensile strength are normally not 
dimensioned at elements. The characteristically value of 20 kN/m can be used when great 
deformation is present, e.g. crash loads. 

  
11 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 4.1

Figure 3.12;  Cross-laminated slab 
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Cassette  floor elements
The maximum span of cassette floor elements can be up to 12 meter. Thereby containing 
width of a casstte element is 1,2 meter. Construction height consist of 0,3 to 0,65 meter. 
Cassette floor elements contains a cross-laminated slab with T-joists of glulam. Spaces 
between the T-joists are filled with mineral wool in the 
factory, see figure 3.13. The underside of the element is 
mostly finished with a suspended ceiling, of for instance 
gypsum board fastened on battening. Installations can be 
positioned between the T-joists, or under the floor element 
when the dimensions do not admit the first. 

Dimensioning and diaphragm action of the cassette floor elements

Similar as the slab floor elements, the deflection of the cassette elements can be calculated 
with the help of L/300, with a maximum of 20 mm. Calculations concerning the shearing 
of the floor construction can be worked out in a similar method as the slab floor elements. 

3.4.2 Massive wall elements
Wall elements can be manufactured as laminated single massive timber slabs or together 
with insulation, façade materials and window frames, see an example in figure 3.15. A 
laminated wall element is produced out of an odd number of layers. The outer layers are 
vertically oriented, see figure 3.14. In general the thickness can 
vary between 60 and 120 mm. In consideration of transport, 
the height of the wall elements should not pass 4 meter. On 
the other hand, the maximum length of the elements contains 
12 meter, in which the element width is 1,2 meter. Floor 
height elements contains a weight between 300 and 2000 
kilogram. For resistance against damage and the protection 
against moisture, the elements will be covered with a plastic 
sheet during construction time. Further technical specifications 
of the massive timber wall elements12 are specified in the 
‘Massivträ Handboken’.

Dimensioning of the wall elements

Load-bearing walls gets vertical loads, from dead loads, snow loads and imposed loads from 
upstairs floors as well as horizontal loads by wind. Often an adjusting batten is fastened on 
top of the floor element to ensure that the wall element will be centrically loaded, e.g. 1/3 
or 25 mm of the total thickness. This because of an effective transfer of loads from a wall 

  
12 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 4.2

Figure 3.14;  Laminated wall 
element  

Figure 3.13;  Cassette floor element 
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construction to the underneath wall construction. Dimensioning of the wall elements are 
executed with the help of design diagrams13 in the ‘Massivträ Handboken’.

Diaphragm action of the wall elements
Massive wall elements can have a stability function within a structure of a building, 
because of the high stiffness and load carrying capacity. Horizontal loads, e.g. wind, results 
in shear tensions and deformations, as well as bending tensions and deformations. 
Calculations to the diaphragm action are executed with the help of the shear and bending 
properties14 specified in the ‘Massivträ Handboken’. 

Internal wall constructions
Choosing massive timber wall elements for internal 
wall constructions can be based on aspects like; 
contribution to stability, requirements on fire safety 
and/or sound insulation or aesthetical value’s of 
timber by showing the elements surface. In most 
other cases, is a wall construction out of a 
framework very well suitable, since the 
construction is mostly finished with gypsum board 
and filled with mineral wool, see figure 3.15. 
Hereby a light and more attractive wall construction exist regarding to the construction 
costs. Another benefit is the reduction on construction thickness, which takes along more 
usable area for the rooms. Also the placing of installations are more easy to realize, since 
no vertical channels have to be integrated in massive timber. 

3.4.3 Massive Timber System combined with column-beam
The consideration of using a column-beam structure instead of load-bearing walls is based 
on a more flexible division of rooms, see figure 3.16, and/or great openings in the façades. 
The structure can be designed with beams out of glulam, steel or even concrete, see figure 
3.17. The column-beam structure is favourable concerning sound transportation in 
comparison to load-bearing walls, since this structure has less flank transmission between 
partition floors. Points of attention are the sound transportation in non-bearing walls and 
installations.  

Horizontal loads on the column-beam structure are mostly taken up by lattice work or 
diaphragm action of wall elements, and transported to the ground. When designing lattice 
work, they should be positioned without disturbing the plan, e.g. a stairwell or façades. 
The massive timber floor construction can be in general noticed as a stiff slice. Also 
stability out of moment tightened connections, rigid columns and beams can be achieved, 

  
13 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 4.2
14 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 4.2

Figure 3.15;  Example of a partition –
and internal wall construction 
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although this is difficult to realize and thereby costly. Important issue is the difference 
between deformation properties of several materials when suited into one structure. For 
instance using a stair of concrete or a steel lattice work, in combination with a timber 
structure can result in problems with deformation. Especially with column-beam 
connections, where a column can deform relatively much in the longitudinal direction. 

Beams
Using an alternative of glulam beams, to reduce the construction height of the floor, will 
mainly a wide flanged steel beam be suited. Especially when a suspended ceiling is 
demanded for hiding installations, sound insulation and/or fire resistance a steel beam is an 
attractive alternative. Lattice work beams are also possible, but due to the higher costs it is 
not often suited. Benefit with lattice work beams is the possibility of pulling through 
piping and other installations. 

Columns

Timber columns do not deform remarkable different when loaded under fiber direction, 
than steel or concrete beams. However, bad connections of timber columns can certainly 
result in deformation, but most important is the drying process, which have to be executed 
on the right method. This to avoid deformation after erecting on-site.  As a result of the 
low thermal conductivity of timber, columns can easily be suited inside outer walls. When 
steel columns are designed within the plan of a column-beam structure fire resistance 
covering should be used around these components. 

3.5 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Requirements on connections of construction components differs from load-bearing capacity and assembling to 
fire resistance, sound insulation and air tightness. In the following paragraphs several details will be treated.

3.5.1 Wall construction with ground floor
The assembly of a wall element on a concrete ground floor starts with a layer of sealing 
strip on the concrete surface. This sealing strip exist of a capillary-breaking strip. 
Tolerances in dimensions of the concrete surface are desired to be as small as possible, 
since the efficiency on load-bearing and air tightness are based on this result. After a 

Figure 3.17;  Connection between timber  
columns, steel beam and slab floor element  

Figure 3.16;  Column-beam structure 
with steel beams
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Figure 3.18;  Connection of a wall 
 element with the

ground floor  

sealing strip is placed, an adjusting batten will be fixed on top of it, with the help of 
anchor bolts or screws and plugs. To ensure the resistance against lifting forces a sufficient 
size of ring between fastener and batten should be suited. The adjusting battens locates the 
prefabricated wall element on the ground floor. Another layer of sealing strip is placed on 
the concrete surface, to the reverse side of the wall element, before the wall elements can 
be erected. The wall elements are screwed inside the adjusting battens. Suited type of 
screw should take care of the appearing forces. This description for an outer wall is similar 
for an inner partition wall. The explained wall-ground floor connections are illustrated in 
figure 3.18 and 3.19.

3.5.2 Wall-wall connections
Connections between two walls differs from straight joints to corner connections of two 
wall elements. A straight joint has a strip of plywood which connects two elements. To 
ensure the air tightness a sealing strip is placed between one side of the wall element and 
the plywood strip. In the situation of a strip in the middle of the element also rubber or 
elastic cement can be suited as air tightening. Element connections of inner or outer 
corners are solved with the help of a timber molding. The massive timber element is 
screwed to the molding of the meeting element. 

3.5.3 Slab floor connections
Since regulations on noise control are relatively high for 
residential buildings, connections between a partition floor and 
an outer wall demands some measures concerning flanking 
sound transmission. The massive timber layer of the outer wall 
contains a recess on the topside, where a strip is integrated to 
reduce flanking sound transmission. The suspended ceiling is 
prefabricated with battening and sound absorbing mineral 
wool. This construction finds support on a timber molding at 
the topside of the wall element. The slab floor element is fixed 

Figure 3.19;  Massive timber wall element 
positioned with an adjusting
batten

Anchor bolts or screws
with plugs

Screws

Adjusting batten

Sealing strip

Sealing strip

Screw
fastening

Figure 3.20;  
Slab floor connection
with wall element
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by screws in pre-bored holes into the reverse side of the sound recess, see figure 3.20. The 
screws are not allowed to get in touch with the elastic strip in the recess. To ensure the 
placing of the upstairs wall element to be straight onto the lower element, an adjusting 
batten is positioned on top of it. The assembling of the upstairs wall element will be
executed against a buffer edge batten (45 x 45 mm) together with screws which are 
brought in, within a angle of 35 degrees through the wall element into the floor element. 
The buffer edge has the function of taking care of the appearing transverse forces, when 
the screws are bending as result of the lifting forces. Under the wall element will a 30 mm 
width sealing tape be placed in the centre of the wall element. This for air tightening as 
well as sound insulation. Connections of the outer wall in floor 
element’s longitudinal direction as well as inner wall elements is 
similar to the abovementioned description.   

3.5.4 Cassette floor connections
The connections of the cassette floor elements to the wall 
elements are mostly similar to the slab floor elements. The 
suspended ceiling is now fixed on battening, which is not 
contacting the T-joists of the cassette floor element to avoid the 
transfer of sound vibrations to the floor, see figure 3.21. Also 
sound recesses, screwing assembling and an adjusting planks are 
suited within this floor construction. 

3.6 FIRE RESISTANCE

Timber has in general good fire resisting properties in a fully developed fire. This because 
of massive timber keeps his normal properties within the coal layer during the fire. 
Carbonization quickness is slow, so that timber constructions have a high fire resistance 
within carrying components as well as dividing components. On the other hand, is the 
spread of fire on the surface of timber a weak property of this material. Comparing to 
other materials is the smoke development of timber relatively moderate. Looking at 
massive timber components, there can be found a few differences between other timber 
structures. Timber frame structures have less timber, so that these structures are basically 
more sensitive to collapse. This since the ‘Massive Timber System’ has more load-bearing 
reserve. Besides that, the use of sealing material in joints is most important. Thereby are 
bad connected elements, small open joints etc. enormous sensitive for spreading fire to 
adjacent rooms. In contrast with timber frame structures, the massive timber components 
can contribute a lot to the production of fire gasses, so that fire can easily be passed over to 
adjacent rooms via windows and other openings in constructions. Fire resistance 
properties15 of the massive timber elements are specified in the ‘Massivträ Handboken’.

  
15 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 5

Figure 3.21;  Cassette floor connection
with wall element
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Sprinkler systems
The use of a sprinkler system in a residential building gives a more flexible plan design as 
well as material choices. For instance the following technical applications are possible to 
suit when using a sprinkler system:

• Larger dimensions of (sub) fire compartments;
• Reduce of fire resistance of main structure;
• Reduce of fire resistance of materials;
• Designing (shopping) arcades as an escape route;
• Increase of walking distance to an emergency exit.

The consideration of suiting a sprinkler system depends on several aspects, but in any case 
are costs highly decisive. When timber surfaces are desired by the architect to have the 
upper hand in rooms, it is a possibility to use an active fire resistance system, like a 
sprinkler system, but due to costs are other measures, e.g. fire resisting lacquer preferably.

3.7 ACOUSTICS

The basic acoustic properties of the massive timber leaves much to be desired. Which says that using a massive 
timber structure for a residential building looking at acoustic performances is quite unconsidered, without 
designing special adjustments. But with the help of some extra attention to suited materials and construction 
details the required sound regulations of the functions can be filled up in general without many problems. 
Acoustic properties respecting to the massive timber floor and wall elements16 are specified in the ‘Massivträ 
Handboken’.
3.7.1 Massive floor construction
Due to contact by humans or other moving objects with a floor construction, vibrations 
arises in the construction which results in sound radiation in both upwards and downwards 
directions. This transmission of vibrations is possible by a flanking wall construction in a 
room, through a floor construction to the downstairs flanking wall construction, so called 
flanking sound transmission. This form of transmission is of great presence in a building 
with a massive timber structure. Results of tests without taking any adjustments, have 
proved that 3% of the total sound transmission consist of direct sound transmission and 
97% out of flanking sound transmission17. Sound insulation of a solid timber floor element 
is fairly low. To fill up the sound insulation regulations mostly a suspended ceiling is 
suited. With the use of the materials mineral wool and gypsum board a quite well sound 
insulation can be realized. Thereby will the use of a self-supporting suspended ceiling an 
even better sound insulation be achieved, since the contact with vibrating components will 
be reduced. Besides a suspended ceiling, a floating floor construction is a good alternative 

  
16 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 5
17 Tests at ’Stiftelsen Vetenskapsstadens’ mentioned in ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industiekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, 

chapter    5.2.3
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for improving the sound insulation. Important consideration is the desire of the timber 
surface of the top floor by the architect. If other finishes are preferably than the expression 
of pine wood, a floating floor construction will contribute largely to the reduction of 
sound transmission. This because of the large reduction of vibrations inside the massive 
timber floor elements. 

3.7.2 Massive wall construction
Concerning massive timber wall elements the use a double construction of massive timber 
elements will result in a much better insulating of sound, since by increasing the number 
of layers vibrations will be reduced. Thereby an application of mineral wool in the middle 
of such a construction can deliver a large contribution, as well as an air gap. Also 
connections between wall elements are important to be designed and executed carefully, 
to avoid sound leakages.

3.7.3 Flanking sound transmission
The horizontal transmission of sound within a massive timber 
floor element is fairly high, which especially means for the 
longitudinal direction. On the other hand the description of 
flanking sound transmission in subparagraph 3.7.1 says that it 
is of great interest to keep the transmission out of the floor 
constructions. This means that the connections between the 
wall and floor elements are demanding special attention to 
reduce the sound transmission. As been spoken in paragraph 
3.5 a recess will be suited between the wall and floor 
elements’ connection. This recess will be filled up with either 
polyurethane or laminated nature rubber and will take up the 
function of breaking the transmission of sound, see figure 
3.22.

3.8 MOISTURE AND THERMAL INSULATION
3.8.1 Moisture
The humidity level within an indoor environment has a great influence on comfort and 
well-being of occupants. Hereby the humidity level should not be low or high. On the 
base of the hygroscopic properties, wood has the ability of absorbing and giving off 
moisture to the environment, which contributes to a comfortable indoor environment. 
The moisture content of timber suits to the relative humidity of the environment. When 
the this varies between 35 and 65%, the balanced moisture content, which means the 
proportion of dry timber and moisture in weight, will contain approximately 7-14%. In 
practice this variety will lay between 9 and 11% in massive timber elements, due to the 
hysteretic behavior. As a result of changes of the moisture percentage also the volume of 

Recess will be filled with a synthetic strip

Sealing strip for air tightness

Figure 3.22; Topside of a massive timber wall element with  
provisions for flanking sound transmission
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timber will change thereby. These dimension changes differs between the transverse and 
longitudinal direction, where changes in the longitudinal direction are the greatest. 
Concerning the moisture absorbing properties of timber it is most important that the 
massive timber elements are not exposed to unusual moisture during the construction 
time. Shortly expose of moisture is in general not a problem, since moisture transportation 
in timber is slow with an exception of cross cut wood, which always needs protection. 
Normally, floor elements are supplied with a waxed surface and wall elements with a 
waxed underside and topside. 

3.8.2 Thermal insulation
The capacity of saving heat in a material depends on the density of the concerning 
material. Timber has a relative low density and in comparison to other materials, e.g. 
concrete or bricks, a high specific saving heat capacity. Thermal conduction of dry pine 
contains 0,1-0,12 W/m,K, which is approximately three times the value of mineral wool. 
This relatively low thermal conduction carries for a comfortable indoor environment and 
an effective energy consumption. Also comfort in surfaces of walls and floors are present. 

3.9 INSTALLATIONS

Most important for designing an installation plan in a multi-storey building is the 
cooperation with the architect and structural engineer. Hereby should the installation 
consultant be involved in the process of the project in an early phase. On the base of a 
great planning, e.g. the horizontal piping between the T-joists of the cassette floors can be 
reduced. Considerable at the design of an installation plan are the ducts through partition
walls, which could be solved by the application of sufficient vertical shafts. Installations can 
be located between the suspended ceiling and the construction floor and some within the 
floating floor, for instance floor heating. At the cassette floor construction, piping can be 
lead through the T-joists with easy treatments. In this situation the suiting of timber 
within construction on-site have a great advantage above other materials, e.g. concrete. 
Hereby, complicated treatments are needed for the placing of piping. Not only machinery 
is more comprehensive, but also working conditions are negatively influenced. Besides 
this, adjustments to installations are easier to fulfil. On the other hand, noise control 
demands more attention to the design and assembly of the installations at timber structures 
than for instance concrete structures. Details in relation with installations to sound ducts 
demands a lot of attention, since many difficulties could arise during the realization of this. 
Shortages on noise control within a building are mostly one of the first negativities which 
will be discovered by the occupants when moved in. So concerning quality and costs it is 
required to give extra attention to detailed work of the installations during the 
construction phase. 
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3.9.1 Ventilation installations
The horizontal piping of the ventilation installations should be located within the floor 
constructions. When a slab floor is suited a great freedom is included for assembling the 
installations between the massive timber and suspended ceiling. The piping is not allowed 
to have contact with the underside of the slab floor element, when the installation belongs 
to the room under the floor construction. Instead, the piping can rest on the battening of 
the ceiling when this construction is strengthened for the extra loads, see figure 3.23. 
Because of limits with ducts through the T-joists of a cassette floor elements it is possible 
to hang them up under the constructions and suit an extra suspended ceiling. This ceiling, 
which need a hanging construction to the floor elements, should be sound insulated to 
reduce the sound production by the installations. To suit an extra suspended ceiling under 
the floor construction an even better sound insulation and fire resistance will be achieved, 
since contact with the floor construction will be reduced. Naturally, positioning the 
installations under the elements instead of between them, the structural height will be 
increased. With placing the piping between the elements prefabrication would be a good 
option. This demands a great planning, will save 
construction time, but reduce the flexibility with 
assembling. Also working conditions will improve, 
since the activities above eye level are less 
complicated with prefabrication of the installations. 
Concerning the sound insulation regulations, piping 
is not allowed to contact load-bearing elements of
the floor construction at partition floors. 

3.9.2 Drainage
The installations for drainage will be preferably located above the suspended ceiling. 
Drainpipes are not allowed to contact the suspended ceiling when those belong to the 
room above the floor construction. This means that piping should be hanged up to the 
underside of the massive timber elements, see figure 3.24. Drainage alongside the cassette 
floor elements demands positioning of the drainpipes between the T-joists, as long as they 
do not have to cross. At correct planning of the installations, this should mostly be able to 
achieve. Similar to the ventilation installations the drainage is not allowed to contact load-
bearing elements in the floor construction, when sound regulations are in force. 

3.9.3 Electrical installations
Similar to ventilation installations and drainage, electrical installations should not be in 
contact with the suspended ceiling, due to fire safety aspects. Vertical transport of electrical 
installations within a room can be fulfilled with milled grooves inside the wall elements. 
Also vertical channels inside the wall elements are possible, which demands a minimum 

Figure 3.23;  Installations positioned in a
cassette floor construction
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centre distance of 600 mm. Hereby are the electrical pipes invisible from the surface of the 
walls.

3.9.4 Water and heating piping
Piping belonging to water and heating supply are preferably placed outside the walls. 
When the piping is wished to be hidden in the walls, they should consider the fact of 
possible leakage. Besides it, vertical piping will normally be positioned inside a shaft, since 
sound insulation regulations are valid with water and heating piping. 

3.10 ASSEMBLY

Due to the low dead load and dimensions of massive timber elements transportation is relatively easy and 
inexpensive comparing to e.g. concrete. The elements are provided with lift hooks and are marked for assembly 
in the right order. Regarding to the construction time and unwilling moisture loads assembly is based on JIT, 
which stands for delivery ‘Just In Time’. This means that straight from the lorry the elements will be lift up 
and positioned in the construction, with the help of the assembly plan. Flexible building cranes and effective 
planning’s are demands for a successful assembly. 
3.10.1 Structure stability
In general, anchoring should be executed with pre-stressing due to the compensation of the 
long term deformation, which exist during the lifetime of a structure. After more 
components are added to the structure, the pre-stressing will be lost due to more vertical 
loads. At the end of erecting the structure components the pre-stressing will be checked on 
tension. This because of possible total lose of the pre-stressing. In this situation anchoring 
needs to be post-stressed. Even the possibility of post-stressing in the ‘Serviceability limit 
state’ is required. This contains accessibility of the anchoring. 

3.10.2 Moisture and climate protection
Principal sentence of protecting the construction of moisture and other climate influences 
is to construct the moisture sensitive components as quick as possible. Depending on the 
type of construction, number of blocks/parts of the total project and local climate, 
planning of protecting the building up construction is required. When erecting the wall 
elements as quick as possible, an opportunity exist where a tent structure can be suited to 
protect the downstairs construction. This tent structure can be made out of a synthetic sail 
supported by a slim and light weight steel structure, see figure 3.24. Risk of wind is an 
important issue at the application of this tent structure, so that special adjustments are 
desired depending on the location of the project. Depending on the constructing side the 
tent structure can be divided in parts and thus moveable in the longitudinal direction, see 
figure 3.25. Inside the tent structure lightning as well as heating is possible to imitate a 
factory environment. With this application a comfortable work environment exists and 
will both largely improve the well being of workers and the quality of the construction. 
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3.11 STRUCTURE STABILITY

The stabilizing system in a ‘Massive Timber System’ is often integrated in a vertical bearing system 
and construction system in general. Thereby it is important to identify in an early phase how the 
horizontal loads are transferred from the floor construction, by the wall elements to the ground, since 
this is decisive for the shape layout of the whole building.   

The horizontal loads on a building results in both horizontal and vertical ground reactions, 
since the horizontal resultant takes up in the upper half height. This means that a structure 
should be checked for the rotation moment as well as for a horizontal ground reaction. 
With regard to the rotation moment, the opposition of the constructions dead load should 
be compared with this moment, as result of horizontal loads against the façade. A roughly 
calculation can be executed to judge if the vertical loading resultant is positioned exactly 
on the constructions core line. When the dead load do not opposite sufficient comparing 
to the rotation moment, can be chosen for increasing the dead load and/or changing the 
plan design. 

3.11.1 Diaphragm action
Calculations on the structure stability is 
normally executed on two main directions. 
The horizontal direction contains besides the 
wind loads also the horizontal loads on the base 
of slanting forces within vertical load-bearing 
wall elements. The wind loads are transferred 
to the floor constructions by the walls. 
Thereafter are the horizontal loads by the floor 
construction transferred to the stabilizing wall 
elements, see figure 3.26. Mostly load-bearing 
wall elements are required inside the structure 
as well. The division of loads between the 
walls is depending on the stiffness of floor and 
wall constructions. 

Figure 3.24; Protection of the work with a 
 flexible tent structure

Figure 3.25;  Tent structure is dividable in parts 
for erection of massive timber elements

Figure 3.26;  Diaphragm action within wall and floor
constructions
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Figure 3.23;  Fundamental vertical anchoring;
to avoid uplifting of the structure

3.11.2 Horizontal anchoring
The transferring of forces from wall constructions to floor constructions, which has been 
treated in the last paragraph, demands requirements of the connections between these 
constructions. Mostly a mechanical connection is required to restrain the provisions 
concerning the appearing shear forces. The connection 
between the upstairs wall element and floor element 
should be able to take up the horizontal forces which 
arises in this wall construction. Besides this, the 
connection between the underneath wall element and 
the floor construction have to take up the horizontal 
forces, both in the upstairs wall construction and the 
horizontal forces which are transferred from this wall 
construction to the floor construction. The mechanical 
connections will be executed with shearing fittings, see 
figure 3.27.

3.11.3 Vertical anchoring
Due to horizontal forces by a floor construction 
to the topside of a wall construction, the 
underside of the wall endures on one side a 
compressive force and the other side an
anchoring force, see figure 3.28. For 
contribution to the stability of the structure 
fastening of the wall elements by screws is mostly 
insufficient as well as the prevention against up 
lifting of the wall elements. This risk of up lifting 
can be restrained with anchoring to the floor 
construction or an application of sufficient 
vertical loads from the upstairs floor 
construction, so that up lifting will be prevented.
This can also be avoided by a connection of the concerning wall construction to a 
neighboring anchored wall element. Since horizontal forces on a multi-storey building 
increase from topside to the ground floor, also the anchoring forces grow in the same 
direction. This enlargement of the anchoring forces is also based on the transportation of 
lifting forces from upstairs wall construction, by underneath wall constructions to the 
ground floor. Important issue is that the appearing anchoring forces will be transferred 
directly to the underneath wall construction through the floor construction, so that the 
route to the ground floor construction is as short as possible. Due to the practicability and 
costs of the anchoring it is desired to reduce the number of anchors. This can be achieved 
by a detailed determination of the suited anchors by calculations. Also plan design can 

Horizontal wind loads through 
floor construction

Figure 3.27;  Fittings for taking up 
shear forces

Anchoring force            Compressive force

 Figure 3.28;  Forces in wall constructions

due to wind loads  

Shear forces
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affect the number of anchors. For instance, designing relatively great loads on cross walls 
by changing the obvious bearing direction. This will reduce the lifting forces and thus the 
required number of anchors. 

3.11.4 Anchor types
Besides steel threads integrated in the wall elements, also other anchoring fittings are 
possible, which fill up both the tensile forces and shearing. Two walls, above and below a 
floor construction, are fastened together by nail plates on the wall elements and two steel 
threads, which connects both plates, see figure 3.39. This fitting can take up both 
appearing forces and is relatively simple to execute on-site. Another type of anchoring 
consist of a smaller fitting fastened on the underside of the floor construction, see figure 
3.30. This type of fastening can only take up the shear forces appearing between the floor 
and wall elements. Since this anchoring is fastened on just one side of a room, the 
execution is even simpler. Anchoring of wall elements to the concrete ground floor 
construction occurs by a nail plate welded on a steel plate, which is poured in, see figure 
3.31. If the deformation do not override 2 - 3 millimeter the suited sound insulation strip 
between the floor and wall elements can function as taking up the shear forces. At 
calculations on deformations the capacity of the sound insulation strip is not allowed to 
taken in account.  

Figure 3.29;  Wall to wall
anchoring

Figure 3.30;  Floor to wall
connection

Figure 3.31;  Ground floor
anchoring
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4 BUILDING CODE
Decisive for the design of a building are the regulations, which limits the plan design as 
well as structural and component design. In this chapter, the regulations which are of most 
interest for designing a building are summarized. Realizing a project in The Netherlands 
have resulted in the application of the Dutch building code for this project. Focussed has 
been on European classifications for mainly fire and sound regulations, which will result in 
more uniformity between Sweden and The Netherlands.

The Dutch building code will be summarized with the help of the ‘Building Decree’, 
which represents the national building regulations. This document is supported by ‘Dutch 
Standards’, which are expressing provision methods for the regulations. To limit the size of 
this chapter only regulations which are of great importance for the design of the building 
are described. This comes to topics respecting to fire resistance, sound insulation, moisture 
and energy-saving. 

4.1 GENERAL DETERMINATIONS
4.1.1 Occupation rate
The occupation rates of habitable areas are determined by the number of persons per 
square meter. The concerning proportion is classified in occupation rate classes and shown 
in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Overview of occupation rate classes

4.2 DUTCH BUILDING CODE

The Dutch building code is based on the ‘Building Decree’. A roughly description of this document is 
as followed: building regulations on structural strength, building design, building installations, fire 
resistance, sound insulation and moisture, which are divided in several building functions and referred 
to matching Dutch Standards (e.g. ‘NEN 6702’). Concerning building functions of this project the 
following functions are valid: a residential function, a sport function and a store function. 
In this paragraph the regulations in the ‘Building Decree’ which are from most interest on the design 
of the project are summarized in the respecting topics, without giving the specific values which are 
valid for the design of the building. Except for decisive specifications which are demanded to be aware 
of in advance for the design. For remaining regulations and valid values will be referred to the 
‘Building Decree’.  

Occupation rate class Area per person
B1 ≤ 1,3 m2

B2 > 1,3 m2 ≤ 3,3 m2

B3 > 3,3 m2 ≤ 8,0 m2

B4 > 8,0 m2 ≤ 20 m2

B5 > 20 m2
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4.2.1 Fire resistance
Main structure

The requirement of the fire resistance regarding to the collapse of the main structure is 
depending on the type of function as well as the height of the building. Measuring 
function is the residential function, since only the ground floor will be designed as non-
residential. Thereby is the valid number of minutes of fire resistance 90 minutes, since the 
height of the top floor will be between 7 and 13 meter.

Limiting the development of a fire

Regulations on the limitations of the development of fire includes requirements on fire 
propagation of all construction parts in a building, divided in inner and outer surfaces. Fire 
propagation is, similar to nonflammable materials, related to European fire classes and is 
depending on rooms and applications. Topside surface of a stair, ramp or floor contains 
another specified value, which means that the requirements are lower. In table 4.2 are 
construction parts classified in European fire classes.

Table 4.2 Overview of classification of European fire classes

Partition construction bounded by: Propagation expressed in European fire class
Not bounded by open air
A fire and smoke-free escape route C (non-enclosed escape route), B (others)
A smoke free escape route C (non-enclosed escape route), B (others) for 

residential function. D for store and shop 
function

Remaining D
Bounded by open air (exception on roof construction)
A fire and smoke-free escape route C (non-enclosed escape route), B (others)
A smoke free escape route C (non-enclosed escape route), B (others) for 

residential function. D for store and shop 
function

Remaining (including turning construction parts) D
Ground level façade up to 2,5 meter height (with 
exception of doors and windows)

B

A floor, ramp or stairs
A fire and smoke-free escape route Cfl

A smoke free escape route Cfl for residential function. Dfl for store and 
shop function

Remaining Dfl

Shafts and channels
Inner side of shafts and channels A1 / A1fl (min. 0,01 m1 thickness)
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Limiting the propagation of a fire and spreading of smoke

For the limitations on the expansion of fire mostly requirements are set up for fire 
compartments and sub fire compartments. Division of a fire compartment into sub fire 
compartments are strictly related to the residential function. To limit the spreading of 
smoke in a building several requirements applies with divisions in smoke compartments. 
Related regulations of the individual compartments are shown in table 4.3.

Table 4.3  Regulations on fire, sub fire, and smoke compartments

Limiting the propagation of a fire and spreading of smoke

Concerning the limitations on the existence of smoke, requirements applies on finishes of
construction parts which are bounded by inside air. European classification is shown in 
table 4.4.

Table 4.4  European classification of smoke classes related to finishes of construction parts

Escape from and within a smoke compartment and a sub fire compartment

Escaping within a sub fire compartment (residential function) and a smoke compartment
(store and sport function) demands requirements on walking distances between entrances 
and rooms, which are summarized in table 4.5.

Compartment Rooms Fire/smoke  resistance Notes
Fire 
compartment

Installation room >50m2

Comm. heating area
Enclosed room (ex. toilet, 
bathroom, meter room, a 
comb. app. inst. place)

To another FC or non-
enclosed safety stairwell: 
60 minutes
To a fire and smoke 
proof route: 30 minutes

Max. usable area FC 
1000 m2, self-closing 
door for internal 
constructions with 
fire resistance 
regulations

Sub fire 
compartment

Every non-communal 
room of a residential 
function  (ex. toilet, 
bathroom, meterroom, a 
comb. app. inst. place) 
Comm. residential and 
habitable areas

To a room in FC, 
another FC or non-
enclosed safety stairwell: 
30 minutes

Not located in two or 
more FC’s, max. 
usable area 500 m2,
self-closing door for 
internal constructions
with fire resistance 
regulation

Smoke 
compartment

One FC contains 1 or 
more SC’s

To enclosed rooms: 30 
minutes

Res. funct: all constr. 
parts with resistance
self-closing (ex. 
entrances of SC), 
Store, sport funct: 
doors in constr. with 
resistance self-closing

Construction part European smoke class
Wall and ceiling finishes in enclosed rooms S2
Floor, ramp or stair finishes in enclosed rooms S1fl
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Table 4.5  Escape specifications within a sub fire compartment and a smoke compartment

In addition to table 4.5 should the entrance of a sub fire compartment be an entry of the 
specific smoke compartment or an entry where a route starts, which is not leading through 
a habitable room, toilet, bathroom or technical room to the entrance of the specific smoke 
compartment. Thereby should a sub fire compartment with an usable area of more than 
500 m2 have at least two entrances. 

Within a sport and store functions other requirements are valid regarding escaping in a 
smoke compartment, which are determined with the help of the occupation rates of the  
functions. Due to limiting this topic and chapter these are not specified, but contains the 
following regulations:

• The number of entrances;

• Dimensions of the entrances of habitable areas;

• Turning directions of entrance doors of habitable areas and rooms as well as the 
smoke compartment in escape directions.

Escape routes

Within escaping from a building requirements are present regarding to escape routes. This 
means that a smoke free escape route leads to an adjacent terrain without passing doors 
which needs to be opened by a key. In general every smoke compartment or sub fire 
compartment should have two directions to escape from the building, which nowhere 
meets. For the sport and store functions are two escape routes allowed to be combined 
when these routes are a fire and smoke free escape route and specified by the usable area of 
the smoke compartment in relation with the occupation rate. Hereby is the maximum 
length of combining the two escape routes 30 meter, without the length in a safety 
stairwell. For the residential function applies, when a technical room is present in a smoke 
compartment these two escape routes can be combined over a length of maximum 8 
meter. Other requirements of escape routes of smoke compartments and sub fire 
compartments are shown in table 4.6.

Compartment From room / 
entrance

To room / 
entrance

Walking 
distance [m]

Notes

Sub fire 
compartment

Point in a comm. 
habitable 
area/room

Entrance of a sub 
fire compartment

≤ 20 / 30 Entrance is entry of 
comp. or here starts a 
route to this entry

(Sub) fire 
compartment

Entrance of a 
non-communal 
habitable room 

Entrance of a 
(sub) fire 
compartment

≤ 15 Entrance is entry of 
comp. or here starts a 
route to this entry

Smoke 
compartment

Point in a 
habitable area of 
store/sport funct.

Entrance of a 
smoke 
compartment

B1,2,3 ≤ 30 
B4 ≤ 45
B5 ≤ 60

Walking distance in a 
habitable area is 
multiplied with 1,5
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Table 4.6  Escape routes of smoke compartments and sub fire compartments

Layout of smoke free escape routes

Regarding to the design of the smoke free escape routes several requirements are valid for 
the building. Hereby should all escape routes have a minimum width of 0,6 meters and a 
height of at least 1,9 meter. The partition walls between two smoke free escape routes 
should have a resistance against fire of 30 minutes and have no other movable construction 
part than a self-closing door. The total permanent fire loads per storey is allowed to be 
maximum 3500 MJ. For the residential function applies the turning direction of doors 
between an enclosed room, where a smoke free route is located, and a escape stairwell is 
not allowed to be against the turning direction. Depending on the occupation rate, a door 
which is positioned in a smoke free escape route should not turn against the escape 
direction. Hereby is valid that when an entrance door of a smoke compartment is turning 
in the escape direction, no other door is allowed to turn against the escape direction. Also 
valid for the residential function is that in an enclosed room where a smoke free escape 
route leads, two entrances should have a maximum walking distance of 30 meter. This is 
invalid for a escape stairwell. 

Preventing and limiting accidents in case of fire

Concerning walking distances in the residential functions applies a distance from an 
entrance of a sub fire compartment or a smoke compartment and at least an entrance of a 
escape stairwell is maximum 45 meter. For the sport and store function applies the walking 
distance between an entrance of a smoke compartment and at least an entrance of a escape 
stairwell is maximum 30 meter. 

4.2.2 Noise control
Regulations on noise control within a building are based on protection of sound from outside, 
protection from sound of installations, limitations on resonance and noise reduction between similar 
user functions as well as different user functions.

Escape route Regulation Invalid for: Routes Notes
Smoke 
compartment

Minimum 2 
routes which 
nowhere 
meets

Usable area > 
250 m2 without 
habitable 
rooms

1 route; if more 
than 1 entrance 
which routes not 
combines

Combining is allowed in 
a safety stairwell

Sub fire 
compartment

Minimum 2 
routes which 
nowhere 
meets

Sub fire 
compartment 
with more than 
1 entrance, 
which routes 
not combines

Combining is 
allowed in a 
safety stairwell 
and when this is 
not bounded by 
another sub fc

Allowed to bound by 
another sub fc: If not 
more than one sub fc, 
entrances are opposite 
of each other and no 
turning constr. parts are 
located (ex. entrances) 
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Protection against noise from outside

Protection of sound from outside is only related to the residential function. An outer wall 
construction, which is dividing a habitable area from open air, contains a characteristic 
noise reduction of 35 dB(A), specified by ‘NEN 5077’. 

Protection against noise from installations

The requirement on noise from installations within a building applies for a toilet, a tap, a 
mechanical ventilation system, a water heater, an installation for increasing the water 
pressure or an elevator are not allowed to cause in a non-communal habitable area of 
another user (residential) function a characteristic noise level of maximum 30 dB(A). 

Noise control between habitable rooms of the same user function

Noise reduction between habitable rooms within the same user function is only based on 
the residential function. Hereby should the characteristic insulation-index for airborne 
sound and the insulation-index for impact sound for the transfer of sound from a habitable 
room to another habitable room within the same residential function be at least -20 dB. 
This requirement is invalid if the rooms are located on the same storey and are in open 
connection, or when one room is directly accessible by a door from the other. 

Noise control between habitable rooms of different user functions

Regulations for the noise reduction between rooms of different user functions includes 
noise reduction to another property as well as within the same property. Requirements for 
noise reduction to another property consist of characteristic insulation-index of both 
airborne sound and impact sound to a habitable area as well as another enclosed room. 
Determinations on this are specified alongside ‘NEN 5077’. Within the same property the 
characteristic insulation-index of both airborne sound and impact sound are also 
determined with the help of ‘NEN 5077’. Exceptions for the residential function includes, 
the airborne sound and impact sound insulation indexes from an enclosed room to an 
enclosed common area and from a communal room to another communal room when 
these have the same user functions. Value’s in table 4.7 are expressed in the insulation-
indexes and converted in European classifications; Rw (airborne) and Lnw (impact).
Table 4.7 Requirements on noise reduction

Type of noise reduction from an 
enclosed room

Insulation-index; Ilu and Ico 
[dB]

European classification; Rw
and Lnw [dB]

Airborne sound to a habitable area ≥ 5 ≥ 58
Impact sound to a habitable area ≥ 5 dB (residential)

≥ 0 dB (sport and store)
≤ 66
≤ 71

Airborne sound to an enclosed room ≥ 0 dB (residential)
≥ 0 dB (sport and store)

≥ 53
≥ 53

Impact sound to an enclosed room ≥ 0 dB (residential)
≥ -5 dB (sport and store)

≤ 71
≤ 76
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4.2.3 Ventilation capacities
Air change of rooms are related to all functions and requirements are expressed in litres per 
second. Since moisture production is mostly different per room and function are 
requirements classified per function and type of room. In table 4.8 are the demanded air 
changes summed up of the residential function.
Table 4.8 Requiremtents on air change of the residential function

Air supply of rooms in the habitable area should contain for at least 50 percent air which is 
leaded directly from outside. Demanded air change for the store and sport function is 
depending on the occupation rate and is thereby not shown, due to limitation of this 
chapter. 

4.2.4 Moisture prevention
Prevention moisture from outside

An outer partition wall construction of a habitable area, toilet room, or a bathroom is 
water tight, specified conform ‘NEN 2778’. Also determined by this national standard is 
the water tightness of the underfloor area construction to one of the in the last sentence 
named rooms as well as inner partition wall constructions within the regarding rooms. The 
construction of the underfloor area to a habitable area, a toilet room or a bathroom 
requires a specific air volume stream of maximum 20 x 10-6 m3/(m2x s).

Prevention moisture from inside

Prevention of inner moisture is expressed in a factor of the temperature and the absorption 
of water. The factor of the temperature is based on the inner surface and determined by 
the ‘NEN 2778’. This is valid for; an outer partition construction bounded by a habitable 
area, a construction which divides the underfloor area of a habitable area and an inner 
partition construction which divides a habitable area from a room which is unheated. This 
factor should be bigger than 0,65 for the residential function and 0,5 for the sport and 
store functions. The named regulations are invalid for windows, doors, window frames 
and equal construction parts. 

4.2.5 Energy-saving
In terms of energy-saving within a building, regulations on thermal insulation, air tightness 
and energy performance are valid in the ‘Building Decree’. Regarding to thermal 
insulation should an outer partition construction of a habitable area, toilet room or 

Room Requirement of air change [dm3/s]
Habitable area 0,9 dm3/s per m2 (min. 7 dm3/s)
Habitable room 0,7 dm3/s per m2 (min. 7 dm3/s)
Toilet room 7 dm3/s
Bathroom 14 dm3/s
Kitchen 21 dm3/s
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bathroom have a thermal resistance of 2,5 (m2.K)/W. This thermal resistance is also 
applying for a construction of an underfloor area which divides a habitable area, toilet 
room or bathroom, as well as a partition construction which divides a habitable area, toilet 
room or a bathroom from a unheated room. Thereby requires windows, doors, frames and 
equal construction parts which are positioned in up above constructions a heat 
transmission coefficient of 4,2 W/(m2.K). 

The air flow rate of habitable areas, toilet rooms and bathrooms in one user functions is 
specified by a maximum air volume stream of 0,2 m3/s. Energy performance is expressed 
with a ‘Energy Performance Coefficient’. Due to differences in the use of rooms are the 
required ‘EPC’s for the three functions within the building not similar, which comes to:

• Residential function:  0,8;

• Sport function:  1,8;

• Store function:  3,4.
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5 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Designing with the use of massive timber components has already been done in The Netherlands, but 
the realization of a whole multi-storey residential building out of massive timber is a relatively new 
development. This development contains an ever-recurring paradox in architectural work by the 
tension between curiosity about what is new and the affection concerning what is well known. 
Knowledge about the design limits is necessary, with the traditional construction standards as reliable 
research foundation. Investigation to the new technique possibilities of the ‘Massive Timber System’ is 
partly done in the pre-research, but will also become more clear during the design process; in which a 
preheading formulated Program of Requirement is officiating as starting point. 

5.1 URBAN PLANNING ANALYSIS

Requirements for the design of a building concept are in the first place based on insight 
towards demands of the destination location, by making an urban planning analysis. 
Because of the fictive characteristics of this research, a location have been pointed out; 
focused on the intended target group, facilities of the building concept and architectural 
vision on the introduction of the ‘Massive Timber System’. 

5.1.1 Location determination
Today it is very hard for starters in The Netherlands to buy a dwelling, especially in the 
bigger cities, due to swift increasing prices in comparison with their salaries, high interests 
on loans and long waiting lists. Investigation to the overall accommodation needs has 
resulted in the fact that the city Utrecht has relatively the biggest shortage of dwellings for 
starters18, therefore is decided to pick a specific spot within this city as destination location 
for the building concept. 

The city Utrecht is divided in different neighborhoods of which the area North-East is 
containing relatively the most young households with an average population age of 35 
years19. Besides that, the policy plan of this particular neighborhood is showing that more 
stores and sport facilities are needed to fulfill presented demands of the local society20. 
These aspects are in line with the hypothesized target group and other facilities mentioned 
in the building concept, thus corresponding to the image of the neighborhood and suitable 
to officiate as starting point for the design requirements out of the urban planning.
Situated near the city centre is this part of Utrecht very well accessible by a stream through 
of traffic and perfect to confront people with the structural use of massive timber in a 
building design; striving towards the introduction on the Dutch market. Based on this 

  
18 ‘Investigation to dwelling needs in Utrecht’ (WBO), Rob Paridaen, January 2004, page 9
19 ‘Neighbourhood vision North-East’, Municipality Utrecht, 2003, page 4
20 ‘Retail trade note Utrecht’, department of Economic Affairs, April 2000
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motivation is the exact location chosen on a not-cultivated piece of land, near the crossing 
of several main roads in the neighborhood of Tuinwijk, illustrated below.  

  

Destination location

5.1.2 Site aspects
Infrastructure

A main road, the Willem van Noortstraat, is heading through Tuinwijk; connecting the 
area North-East with the centre of Utrecht. Multiple smaller roads are dividing the 
neighborhood in grouped living accommodations with inner situated gardens and squares. 
The nearest highway (A27) is laying on a distance of two kilometers, unnoticeable out of 
the neighborhood of Tuinwijk. Other significant infrastructure, like railroads, are not 
presented. 

Park facilities and public water
Tuinwijk is characterized by an urban environment in which the only nature aspect 
consists out of  a few public parks, like the Griftpark, and a small canal that divides the 
North-East area in two pieces. 

Living and working
The North-East area is buildup by a diversity of living accommodations throughout the 
years with widely scattered detail trade, in witch ‘de Gaard’ is the only shopping centre of 
the area. Tuinwijk is dominated by characteristic single-family dwellings with three floors, 
mostly not-rental, accommodating young families with children. The unemployment 
amongst these middle class families is low with an average level of income.21

Commercial zone 
Most starting small- and medium-sized companies in Utrecht are located in the North-
East area, wherefore in the Griftpark near Tuinwijk a multi-tenanted building is placed for 
starting entrepreneurs. Also are inhabitants of Tuinwijk working for their own companies 

  
21 ‘Neighbourhood vision North-East’, Municipality Utrecht, 2003, page 4
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at home. The nearest commercial zone for stores is ‘de Gaard’, on a distance of one and a 
half kilometer. Industrial zones are further more not presented in this part of Utrecht.

Population
In comparison to the rest of Utrecht is Tuinwijk a neighborhood with a very young 
population age, due to a lot of young families with children. The ageing of the population 
is relatively low by a small number of older people, because they are accommodated in 
three complexes of the ‘Cascade foundation’; situated across other parts of the North-East 
area.22 Besides, not many members of an ethnic minority are accommodated in Tuinwijk.

Problems 
Traffic and parking are in the neighborhood of Tuinwijk experienced amongst the 
inhabitants as the biggest problem. The dense traffic streams and few parking possibilities 
are resulting in ongoing traffic jams on the main roads, whereby a continuous autonomous 
growth of this traffic will lead to a decrease of the accessibility towards the city centre.23

Another negative aspect is the small number of green facilities in the neighborhood. 
Demands are rising for more investment to public spaces, because the urban environment 
of Tuinwijk is only containing the Griftpark; functioning as a recreational area. Thereby is 
the presence of relatively many children reflecting in the need for more playgrounds in the 
area.24

Criminality is today increasingly regarded as problematic throughout the North-East area. 
Groups of youngsters, hanging around at night, are causing a growing feeling of 
inconvenience on the inhabitants, whereby criminality has momentary reached an average 
level in considering to the whole city of Utrecht.25

In the neighborhood are not enough accommodations to suffice to the increasing requests 
of associations and small scaled companies. More accommodation possibilities are intended 
to stimulate this positive economic development.

5.1.3 Policy plan of the city Utrecht
In relation to the location for the building concept, more requirements for the design are 
summarized in the policy plan of the city: ‘Utrecht in realization’; 2001-2006. Some 
described issues in this document have their relevance for further design development and 
therefore given in this research:

• New building projects have to give more return for the city Utrecht by combing 
e.g. housing- and commercial functions or multi-story solutions;

• Integration of living- and working functions in a new building concept is needed 
to strive towards the stimulation of working at home;

  
22 ‘Neighbourhood vision North-East’, Municipality Utrecht, 2003, page 6
23 ‘Neighbourhood vision North-East’, Municipality Utrecht, 2003, page 5
24 ‘Neighbourhood vision North-East’, Municipality Utrecht, 2003, page 5
25 ‘Neighbourhood vision North-East’, Municipality Utrecht, 2003, page 5
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• Existing stores and shopping malls have to be approached conservative in new 
building plans, this is also applying to green facilities and public grounds;

• Within new building projects have to be invested in public areas;
• Attention to social infrastructure have to be regarded on district level by the 

definition of sport- and recreation facilities, according as social meeting places;
• New building projects need a consideration about possible solutions to traffic 

problems and security of the inhabitants in an urban environment;
• Designs and plans for multi-storey building projects have to be tested in the 

context of the surrounding area structure, avoiding disturbing effects for the 
momentary urban landscape characteristics.

5.1.4 Required facilities
Out of the urban planning analysis and policy plan of Utrecht can be concluded that their is 
a need for several commercial facilities in the neighborhood of Tuinwijk, like a sports facility 
and a supermarket. Besides, other commercial functions could be filled in like for instance a 
lunchroom, florist’s store or sports store; providing the neighborhood of Tuinwijk of more 
attractiveness. An inner courtyard would thereby be excellent to create a public area. 

5.1.5 High-rise building specifications
In the city of Utrecht are special requirements formulated for the design of a multi-storey 
building complex, summarized in a vision on high-rise constructing. According to this 
vision have all the construction requests for high-rise buildings to be considered in the 
context of the nearby surroundings. Ongoing discussions over the fitting of a high-rise 
building design in the city context are in this way tried to avoid by structured guidelines 
towards the different characteristics of city parts.  

Vision on multi-storey

Buildings higher then 30 meters are theoretically regarded as ‘high-rise’, but in the vision 
of the city Utrecht are also lower buildings characterized in that aspect when they are 
situated in a housing estate with relatively low height buildings. Thereby are buildings 
mentioned which are twice as high as the houses in the nearby surroundings. 

In the historical centre of Utrecht is every type of high-rise construction prohibited, 
according as several other areas e.g. Maliebaan, Wilhelminapark and Elinkwijk. In other 
housing estates, like Tuinwijk, is it according to the high-rise vision permitted to construct 
some higher buildings on specific locations. This is only in cases when the design is 
sufficing to the following demands:

• The building concept gives a special accent, exactly fitting on that location;
• The design is in totally maximum twice as high as the buildings in the nearby 

surroundings;
• The building has a good accessibility out of the neighborhood.
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5.2 PLANNING PROGRAM OF REQUIREMENTS

A Planning Program of Requirements contains a description of demanded rooms in a building on the 
territory of dimensions, number of users and interior requirements. With the help of this overview of 
requirements on rooms and determination of dimensions, which can be seen as the basic requirements 
of a building, a more detailed description of the rooms can be made regarding to the functionality of 
the different user functions. This will be worked out in paragraph 5.3. The aspects on planning are
given in this paragraph, divided per user function and rooms.

5.2.1 Residential function
Because of different interests and financial possibilities of residents, a variety is required 
between the dwelling types. Therefore, the sizes of the dwellings are split up in four 
different groups; in which the size of a normal dwelling (as household for two persons) is 
specified in relation with the Dutch building market as 100 m2. A differentiation between 
the dwelling types is made in steps of 20 m2, from 70 m2 up to 130 m2.

Dwellings

Dwelling 1 consist of a small dwelling for one or two persons and thereby the smallest 
type in the building. The dwelling contains only basic rooms and an additional balcony.

Dwelling 2 is an enlargement of type 1, with a bigger living room and an additional
workroom for working at home. Besides, a separation of the toilet. 

Dwelling 3 is designed as a family dwelling. The biggest difference is expressed by a 
second bedroom for a baby. Also an enlargement of the kitchen and a separation of the 
toilet are characteristic for this dwelling. 

Dwelling 4 is meant for young families. With a total area of  130 m2 are starters able to 
expand their family before moving up the housing ladder, with a second bedroom for little 
children. Dwelling properties are shown in table 5.1.  

Table 5.1 Planning requirements of Dwelling 1 - 4

Rooms Dwelling 1 
Area [m2]

Dwelling 2 
Area [m2]

Dwelling 3 
Area [m2]

Dwelling 4 
Area [m2]

Entrance hall 8 8 12 12
Living room / kitchen 28 40 52 68
Bedroom / workroom 12 16 + 12 16 + 14 16 + 14
Bathroom - 8 10 12
Bathroom with toilet 10 - - -
Toilet - 2 2 2
Storage 2 4 4 6
Balcony 10 - - -
Total area 70 90 110 130
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Remaining provisions for occupants

Every dwelling is connected to a storeroom on the ground floor. Obviously, a single 
starter demands a smaller storeroom than a young family. Thus also the storerooms 
requires differences in layout. The following dimensions of the storerooms are related to 
the four types of dwellings:

• Dwelling 1:  storeroom of 4 m2;
• Dwelling 2:  storeroom of 4 m2;
• Dwelling 3:  storeroom of 6 m2;
• Dwelling 4:  storeroom of 6 m2.

Concerning garbage of occupants, a special garbage room is required on the ground floor. 
This should be located close to the storerooms. Hirable parking lots are positioned outside, 
next to the building on a private parking place.

5.2.2 Sport function
In the building is one sport function located, which is chiefly designed for occupants. But 
also store staff or people living in the neighborhood have access to this function. The 
function consist of a gym centre and should have two rooms for activities. One main 
room for gym and an adjacent room for e.g. aerobics and spinning. Dimensions of the 
required rooms and retaining occupation rates are given in table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Planning requirements of the gym centre

5.2.3 Store function
The store function contains are great function on the ground floor area. Hereby are several 
kinds of stores required for a varied supply of products and provisions. The store function 
is meant for both the occupants and people living in the neighborhood. In the following 
subparagraphs are the different kinds of stores and their planning requirements described.

Rooms Area [m2] Occupation rate class
Entrance / reception 20 B3
Gym room 126 B4
Aerobics / spinning room 70 B2
Changing room (2) 2 x 20 B2
Showers (2) 2 x 9 -
Toilets (4) 4 x 2 -
Adminstration + store room 18 B4
Total area 300 -
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Supermarket
The supermarket have the function of providing the occupants in the building the needed 
products for primarily demands and their living environment. This means that the type of 
supermarket is fairly small and is not desired to be the main attraction of the stores. In table 
5.3 are the required rooms and their properties given.

Table 5.3 Planning requirements of the supermarket

Remaining store functions

Remaining store functions includes several relatively small store areas. The following stores 
are required on the ground floor: lunchroom, chemist’s store, office stationer shop, florist’s 
store, sports store and an interior store. Rooms and dimensions in relation with the 
different stores are shown in table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Planning requirements of the remaining store functions

5.2.4 Remaining rooms
Besides rooms for the different user functions also some general rooms are required in the 
building, with exception of common areas. From most interest is the inner covered 
courtyard. The function of this area is both passages and possible temporarily extension for 
the stores, e.g. terrace of the lunchroom. The area consist of approximately 150 m2. 
Further needed rooms for the building are a technical room of approximately 40 m2 and 
an elevator machine room.  

Rooms Area [m2] Occupation rate class
Main area 226 B4
Storage room 40 -
Administration 12 B3
Canteen 18 B3
Toilets (2) 2 x 2,0 -
Total area 300 -

Rooms Lunch
room
Area 
[m2]

Chemist
’s store
Area 
[m2]

Office 
stationer 
store
Area 
[m2]

Sports 
store
Area 
[m2]

Florist’s 
store 
Area 
[m2]

Main area (B2) 100 100 100 100 50
Adjacent room (B3) 12 12 12 12 12
Administration (B2) 6 6 6 6 6
Toilet 2 2 2 2 2
Total area 120 120 120 120 70
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5.3 FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM OF REQUIREMENTS

After the Planning Program of Requirements is pointed out, regarding the intended facilities in this building 
concept, the mutual relations between the several functions can be determined. A summary of all the functional 
requirements for each function are given in this research, in which it will be a guideline through the several 
phases in the design process coming up in Chapter 6.

5.3.1 Ground floor: commercial zone
Inner courtyard

• Two main entries are required from the outside to the inner courtyard, creating a 
good stream through of people;

• Closing the inner courtyard after closing time is required for burglary safety;
• Accessible from the inside by occupants of the building;
• Connection with dwellings above is only accessible for occupants of the building;
• A partly expendable area of the lunchroom to place tables;
• Green facilities and benches for relaxation;
• Noticeable from the outside, attracting people passing-by due to curiosity .

Sport facility

• Accessible from the outside by external users, without passing the inner courtyard
• Transparency of the rooms has to be moderate due to private physical activities 

inside;
• A well-organized internal arrangement for overview of the staff;
• Rooms have to require little maintenance;
• High physical effort by sport activities requires more ventilation capacity;
• A high occupation rate requires an enlargement of the height above the floor;
• Flexibility in the plan lay-out is required due to a chancing classification.

Supermarket

• Accessible from the outside and from the inner courtyard;
• Rooms have to require little maintenance;
• Has to be situated without having the main role in the façade impression;
• Storage room had to be at the back of the building;
• Space is required near the storage room for supply trucks;
• Flexibility in the plan lay-out is required;
• A high occupation rate requires an enlargement of the height above the floor;

Remaining stores

• Only accessible from the inner courtyard, preventing the stores for robbery;
• Flexibility in the plan lay-out is required;
• Much transparency is required in the exterior wall (display window).
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Storage rooms for occupants

• Accessible from the central stair cases;
• Only one door is leading from the storage rooms to outside.

5.3.2 1e – 3e floor: residential zone
Dwellings

• Several types of dimensions and shapes are required according to different client 
demands;

• Accessible from the central stair cases by a balustrade;
• Two possible escape routes are required from each dwelling to the central stair 

cases on both sides of the building, for fire-safety reasons;
• Rooms have to require little maintenance;
• Additional balconies are required in some of the dwelling types, creating the 

possibility to sit outside;
• Flexibility in the plan lay-out is not required, since this building concept is only 

meant for a temporarily stay of a few years.

5.4 DESIGN LIMITATIONS OF THE STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

Requirements on the structural system for the building design are mainly based on the structural and 
physical aspects of the ‘Massive Timber System’. Besides limitations on the properties of the elements 
for the design are several design aspects present, which mostly not limit the design but contributes to 
structural or physical qualities of the building. Not only an increase of the quality of the building but 
also a simpler production and saving on construction costs will be taken along with these 
recommendations.

5.4.1 Structural design requirements
When designing a multi-storey residential building with a timber structure, mostly the 
stability of the structure requires much attention and can have a great influence on the 
design of the building. As been mentioned, the stability of the ‘Massive Timber System’ 
will be gained out of diaphragm action of the wall- and floor constructions. This structure 
is influenced by standardization of the diaphragm model of the several floors. When the 
plan design of the wall constructions are similar per floor, deformation of the whole 
structure is easier to obtain and also an efficient transfer of the appearing loads is created. 
To restrain the upwards forces in the structure, it is recommended to design a relatively 
great proportion of vertical loads on load-bearing walls. Hereby, the appearing anchor 
forces in the wall elements will be reduced and obviously result in a reduction of the 
number of demanded anchor connections. This process is an adequately complex to work 
out and therefore a costly application. Sufficient vertical loads on load-bearing walls can be 
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achieved by great spans and the use of transverse wall constructions, which have a bearing 
function. Maximum spans of floor constructions consist of 12 meters.  

With suiting a column-beam structure on the ground floor, stability is more complicated 
to gain. This can only be achieved by the use of lattice work or diaphragm action of wall 
constructions. Lattice work is complicated to position in a room and is a costly application, 
but can also be considerate in the design due to aesthetical aspects. On the contrary, load-
bearing walls will limit the flexibility on plan designing, but with the need of party walls 
due to sound insulation it can be more obvious to suit. By using timber columns on the 
ground floor, there should be paid extra attention on the application of construction parts 
of different materials, because of a different deformation of timber columns.

Requirements on the design of openings in construction elements and overhanging 
structures is complicated to determine, and thereby dependent on the appearing loads, 
suiting type of elements, dimensions and functions. Limitations on this should be 
determined and calculated for each situation. 

5.4.2 Physical design requirements
Of great importance for the plan design of a building is the leading of piping of 
installations. Designing similar plans for the several storeys gives the opportunity for 
vertical piping shafts from bottom till top of the building, in which the fact of ducts
through party wall and floors should be considerated. Complicated adjustments for sound 
insulation and fire resistance are taken along with these ducts. Concerning the dwellings 
results this in a preference for one shaft for each dwelling, so that an efficient leading of 
piping is created. 

Sound insulating properties can be affected by several design aspects. Despite of the 
structural benefits of great spans, mentioned in subparagraph 5.1.1, this also takes
disadvantages concerning sound insulation along. When spans of floor elements are 
designed larger than approximately 6 meters, unintentional vibrations can exist in a 
situation with a high number of people on a small surface. Thereby, appearing vibrations 
are depending largely on the type of finish of the floor, in which the application of a 
floating floor will reduce unintentional vibrations largely; since direct structure-borne 
vibrations to the floor elements are avoided. This will initially result in a reduction of the 
flanking sound transmission, which is a sensitive appearing within the ‘Massive Timber 
System’. 

The application of timber surfaces will mainly be based on the aesthetical value’s of rooms 
and the design vision of the architect. But in addition, timber surfaces contribute in a 
positive way to the comfort in an indoor area. This because of the ability of absorbing and 
giving off moisture. Timber surfaces in a room will react on the humidity level and carries 
for a more comfortable indoor environment.
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Figure 6.1;  Typology of multi-storey residential buildings in The Netherlands

6 DESIGN PROCESS

6.1 PHASE 1:  - SKETCH DESIGN -
The concept of a multi-storey residential building with store facilities on the ground floor is already turned out 
to be a well-known phenomenon in The Netherlands. Liable to the growing need of more residential areas in 
the bigger cities, combined with the financial benefits of more commercial zones for municipalities; this concept 
experienced a huge development throughout the last decennia. Today, this type of buildings could easily be 
found in every big city across The Netherlands, by which the erected buildings are showing several types of 
appearances due to different urban planning structures out of their destination environment. A schematic 
survey of the most commonly used building shapes on the Dutch building market for this type of buildings is 
illustrated below in figure 6.1.

To decide which of these building shapes is fitting best into the destination environment within the 
city of Utrecht, the urban planning of the nearby environment must be analyzed. The functional 
needs out of the destination environment, that this building concept has to provide, has already been 
investigated in the urban planning analysis of the preceding research (paragraph 5.1). 

6.1.1 Architectural input
Designing towards the urban planning structure

The location environment is situated at the edge of the neighborhood ‘Tuinwijk’, 
separated by a main road to the city centre and directly placed to a meeting point of 
crossroads. The urban planning structure of the nearby surroundings consists of grouped 
blocks of houses with gardens on the inside, in which they are concealed for the people on 
the streets. This type of urban planning structure is very typical for a big city like Utrecht, 
since the residents are creating in this manner a private spot for themselves by excluding 
the dense city traffic. Connecting the shape concept of the design to this urban planning 
structure is realized by creating an inner courtyard surrounded by dwellings. This is 
therefore the best concept for the target group in view, since a private community will 
arise in which they can withdraw themselves out of the hectic society after a day of hard 
work. Liable to this chosen main shape for the design, the required facilities that are 
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Figure 6.2;  Urban planning structure
within the city of Utrecht

 = Storage rooms

= Sport facility

= Supermarket

= Stores

 = Green facilities

= Supply routes

Figure 6.3;  Entrances to the 
building complex

formulated in the preceding research (paragraph 5.2) have to be integrated. Pointing out 
the positioning of these facilities into the building shape is also strongly related to the 
urban planning structure of the nearby surroundings, regarding to supply routes and rate of 
visibility out of the neighborhood. 
The division of the facilities on the ground floor in relation to the nearby surroundings is 
shown in figure 6.2., in which the facilities are situated as followed:

• Storage rooms for the residents at the backside of the building with a good 
connection to the main street, but not directly visible from the street;

• Sport facility is also placed at the backside of the building, preventing that people 
who are doing their work out are not disturbed by traffic that is passing by. At the 
backside of the building are also better parking facilities;

• Supermarket at the side of the building is partly visible from the road, attracting 
people without spoiling the whole front façade with advertisement. From the side 
is a good accessibility for supply trucks, with space as loading- and unloading area;

• Small stores in the front of the building, attracting pedestrians walking by and 
showing the image of the building as an integrated design combination between 
residential- and commercial areas. 

Key to Symbols:

Besides the positioning of the facilities on the ground floor, which is decisive for the 
layout of the floor plan, also the main entrances of the building have to be determined. 
Springing from the vision to introduce the ‘Massive Timber 
System’ in The Netherlands, people had to get in touch with 
it by using the building instead of only passing by without 
noticing. This vision can only be achieved by a well-studied 
positioning of the entrance doors, related to the surrounding 
infrastructure. The result is shown in figure 6.3 which is 
indicating the main entrance (next to the meeting point of 
crossroads) and two other entrances at the sides,  by which 
the building will officiate as a shortcut; confronting people 

with the building system while passing through. 
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 = Storage room

= Sport facility

= Stores

= Supermarket

 = Entrances

= Entrances to inner 
courtyard

= Utility shaft

= Communal heating 
area

Classification of the areas into a first design

All the required area dimensions out of the planning program of requirements (paragraph 
5.2) have to be fitted into the main shape of the design, liable to the functional program of 
requirements set up in paragraph 5.3. The positioning of the facilities on the ground floor 
is thereby already designed in relation to the urban planning structure. The required area 
dimensions of these facilities are decisive for pointing out the estimated total floor space of 
the design, in which the number of dwellings on the storeys above will be specified. The 
leading modular size, by the determination of the area dimensions, comes to 
approximately six meters, which is the maximum recommended floor span for the 
‘Massive Timber System’. Bigger floor spans with this building system will cause higher 
vibrations in the floor elements, critical for sound insulation properties.  A first sketch to 
the positioning of the facilities on the ground floor is illustrated below, see figure 6.4, also 
indicating the several entrances. Critical points of attention are taken into account and 
briefly explained below.

Key to Symbols:

• Two stair wells are situated on each corner of the building, easily accessible from 
the street, providing a direct connection for the residents to their dwellings on the 
storeys above; also for better fire safety;

• Another connection to the inner courtyard is made through the supermarket, 
creating good accessibility from both sides;

• The communal heating area is situated near the centre of the building, creating 
good transportation possibilities to the several utility shafts for installation piping;

• Rising out of the vision to get people ‘absorbed’ into the building, all the 
entrances to the stores are placed on the inside. The possibility of closing the main 
entrances to the inner courtyard is thereby contributing to better burglary safety;

• Green facilities are situated in the inner courtyard, providing a pleasant contrast 
with the urban identity of the neighborhood. After working hours, the inner 
courtyard is only accessible for residents of the building complex itself by closing 
the main entrances, creating a private spot for relaxation and meeting.

• The waste container room is situated in the storage rooms at the back side of the 
building, directly next to the stairwell with good access from the outside. 

Figure 6.4;  Positioning of facilities
on the ground floor
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 = Dwelling

= Emergency exit
 

= Utility shaft

Figure 6.5;  Positioning of dwellings on the storeys above
 

2  = Type of dwelling, with a
  differentiation between 
  nine types. Each storey
  will contain 17 individual
  dwellings, which comes 
  to 51 dwellings in total
  for 3 storeys.

Now the classification of the ground floor is roughly organized, an approximation can be 
made of the floor plan on the storeys above. Liable to the designed dimensions out of the 
ground floor, the number and shape of the dwellings can be designed. Thereby is chosen 
for a first classification consideration, in which nine types of dwellings with different 
dimensions are integrated. Out of an economical point of view would the strive towards 
standardization be more suitable, but designing in a more skeptical way towards 
standardization can show the real applicability of the sliced structural elements of the 
‘Massive Timber System’. 

The positioning of the needed utility shafts in the whole building complex is determined 
towards the floor plan of the first floor, designed in such way that groups of two dwellings 
can share one utility shaft, see figure 6.5. Also the most critical point on fire-safety, to have 
at least an emergency exit in two directions out of each dwelling, is taken into account.

Key to Symbols

Structural design conditions
Creating two other entrances on the sides of the building is 
resulting in the fact that the floor plan is divided into two 
separate building parts, see figure 6.6, in which the stores are 
separated from the other facilities on the ground floor. Needed 
transparency in the outer façade of the stores, for commercial 
reasons, is thereby demanding for the use of columns as the 
load-bearing structural solution in this building part. To obtain 
stability of the whole building complex will therefore the rest 
of the building officiate as a solid core, taking care of the wind 
loads in two directions.

Final sketch floor plans
At the end of the first design phase is the final sketch floor plan of the ground floor as well 
as the first floor worked out into a technical drawing, see figure 6.7 and 6.8. After several 
architectural considerations towards the plan layout will the sketch design now be judged 
on structural issues and primary demands on building regulations. 

Figure 6.6;  Gaining stability
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Figure 6.7;  Final sketch design – floor plan layout of the ground floor
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Figure 6.8;  Final sketch design – floor plan layout of the first floor
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6.1.2 Structural demands and recommendations 

Judging a first architectural sketch on structural demands is of great importance for the continuing design 
process and can result in major changes in the plan design. The purpose of this judgment is to tackle structural 
difficulties in the plan design and thereby submit options to the architect to satisfy structural demands. Topics 
which are decisive for the next phase includes: stability of the main structure, floor bearing directions and 
spans, structural efficiencies for transferring vertical loads and structural design in relation with economical 
aspects. 
Stability contemplation

Stability of the structure will be gained from diaphragm action of load-bearing walls and 
floor constructions. Besides supporting floor constructions, walls are required for taking up 
horizontal loads on the building, e.g. wind loads. To satisfy the maximum horizontal 
deformation of the building, sufficient load-bearing walls are demanded in both vertical 
and horizontal direction on the plan design; especially where horizontal forces on the 
ground floor are the highest compared to the upper floors. On the upper floor plan are 
sufficient load-bearing walls designed in the contrary to the ground floor. To achieve an 
open and flexible area in the shops, floor bearing is partly fulfilled by a column-beam 
structure. At first sight, problems in gaining stability arises in the stores area where the 
outer walls do not consists of bearing walls.  Options to 
fulfill this are adding bearing walls, designing a bracing 
construction on the corner of the building or strengthen 
existing bearing walls so that the arising moment due to 
horizontal loads can be taken up, see figure 6.9. With a 
bracing design the open structure on the façades can be 
kept, but results in a more costly solution comparing to the 
use of load-bearing walls.  

Floor bearing provisions 

Concerning floor support, on several locations provisions should be designed inside the 
dwellings, the gym centre and the supermarket. Cause for this are the numerous angles in 
rooms which results in more complicated design in bearing directions. Load-bearing 
directions and bearing provisions are illustrated in figure 6.10 and 6.11. Also on the upper 
floor plans, the plan design of many angles and diagonals in load-bearing walls results in 
complicated floor bearings and layouts of elements. This also applies to the wall design 
around the main entrance on the ground floor. In addition, the transition of load-bearing 
walls from the upper floors to the ground floor is, due to different locations, a negative 
aspect, since this can result in a needless increase of floor construction thickness. Besides 
this, mainly in the storage area load-bearing walls from upper floors are not directly 
supported and will result in a relatively high line load on the first floor construction;  

Figure 6.9;  Stability contemplation

M
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contributing to an unwished increase of floor strengthening. To fulfill this imperfection, 
load-bearing walls can be added as shown in figure 6.10. 
Also competition with concrete floor constructions and avoiding relatively more costs 
gives a desire of a minimum floor thickness. This can be achieved by maximizing the floor 
span to 5,5 – 6,5 meters. On several places are columns missing in the plan design for 
supporting the beams. Beams are not allowed to be supported by the wall elements, since a 
to high point load will be exposed to the wall construction. On marked locations, see 
figure 6.10, columns should be added to the plan to insure a sufficient structure for 
carrying the floor construction. 

Conclusion
Design demands and recommendations
Gaining stability with: load-bearing walls, strengthening of existing walls or wind bracing
Adding columns on marked locations of the ground floor plan
Provisions (column-beam/load-bearing walls) for floor bearing 
Load-bearing wall positions; design for more efficient vertical load transition and addition of load-
bearing walls on the ground floor for supporting upper walls.
Minimizing floor spans to 5,5 – 6,5 meters

 Figure 6.10;  Ground floor
fF

 Figure 6.11;  First floor
fF
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6.1.3 Building component demands and recommendations 
Most important for a judgment, regarding to building components, on the first architectural design are the 
structural provisions for the installations as well as plan based regulations of fire safety. Thereby is a concept 
of the installations required, integrated in the building, in an early stage of the design process to intercept 
provisions in the building design.
Installation concept
The installation concept includes: ventilation, heating, gas, water and electrical 
installations. The type of installations, piping network and structural provisions in relation 
with the rooms are summed up in table 6.1.

Table 6.1  Installation concept, piping network and structural provisions
Rooms Installation Piping network Structural provisions
Stores, 
supermarket 
and gym 
centre

Balanced 
ventilation in 
combination with 
air heating

Piping from own 
ventilation and heating 
units in floor construction 
above ceiling. Exhaust to 
roof structure by shafts

Communal heating area of 2 m2, 
room above ceiling for 
approximately Ø300 mm piping, 
vertical shafts of 1 m2/dwelling

Gas and water. 
Hot water from 
heat pump in 
installation room

Piping from  com. heating 
area by the underfloor area 
to connection points

Communal heating area of 15 
m2. Underfloor area with a 
height of 0,6 meter

Electrical 
installations

Piping from main meter 
room by the underfloor 
area to conncection points

Separate meter room in  com. 
heating area of 1 m2. Underfloor 
area

Dwellings Balanced 
ventilation

Piping from own 
ventilation units in floor 
construction above ceiling. 
Supply and exhaust by 
vertical shafts to roof

Storage room for ventilation 
unit of 1,5 m2. Room above 
ceiling for piping Ø125 mm, 
vertical shafts of 1 m2/dwelling

Floor heating Piping from communal 
heating pump by 
underfloor area, to vertical 
shaft, to heating unit in 
dwelling

Communal heating area of 15 
m2. Underfloor area. Vertical 
shaft. Storage room of 1,5 m2

Gas and water.
Hot water from 
heat pump in 
installation room

Piping from com. heating 
area , by the underfloor 
area and vertical shafts to 
meter room (gas) and 
heating unit (water)

Communal heating area of 15 
m2. Underfloor area. Vertical 
shaft. Room in walls of 
dwellings of 30 mm thickness

Electrical 
installations

Piping from main meter 
room, by underfloor area, 
to vertical shafts, meter 
room in dwelling, above 
ceiling and through walls

Separate electricity meter room 
in communal heating area of 1 
m2. Underfloor area. Vertical 
shafts. Meterroom in dwelling 
and 40 mm room in walls
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Figure 6.13;  First floor
fF

Figure 6.12;  Ground floor
fF
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Plan judgment

The location of the communal heating area leaves from a building engineering point of 
view some aspects to be desired. For instance, the location of this room in the middle of 
the gym centre takes along extra adjustments for avoiding noise annoyance. Also regarding 
to maintenance and accessibility of the heating installations, a location in the store room 
area seems to be more logical. The positions of the utility shafts can be seen as insufficient, 
since these are often located in the middle of the rooms on the ground floor, see figure 
6.12. The reason for this is the difference in location of load-bearing walls from the 
ground floor to the upper floors. When load-bearing walls are positioned exactly above 
each other, utility shafts are more easy to design. Room design aspects, angles in rooms as 
well as diagonal wall constructions are taking care for many types of floor elements, which 
is negatively affecting standardization. Issue’s are shown in figure 6.12 and 6.13. 

Fire safety aspects

The plan design regarding to fire safety aspects can be seen as relatively positive, since the 
number of escape routes, room design, compartments and dimensions of all these aspects 
are sufficient designed according to the ‘Building Decree’. The requirement of a 
maximum walking distance from a point in a habitable area to an entrance of the specific 
smoke compartment of 30 meters (distance in a habitable area should be multiplied with 
1,5) can not be satisfied in the gym centre, see figure 6.12. This means that the entrance 
should be moved more to the middle or an extra entrance have to be added.

Installations in relation with floor constructions

As mentioned in the installation concept, preliminary required space in the floor 
constructions for ventilation piping consists of a minimum height of 350 mm in the first 
floor construction and a height of 150 mm in the remaining floor constructions. With the 
application of a cassette floor construction, the height of the T-joists are decisive for the 
placing of installation piping in the floor. With the requirement of a height of 200 mm for 
the T-joists, the minimum height of the cassette floor is resulting in approximately 330 
mm. This dimension can be related to a floor span of 6,5 meters. A longer span results in 
undesirable vibrations in the floor construction, thus sound insulation as well as residents 
comfort will be reduced. 
Conclusion

Design demands and  recommendations
Installation concept and demanded structural provisions
Location of the communal heating area
Position of the utility shafts in relation with load-bearing wall locations
Reduce of angles/diagonal wall constructions in relation with standardization of floor elements
Fire safety: move of the entrance in the gym centre or adding an extra entrance
Floor span of 6 – 6,5 meters due to piping in the floor construction
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6.2 PHASE 2:  - PRELIMINARY DESIGN -
After the sketch design has been judged on structural issues and critical points out of the building regulations, 

the second iteration of the design process starts with a translation of the remarked topics into an adjusted 
design. By doing this can the exact positioning and shape of the different areas of dwellings and facilities in the 
building design be specified; executed by regarding the needed mutual relations between these areas. In this 
manner can be demonstrated that all the required areas are well-integrated into the elaborated design, after 
which the classification of the individual dwellings and facilities can be determined. The identity of the 
building, expressed in material combinations, colors, rate of transparency and appearance shape of the façades, 
will be supported by impression images and the study of reference project Unité d’ Habitation; Marseille. 
6.2.1 Architectural input
Design adjustment based on sighting in the neighborhood 
Besides absorbing the determined and discussed points of attention, an architectural 
adjustment has to be made towards the building design and its nearby surroundings. Since 
the total area dimensions of the building have become bigger than expected, the relation 
between the two green facilities (situated on both sides of the 
building) are lost; also containing an obstruction in the sight for 
the neighbors.  To obtain this connection the building design 
has to be split, in which sighting through the building will be 
possible in one direction, see figure 6.14. Because of that, the 
building design is separated into three individual building parts, 
containing another adjustment to the classification of the floor 
plans. 

Classification of the areas into a preliminary design
According to the correction points, out of the conclusions made in paragraph 6.1.2 and 
6.1.3, are the following adjustments taken into account concerning the sketch design:

• The load-bearing dividing walls are reorganized in such way that the positioning 
of the walls (and column-beam structure) on the ground floor is decisive for the 
floor plan layout of the storeys with dwellings above. Only straight situated walls 
achieve thereby a more directly and sufficient load distribution to the foundation;

• An adjustment of the load-bearing structure is also resulting in a different 
classification of the dwellings on the storeys above. Therefore, the dwellings are 
restructured and specified in other types, resulting in only four different layouts;

• For a better distribution of installation piping on the ground floor are also the 
utility shafts reorganized in the floor classification layout;

• Additional load-bearing walls are placed in the storage rooms;
• As required arrangement for stability in the outer façade of the stores is chosen to 

adjust a steel wind bracing, in which it will be a visible structural element.

Figure 6.14;  Sighting through
the building
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 = Communal heating area

= Main entrance

= Sight through the building
 

= Utility shaft

 = Storage rooms

= Sport facility

= Stores

= Supermarket
 

Figure 6.15;  Positioning of facilities
on the ground floor

 

 = Dwelling

= Storage room

= Stores

= Installation room

The redefined floor plan of the ground floor is illustrated below in figure 6.15:

Key to Symbols:

In the new classification of the ground floor plan, the main entrance is made more 
functional than merely a connection to the inner courtyard. Combining the main entrance 
with the positioning of the required lunchroom will thereby be an excellent combination. 
The main entrance will therefore become much more attractive and the lunchroom will 
have a good stream through of potential customers. 
Placing the entrances to the stores on the inside of the complex might be seen as a 
hazardous or maybe bold aspect in the business of retail, but in this building design it is
part of the vision for introducing the ‘Massive Timber System’ in The Netherlands. With 
total transparency in the outer façade will attract passengers to go into the stores, in which 
they will walk along the façade searching for the entrance; to finally end up in the inner 
courtyard. This ‘search for the entrance’ is essential to open the eyes of people for the 
aesthetical aspects of the building system, since then they are focusing on the building itself 
instead of only passing by and going directly into the stores.  

Section of the building
To give more insight in the vertical classification of the facilities and dwellings, a section of 
the building is set up (marked in figure 6.15); also indicating the designed floor heights 
and optional installation room in the topside of the building, see figure 6.16. 
The total distance between the top of the ground floor and the top of the first floor is set 
on an estimated height of 3700 mm. This height is more useful for the facilities on the 
ground floor, since larger dimensions of installation piping are needed. Also is the height 
of 3700 mm. is the maximum recommended standard for massive timber wall elements, 
due to a disproportionate increase of the buckling length caused by wind forces. 
The total height of the dwellings is estimated on 3100 mm, in which an approximated 
height of 500 mm. for the floor elements is resulting in the minimum height of 2600 mm., 
which is conform the building regulations.
Key to Symbols

Figure 6.16;  Section A-A
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Type 1: small dwelling + balcony
61 m2 – 2 persons

 

Type 2: medium dwelling + workroom
101 m2 – 2 persons

 

Type 3: medium dwelling + workroom
109 m2 – 2 persons

 

Type 4: large dwelling + workroom
134 m2 – 4 persons

  

 = Living room/Kitchen

= Workroom

= Install. room (meter/boiler)

= Sanitary (toilet/bathroom)

= Bedroom

Figure 6.17;  Positioning of dwellings on the storeys above, with the
four specified types of dwellings

 = Entrance

= Wall

= Hall/Storage room

= Balcony

= Utility shaft

2  = Type of dwelling, with a
  differentiation between 
  four types. Each storey
  will contain 17 individual
  dwellings, which comes 
  to 51 dwellings in total
  for 3 storeys.

 = Dwelling

= Sight through the
building

Individual classification of the different types of dwellings

The number of specified dwellings is standardized to four 
different types in which the individual classification is 
based on the requirements made in paragraph 5.2, see 
figure 6.17. Designing dwellings with different layouts 
gives more perspective for the residential housing market 
by reaching a larger target group.
All the dwellings are basically designed for couples of 
starters, in which type 4 is also providing space for two 
young children.  Type 1 can also be suitable for single 
starters, therefore is the number of this dwelling type 
relatively high compared to the other types. 
The types 2-4 have an integrated additional workroom 
for business activities at home; supported in the policy by 
the city of Utrecht. This room can for instance be turned 
into a baby room. 
For practical installation solutions is the toilet and boiler 
room situated directly next to the utility shaft.
The meter room is designed in the hall, within a distance 
of 3000 mm. to the entrance door; which is conform the 
building regulations. 

Key to Symbols
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 = Building part 1

 = Building part 2

 = Building part 3

= Inner courtyard

Figure 6.18; Identity of the several building parts
 

Identity of the building parts and façade impressions

Due to outer influences (sighting lines), the main building shape is split up in three 
individual building parts, see figure 6.18, connected to each other by the gallery’s in the 
inner courtyard. To show the applicability of the ‘Massive Timber System’ in a 
combination with different materials, it is chosen to give the several building parts varied 
identities by a contrast between the outer surfaces of the façades. This will result in the fact 
that the building will be seen from the outside as three individual placed buildings. But to 
emphasize that these three building parts are still functioning together as one main 
building, the inner side of the building will be jointed to one identity by using the same 
materials and layout for the inner courtyard, see figure 6.18.
Key to Symbols

Determining the best functional façade finish for the sides of the building is partly 
depending on the positioning of the sun during the day. The outer finish of each building 
part is pointed out, considered to the north side of the building, see figure 6.18. Hereby is 
also tried to characterize the different façades with an additional structural element, based 
on showing the possible applications of the ‘Massive Timber System’ on the outside. 

Building part 1:
Timber outer wall finish with elements sticking 
out as a reference to the structural system that 
is used inside the building. Positioning on the 
north side is best for the appearance of the 
wood due to less fading, caused by sun light.

Building part 2:
Brick outer wall finish with a hanging balcony 
accentuate the reduced weight of the structural 
system elements. Positioning on the south side 
makes that the bricks officiate as a ‘heat shield’ 
for the light weight structural timber parts who 
are easily heating up during the day.

Building part 3:
Timber outer wall finish with hanging balcony 
on extended wall elements, indicating the 
sliced shape of the structural system. The walls 
are also functioning as sun screen. 
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Figure 6.19; Unité
 

Figure 6.20; ‘pilotes’
 

Figure 6.21; splitting the structured pattern into an open environment
 

Figure 6.22; Contact between residents
 

Aesthetical and functional aspects in relation to a reference project
The vision of one main building in which people can live together as a 
community, and be self-providing with integrated shops and a sports 
facility, became already well-known during the last century by the work of 
architect le Corbusier (1887-1965). Out of his point of view to protect the 
people against the inhumane big cities around them, buildings like the Unité 
d’Habitation in Marseille where erected, see figure 6.19, in which every 
family had his own private ‘cell’; excluded from the outside world. 

Because of multiple similarities between the ideas of le Corbusier and the intended multi-
functional building concept for starters in the city of Utrecht, points of attention can be 
obtained by studying the functional classification of reference project Unité d’Habitation.
The massive concrete building structure is supported by so-called ‘pilotes’, in which a 
relatively slender shape of these columns is resulting in a much lighter appearance of the 
heavy building shape, see figure 6.20. Using the same principle by the 
design of a column-beam structure on the ground floor is generating a 
feeling of more weightlessness to the solid structural aspect of massive 
timber elements. Thereby, a differentiation is also made between the 
commercial area and the residential areas on the storeys above.

All the dwellings in Unité d’Habitation are situated next to an inner ‘street’. However this 
application was suitable out of a functional point of view, the structured characteristics 
(referring to a prison cell block) were not letting any possibilities for a comfortable indoor 
climate. Combining this postwar functionalism with the currently needs towards a space 
for self-unfolding is achieved by splitting the structured pattern into an open environment, 
in which green facilities have been integrated; see figure 6.21.  

The open environment of the formed inner courtyard is 
contributing to a feeling of solidarity between the residents, 
since contact between each other is primarily based on 
visible presence within the building design; see figure 6.22.

Final preliminary floor plans

At the end of the second design phase is the final preliminary floor plan of the ground 
floor as well as the first floor worked out into a technical drawing, see figure 6.23 / 6.24. 
According to these plans will the design be judged again on structure and regulations. 
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Figure 6.23;  Final preliminary design – floor plan layout of the first floor
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Figure 6.24;  Final preliminary design – floor plan layout of the first floor
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6.2.2 Structural demands and recommendations
With the supply of a complete plan design by the architect, where dimensions, internal rooms as well as 
recommendations of the previous phase are carried through, the final maximum span can be specified and 
thereby the type of floor element be calculated. This alongside with the appearing permanent- and imposed 
loads on the floor constructions. Also structural provisions for construction elements, e.g. balconies, stairwells 
and the inner courtyard can be submitted to the architect. 

Recommendations of Phase 1

Recommendations of the previous phase are integrated in the new design. Firstly, the new 
architectural design is striking by a completely different design of load-bearing walls on the 
ground floor as well as the upper floors. A more convenient transition of vertical loads is 
now present, since complicated angles and diagonals are minimized. Hereby are the 
positions of utility shafts more logical, since a more unity is realized between load-bearing 
walls on the ground floor and the upper floors. Secondly, provisions for floor bearing are 
taken into account by the architect. On marked positions columns are added to the plan 
design and demanded load-bearing inner wall constructions are cleverly integrated in the 
interior of rooms. Concerning a required maximum floor span of 5,5 – 6,5 meters in the 
previous phase, can be concluded that this has been sufficiently achieved by a maximum 
span of 6,25 meter. 

Specification of the floor constructions

The maximum span of the floor construction can be found in dwelling type 1 and consist 
of 6250 mm. The specification of the floor element will be carried out by the formula on 
deflection of floors and should be satisfy the following requirement:
Maximum deflection ≤ L / 300.
For the comfort of residents and an 
increase in sound insulation a 
deflection of ≤ L / 600 is 
recommended. The matching formula 
is:

㬰 = 
5

384
x 

4q x l

EI

Calculations are shown in Appendix B and results in a floor element with a height of 350 
mm, named as MBK-01, for the dwellings, see figure 6.25.

Positioning of load-bearing walls

Dwelling D.5 contains load-bearing wall constructions, encircled in figure 6.27. These 
outer wall constructions are not supported by a load-bearing wall or column-beam 
structure on the ground floor. Suggested is, designing these wall constructions as non-
bearing, thus no provisions are demanded in the façade on the ground floor. Thereby are 

MASSIVE TIMBER CROSS LAMINATED SLAB
GLULAM BODY 42x220 mm

GLULAM FLANGE 56x180 mm

RECESS 9x80 mm

Figure 6.25;  Massive timber floor MBK-01 
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load-bearing walls on these locations not demanded, since floor bearing directions are 
parallel to these walls. Stability in this area, as been mentioned in the previous phase, will 
be gained from a wind bracing structure as been proposed and shown in figure 6.26.

Figure 6.27;  First floor
fF

Figure 6.26;  Ground floor
fF
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Bearing structure of the lunchroom

Floor bearing of the first floor construction in the lunchroom demands special attention, 
since a diagonal outer wall construction is designed. Thereby a covering of the entrance is 
present and is required to overflow in the floor construction. Looking at the architectural 
design, a few columns can be skipped and a few needs to be added. A proposal of the 
specific column-beam structure and the matching floor bearing directions have been 
drawn in figure 6.26. Also support of the balconies around the entrance (encircled in 
figure 6.27) are included. A slight problem exist on the upper floors, with these balconies. 
Support is complicated to achieve and a special carrying construction is needed with for 
instance connected beams to the outer load-bearing wall constructions. A carrying 
construction insight on the outer side of the balconies with transferring vertical loads to 
the foundation, of e.g. steel is also possible, according to the aesthetical vision of the 
architect. 

Remaining structural provisions

Provisions for the support of the projecting balconies on the façades, the galleries in the 
inner courtyard and the stairs construction in the stairwell should be designed. Concerning 
the projecting balconies, support is depending on the three-dimensional design, to be seen 
in sections, and will be specified in Phase 3. 
A supporting structure for the galleries can be designed in different kinds of materials. A 
steel structure is a possibility, or timber columns and beams connected to the floor 
constructions of the dwellings as well as a combination of these materials. A proposal of 
the structure will be submitted to the architect, whereby a material choice should be 
specified for the next phase. 
Regarding the covered roof structure above the inner courtyard, the location of columns 
are designed by the architect. This column-beam structure, which should support the roof, 
is desired to be out of timber. With the help of design rules concerning spans and 
dimensions, a conceptual design of columns are drawn in the plan, see figure 6.26.
Supporting the landings and the stair strings can be achieved by beam structures connected 
to the load-bearing elevator shafts. Hereby are extra timber columns required, as has been 
marked in figure 6.27.
Conclusion

Design demands and recommendations
Floor element MBK-01 of 350 mm
Change of encircled load-bearing walls on to non-bearing outer wall constructions
Proposal column-beam structure in the lunchroom
Balcony support of dwelling D.5 requires a special construction, in a way of beam structures to 
load-bearing walls or bearing structure on the outer side of the balconies
Proposal column-beam structure for inner courtyard and galleries
Wind bracing locations
Proposal supporting structure for landings in stairwells
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6.2.3 Building component demands and recommendations 
Testing the ‘Building Decree’ on the design plan is of great importance mainly for analyzing the
dimensions of rooms and escape routes. Thereby can fire- and smoke compartments as well as 
habitable areas be determined according to the definite plan design. Also matching requirements to 
construction parts between rooms on fire resistance and noise control can be determined. With the help 
of room dimensions the ventilation capacities can be calculated, so that exact piping dimensions can be 
specified.  

Recommendations of Phase 1

The location of the communal heating area has resulted in a few problems. The 
requirement of locating this room in the storage area have not been satisfied by the 
architect, since these storages have already been designed as minimum dimensions, thus 
space is lacking. Reducing the dimensions of the gym centre is not under discussion, so 
that another location in the gym centre is not attractive, since having an outer wall 
construction of the communal heating area brings special regulations along. Thereby have 
been decided to keep the communal heating area on the original location, with the 
entrance connected to the inner courtyard. 

By changing the layout of the load-bearing walls the positions of the utility shafts have
been resulted as more positive, since they are not located in the middle of a room 
anymore. 

The reduction of angles and floor spans as well as diagonal wall construction, results in 
more standardization of floor elements. 

Last, the entrance of the gym centre has been moved more to the middle, so that the 
maximum walking distance from a point in a habitable area to the entrance of the smoke 
compartment will not be exceeded.  

Judgment by the ‘Building Decree’
The progress of designing in Phase 2 allows a complete check of the plan design to the 
‘Building Decree’. The main topic is fire safety, but also daylight illumination, dimensions 
of rooms, communal areas and stairs are checkable. Fire safety aspects of the plan designs, 
e.g. walking distances in rooms, the width of entrances and the turning directions of 
doors, satisfies to the ‘Building Decree’ completely. 

Design of habitable areas
Important issue is the design of habitable areas in all usable rooms, since this area of e.g. a 
dwelling demands to occupy 55 % of the total usable area. Hereby should at least one 
habitable room have dimensions of 3,3 x 3,3 meters. On several locations this regulations 
can not be satisfied by the architectural design. Mostly a habitable room in a dwelling 
should be broadened to 3,3 meters, locations are marked in figure 6.29. Since 55 % of the 
total usable area should be designed as a habitable area in a few situations the adjacent 
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kitchen or hall should be partly designed as habitable area to satisfy this regulation. Hereby 
carries a minimum width of 1,8 meter and height of 2,6 meter of a habitable room, 
conform the ‘Building Decree’, to an obligated broadening of the entrance between living 
room and kitchen/hall. See locations in figure 6.29.

Figure 6.28;  Ground floor
fF

Figure 6.29;  First floor
fF
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Since the requirement that any bedroom should be part of the habitable area, these rooms 
should be marked as another function or as unnamed room. The design of the habitable 
areas are illustrated in figures 6.28 and 6.29.

Daylight illumination

Daylight illumination can be highly decisive for habitable rooms of the plan design. The 
daylight regulations in the Dutch ‘Building Decree’ are only related to the dwelling 
function and says that every habitable room should contain 0,5 m2 of daylight. This means 
that every room in the habitable area should be bordered by a outer wall construction, or a 
window frame should be designed in an inner wall construction, with exception to inner 
wall constructions of an adjacent habitable area, bathroom, toilet or technical room. In 
several dwellings a bedroom is designed without a possibility of daylight illumination. 

Dimensions of waste container room

Regulations on dimensions of the waste container room includes a minimum area of 0,75 
% of the total usable area of the user functions, which are related to this room. The 
concerned area is the total number of usable area of the dwellings, which comes to 1474 
m2 per floor and 4422 m2 in total. The required dimensions of the waste container room 
results in 33 m2, instead of 11 m2 which is designed on the ground floor plan. This large 
extension could have effect on the quantity/dimensions of the storage rooms, specified by 
the architect. 

Ventilation capacities in relation with floor constructions

To determine the exact height of the floor elements, from a building engineering point of 
view, ventilation piping diameters should be determined with the help of ventilation 
balance calculations. But first has to be mentioned that the maximum diameter of other 
installations can be determined as a Ø125 mm toilet drainpipe. Conform the Building 
Code ventilation regulations are related to habitable areas of store, sports and residential
functions, kitchens, bathrooms and toilets. Further on are the waste container room, meter 
rooms, elevator shafts and smoke free escape routes obligated to have air change.
Ventilation balance calculations concerning the demanded ventilation in rooms are 
elaborated for measuring rooms which requires the 
largest piping dimensions. This means that the 
ventilation capacity of dwelling 1b and 5, underneath 
lunchroom and officer stationer store, supermarket, 
gym centre and upstairs dwelling 2b and 3 are 
calculated. Elaboration of the ventilation balance 
calculations can be found in Appendix A and have 
resulted in a maximum piping dimension of Ø160 
mm in the upper floor constructions and Ø250 mm 
in the first floor construction, knowing that 250 mm Figure 6.30;  Vent. piping in MBK-01

fF
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will not be integrated through the T-joists of the floor elements, but will be hanged under 
the floor elements and above a suspended ceiling. This, because of sufficient room height 
is available on the ground floor and an extra lowered suspended ceiling will result in an 
increase on sound insulation towards the first floor dwellings. In figure 6.30 ventilation 
piping is illustrated in a floor element. A 160 mm dimension results in a minimum height 
of the T-joists of 220 mm.

Noise control

Sound insulation requirements of the ‘Building Decree’ are related to habitable areas and 
enclosed rooms in residential functions. Respecting to the design plan, the construction 
parts given in table 6.2 requires attention to sound insulation.

Table 6.2 Sound insulation of constructions between rooms

Furthermore, value’s concerning fire classes and fire resistance of several construction parts 
are specified and illustrated in figure 6.28 and 6.29.

Conclusion

Construction From an enclosed room to: Type of sound dB
First floor Habitable area Airborne (Rw) ≥ 58
First floor Habitable area Impact (Lnw) ≥ 66
First floor Enclosed room Airborne (Rw) ≥ 53
First floor Enclosed room Impact (Lnw) ≥ 71
Upper floors / partition walls Habitable area Airborne (Rw) ≥ 58
Upper floors / partition walls Habitable area Impact (Lnw) ≥ 66
Upper floors / partition walls Enclosed room Airborne (Rw) ≥ 53
Upper floors / partition walls Enclosed room Impact (Lnw) ≥ 71

Design demands and recommendations
Change of room function to a non-habitable room on marked locations
Minimum dimensions of 3,3 x 3,3 meters for a habitable room on marked locations
Broadening of the entrances of the living room to 1,8 meter (h=2,6 meter), of Dwelling 2a, 3, 3a, 3b
Extension of the waste container room to 33 m2

Minimum T-joist height of floor element MBK-01 of 220 mm
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6.2.3 External input
The result of Phase 2 is presented to the accompaniment, thus feedback is possible and can 
be integrated in the design process. The following topics are mentioned by the 
accompaniment:

• Location of the communal heating area is insufficient. The entrance door should 
not be connected to the inner courtyard, thus maintenance to the installations in 
the room should not be carried out alongside a thoroughfare in the inner 
courtyard. The room should be designed in the storage area;

• A wooden façade shows the full advantage on the northern side of a building, due 
to greater differences in temperature on other sides. Important issue is the 
protection of the façade by a overhanging construction of the roof;

• The inner courtyard is seen by the accompaniment as to square. This means that 
this area is very important for the impression of visitors as well as residents. 
Hereby should the design of this area be tackled so that aesthetical aspects will be 
satisfied. In a form of gallery design and material finishes.

The abovementioned imperfections will be taken into account and will be carried out in 
the next phase. Adjustments to the plan design will be done by the architect.
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6.3 PHASE 3:  - FINAL DESIGN -
After the preliminary design has been judged on structural issues and critical points out of the building 

regulations, the third iteration of the design process starts with a translation of these remarked topics into 
adjustments of the individual classification of dwellings and commercial facilities. By doing this can the exact 
layout of the final design be determined, in which all the area dimensions and their positioning on the floor 
plan are pointed out towards the ‘Building Decree’. 
Proceeding with the specified identity of the building design, the finishing materials of the different facets (ed. 
walls, floors, façades and ceiling) will be decided. Since the appearance of these materials is decisive for the 
outer façade and the created ambience in the building interior, supporting impression images are crucial in 
which the vision is expressed by the chosen combination of materials. The buildup of the entire building 
components, in relation to the ‘Massive Timber System’, is hereby approached due to the structure solutions 
out of  reference project ‘Inre Hamnen’ in Sundsvall.
6.3.1 Architectural input
Final classification of the floor plan layouts
By taking the made conclusions out of the preliminary design judgments into account, a 
final classification of the design concept is worked out, see figure 6.36 and 6.37. The 
following aspects have thereby been considered and adjusted:

• The communal heating area is displaced to the storage rooms  on the ground floor 
for a better accessibility in case of maintenance;

• An enlargement of the waste container room to 33,0 m2, conforming to the 
‘Building Decree’, has resulted in a decrease of the capacity in the storage rooms;

• Disproportionate costs for the difficult structural solution by supporting the 
balcony in dwelling D5, has resulted in the fact that this balcony is removed from 
the floor plan;

• To obtain sufficient daylight illumination in the dwellings of type 1 is the size of 
the balconies decreased to 1,8 m;  

• The column-beam structure in the lunchroom has been adjusted for a better load-
carrying distribution to the foundation;

• The minimum requirement of 3,3 m2 for a habitable room is fulfilled by widening 
the living rooms of some dwellings;

• To maintain at least 55 % habitable area of the total usable area for each dwelling 
is the kitchen combined with the living room by widening the passage to 1,8 m.

Appearance of the dwellings
To stipulate the finishing materials in the dwellings, firstly have to be decided how the 
structural use of the ‘Massive Timber System’ can be expressed in the overall appearance. 
By only showing the surface of the massive timber elements (without a finishing layer) will 
not be obtained that the residents get insight in the cross-laminated layered buildup of the 
structural elements; characteristic for this system. Also an anticipation have to be made to 
the different application combinations of timber as an aesthetical surface material, in which 
a cladding of timber on all the sides of a dwelling will contribute to a so-called ‘sauna-
effect’. 
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Showing the bottom of the ribbed cassette floor elements is not possible, since no 
prolonged resistance can be gained in case of fire. By using the surface of the timber wall 
elements (between two dwellings) as direct outer finish will result in a required sprinkler 
system; causing a negative effect on the appearance of the ceiling. And the placing of 
massive timber floor elements with a visible top side has negative practical issues, due to its 
vulnerability during time and the disability to use floor heating. 

To display the aesthetical aspects of the massive timber system within the dwellings is 
finally chosen for the load-bearing room dividing wall (dwelling type 2,3 and 4). Hereby 
can residents actually get in touch with the ‘Massive Timber 
System’ by walking through it and notice the visible layered 
buildup of the timber wall element, see figure 6.31. For fire safety 
regulations is hereby over dimensioning required, pointed out in 
paragraph 6.3.3. To accentuate the visible timber wall and also 
oncoming to fire safety requirements, is for the other walls and 
the ceiling white gypsum board chosen as finishing layer. The 
covering layer of the floor, with integrated heating system, 
consists out of parquet, in which the type can be pointed out by 
the future resident.

In the design of dwelling type 1 is tried to create a closed 
environment in which starters can withdraw themselves out of 
their busy lives. This is obtained by excluding the dense city 
traffic with extended partition walls onto the balcony, officiating 
as a sound barrier between the main road and the dwellings. The 
extended partition walls can also be seen as structural blinkers, in 
which the sight of the residents inside will be focused on the 
nature above the city streets; see figure 6.32. The formed ‘tunnel 
vision’ will distract the starters from their worries and 
uncertainties by pointing at this so easily forgotten beauty of live.

Appearance of the stores 
The significant differentiation between the commercial zone on the ground floor and the 
residential zones on the floors above is accentuated by the determination of other finishing 
materials for the stores. The commercial identity of the stores is delicate expressed on the 
façade by the use of artificial fabricated materials, like aluminum window frames and a 
stainless steel handrail along the façade. Combined with the use of natural stone plates as 
outer cladding is the appearance of the stores in big contrast with the timber façade finish 
of the dwellings on the storeys above, in which the use of natural stone can be seen as 
transition between these two natural outer finishes.  Choosing stone as outer finish for the 
ground floor is also based on better material properties towards fire safety and vandalism.

The cladding of the inner walls of the stores are, just like the dwellings above, basically 
consisting out of gypsum board. The suspended ceiling, concealing the big installation 
pipes, is finished by gypsum board with special acoustical performance. And to ensure little 
maintenance in the store areas is decided for a floor covering of tails.

Further deviating finishes and furnishing of the stores will be determined by the owner.

Figure 6.31;  Visibility  
of the system

Figure 6.32;  Tunnel vision
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Appearance of the inner courtyard
The inner courtyard is the centre of the building with its own identity, in which the three 
building parts with their different outer surfaces are united on the inside into the 
appearance of one main building. Creating a bright area by cladding all the walls to the 
inner courtyard with plastering is contributing to a nice indoor climate, whereby the used 
timber materials are emphasized. By using massive bamboo plates as finishing layer for the 
galleries is tried to generate a solid massive timber appearance of the gallery floor slabs. 
The surface of the floor consists out of a poured finishing layer on top of the screed and 
ribbed cassette elements, resulting in one smooth integral floor; easily cleanable with the 
use of a machine. For the required sunlight illumination is a glazed roof covering the 
whole inner courtyard, supported by glulam timber columns. 

The supporting timber columns for the galleries are 
framing a grid along the façades of the inner courtyard, 
dividing the totally white plastered walls into a more 
lively pattern, see figure 6.33. Between the columns are 
massive plates of several types of timber attached, 
embellishing the walls and showing the diversity in the 
appearance of timber, see figure 6.33. Framed with 
stainless steel are these elements hanging as pieces of art 
on to the walls, turning the inner courtyard into a 
display of aesthetical possibilities with timber; diverging 
in ed. color or vein pattern.  

Design solution of the required wind bracing 
An architectural consideration has to be made towards the appearance of the required 
wind bracing at the corner of the building. This structural element will be integrated into 
the main entrance of the building, in which it will display a structural point of attention 
for using the ‘Massive Timber System’; when it comes to generating stability by the use of 
a column-beam structure on the ground floor. An impression of the main entrance is been 
given in figure 6.34. 

Figure 6.33;  Gallery structure and timber 
wall element

Figure 6.34;  Impression of the main entrance
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Impressions of the outer façades

Sight line along the façade, in which 
pedestrians will actually walk through  
the sliced characteristic buildup of the 
‘Massive Timber System’. The created 
path is guiding to the main entrances 
of the building. (paragraph 6.2.1)  

Sight line through the building, in 
which a relation is obtained between 
the green facilities on both sides of the 
building. (paragraph 6.2.1)

The sliced structural characteristic is 
accentuated by extended walls, in 
which a contrast is made between the 
commercial zone on the ground floor 
and de dwelling on the storeys above.
(paragraph 6.3.1)

Buildup of the construction elements
Now the appearance of the building design facets (eg. floor, wall and roof) have been 
decided by the stipulation of the visible finishing layers, a technical specification has to 
point out the entire buildup of these construction parts. Since the use of the ‘Massive 
Timber System’ is relatively new, standardized solutions have not jet been developed. 
Therefore an approximate specification of the buildup can only be achieved by the study 
of detailed construction solutions out of already realized reference projects; gaining profit 
by the possibility to anticipate and improve by experienced knowledge.   

South side 
 

West side
 

East side
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The information given by the reference project, combined with the determined outer 
finishes has resulted in a first estimated buildup of the following construction elements:

Buildup of the construction elements
1. Outer wall 2. Inner wall 4. Outer wall 3. Outer wall

9. Gallery floor 11. Inner wall 6. Ground floor 13. Outer wall

7. Storey floor Utility shaft 8. Roof 12. Outer wall
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These aspects have been considered by determining the structure of the elements:

Outer – and inner wall constructions
• For all the walls is a first approximated wall thickness used of 66 mm.;
• Most walls are cladded with two layers of gypsum board for fire resistance;
• To obtain fire resistance with a visible timber surface, are two extra walls 

dimensioned next to the inner wall (5);
• A standard dimension of 120 mm. insulation is used for all the outer walls;
• Counteracting sound transmission through the inner party wall is achieved by two 

layers of 70 mm. insulation and an air gap of 20 mm.;
• Preventing sound transmission by installation piping is secured in the utility shaft 

by an inner layer of insulation, also required for a higher fire resistance;
• Inner room dividing walls (11) are buildup out of a timber frame structure;
• Outer walls on the ground floor (1 and 13) are covered with stone materials, 

fulfilling to fire safety class 1 within a height of 2,5 m. from the ground.

Floor – and roof constructions
• The floor construction of the storey floor, balcony and roof (7, 8 and 10) are 

based on the structural specified floor element  MBK-01, see paragraph 6.2.2;
• A commonly used foundation type in the Netherlands is presented in the 

construction of the ground floor (6) by the use of a concrete ribbed cassette floor;
• For the small spans of the gallery floor (9) are massive timber slabs most suitable;
• On top of the roof (8) is insulation in pitch suggested with a thickness of 150 mm;
• One layer of gypsum board is intended underneath the floor constructions for 

protection of the load-bearing capacity in case of fire (7, 8 and 9), whereby an 
special finish has to be specified for the outdoor climate of the balcony floor (10).

Final floor plans
At the end of the third design phase is the final floor plan of the ground floor as well as the 
first floor worked out into a technical drawing, see figure 6.35 and 6.36. Perfecting the 
design according to these plans will be focused on the suggested construction elements. 

Component structure Specification Component structure Specification
Inner party wall 5. Inner wall Outer wall 10. Balcony floor
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Figure 6.35;  Final design – floor plan layout of the ground floor
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Figure 6.36;  Final design – floor plan layout of the first floor
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6.3.2 Structural demands and recommendations 
Gaining stability of the stores area has been proposed by a wind bracing structure to the architect in the 
previous phase. This has been approved by the architect, so no further provisions in the building are demanded 
for structural requirements. In this phase a structural design sketch will be represented to the architect. 
Providing wall sections in this phase will result in the possibility of specifying the thickness’ of wall elements, 
alongside the determination of the floor construction in the previous phase. Due to this, the building engineer is
able to elaborate physical calculations on the wall constructions and suit additional elements, e.g. insulation, to 
the type of wall element. In this paragraph will the calculation process be described, which will result in the 
stipulation of the massive timber wall elements. Further structural calculations, e.g. stability, anchoring forces, 
shearing and wind bracing construction, will be executed in Phase 4.
Structural starting points
Structural calculations are starting with determining loads, aspects due to the type of 
building and aspects concerning the location of the building. The familiar loads include 
the dead loads of the floor constructions and the imposed loads which are related to a 
residential building. The dead load of the floor construction will be set on; the weight of 
the MBK-01 floor element and the weight of a suspended ceiling together with a finishing 
floor. Loads of wall constructions are specified by the wall sections of the architect. All 
calculations in this phase are executed alongside the Dutch standards ‘NEN 6702’ 
(Technical principles for building structures – TGB 1990 – loadings and deformations) and 
‘NEN 6760’ (TGB 1990 – Timber structures). 

Specification of the structural sections:
As early as the first architectural sketch, the building has been designed as three individual 
parts, which are combined to one building. This structure has been proceeded on in the 
next phases, and also from structural point of view, looking at the main structure design, 
the building shows three parts, A, B and C, see figure 6.37. In every part a structural 
section can be taken in relation with floor bearing directions, which are parallel to the 
sections, see figure 6.37. The structural sections can be described as:

• Section A: three supports by massive 
timber walls, timber façade, storage 
rooms and dwellings;

• Section B: three supports by massive 
timber walls, ground floor contains a 
column-beam structure, brickwork 
façade, supermarket and dwellings;

• Section C: two supports by massive 
timber partition walls, stores and 
dwellings.

Figure 6.37;  Structural sections in plan
fF

A

B

C
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Dead and imposed loads:
Loads on the sections can be classified as shown in table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Dead and imposed loads on structural sections

Load calculations
Dimensions of wall elements are assumed to conform with the reference projects 
mentioned in the ‘Massivträ Handboken’. To calculate the vertical loads in the sections, a 
one meter slice will be taken of each section. This will result in vertical point loads, 
demanded for determining the wall dimensions. Although the floor constructions are 
quadrilateral supported by wall elements, using a slice of one meter will simplify the 
calculations and will give more insight. With the help of the three sections only the 
longitudinal walls can be determined. Transverse wall constructions, which are parallel to 
the wind loads, will be assumed as a similar thickness as the longitudinal walls. This 
because of the quadrilateral support of the floor constructions. Definite calculations on 
these will be carried out with the help of the stability contemplations in Phase 4. Load 
calculations are fulfilled and adding up vertical point loads per storey results in measuring 
point loads on the first floor walls and the ground floor walls. Per section will two types of 
walls be determined, since two different wall heights are present (ground floor and upper 
floors). Results of the vertical point loads are illustrated in the specific structural section, 
see figure 6.38, 6.39 and 6.40.

Section A Section B Section C
Dead loads Ground and upper  floor 

constructions
Roof construction
Interior loads
External wall
Inner wall
Gallery wall

Ground and upper  floor 
constructions
Roof construction
Interior loads
External wall
Inner wall
Gallery wall 

Ground and upper  floor 
constructions
Roof construction
Interior loads
Partition walls

Imposed loads Floor load 
Wind pressure (façade)
Wind suction (roof and 
façade)
Roof load
Snow load

Floor load 
Wind pressure (façade)
Wind suction (roof and 
façade)
Roof load
Snow load

Floor load 
Wind suction (roof)
Roof load
Snow load

 Figure 6.38;  Vertical loads on                 Figure 6.39;  Vertical loads on                Figure 6.40;  Vertical loads on                        
Section A                                             Section B                                           Section C
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Wind loads which are in force on the structural sections, includes wind pressure on the 
façade and wind suction on the roof and the gallery wall, equally to walls ‘A’ and ‘C’ of 
section A and B. Section C differs by a perpendicular section to the wind direction, thus 
the wall elements are not subjected to wind loads. With the familiarity of the vertical point 
loads and the calculated wind loads per square meter in Appendix B, the conceptual wall 
dimensions can be determined. This will occur with the help of design graphics26, shown 
in the ‘Massivträ Handboken’. The results are given in table 6.4.

Table 6.4 Vertical point loads, matching wind loads and wall dimensions per section

To gain more insight which wall element should be designed for several types of wall 
constructions, are the demanded wall types illustrated on the plan designs in figure 6.41 
and 6.42.

  
26 ‘Massivträ Handboken’, Industriekonsortiet Massivträ, 2006, chapter 4.2; page 36-38

Section A Section B Section C
Vertical point loads, on first floor 
wall construction [kN]

70,54 kN 75,40 kN 59,01 kN

Vertical point loads, on ground floor 
wall construction [kN]

98,83 kN 106,12 kN 83,06 kN

Wind load; presure [kN/m2]
on wall construction A

0,89 0,90 -

Wind load; suction [kN/m2]
on wall construction C

-0,57 -0,57 -

Wall construction A; first floor MB66® MB66® MB57®

Wall construction B; first floor MB57® MB66® -
Wall construction C; first floor MB66® MB66® -
Wall construction A; ground floor MB89® MB89® MB66®

Wall construction B; ground floor MB73® MB79® -
Wall construction C; ground floor MB79® MB89® -
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Figure 6.41;  Ground floor
fF

Figure 6.42;  First floor
fF
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Structural design of the wind bracing structure
As early at the beginning of the design process in Phase 1, the upper right corner of the 
plan has been judged to be a critical design for gaining stability. The open structure and 
lack of sufficient provisions for diaphragm action on mainly the ground floor, is resulting 
in structural demands as been proposed in the earlier phases. At this stage an agreement 
with the architect has been achieved and will contain the following solution:

Wind loads on the façades of the upper floors will be taken up by the wall elements and transferred by the 
floor constructions to the first floor, where a wind bracing structure should transfer the total amount of wind 
load to the foundation. 
Wind loads on the upper floors are subjected 
to wall constructions of Dwelling 5, as 
illustrated in figure 6.43. The plan of the 
dwelling is designed with load-bearing inner 
walls, primarily as support for the floor 
constructions, which satisfies the required 
maximum floor span of 5,5 – 6,5 meter. In 
addition the walls can cooperate for taking up 
the wind loads on the building. The critical 
point comes when the horizontal forces are 
transported to the first floor construction and 
have to be transferred to the foundation. The 
plan of the ground floor consists of a column-
beam structure, which should function as a 
rigid structure to be able to transfer horizontal 
loads. A wind bracing structure can be 
responsible for this demand and should 
connect the first floor construction with the 
column structure. The connection with the 
column is integrated in the foundation, so that 
a transfer is guaranteed. Connecting the wind 
bracing with the first floor construction, 
instead of the steel beam underside, will take 
care of a direct transfer and will exempt the 
beam from horizontal forces. A structural
sketch, as drawn in figure 6.44, will be 
represented to the architect.

Conclusion
Design demands and recommendations
Demanded wall dimensions conform to figure 6.41 and 6.42;
Proposal of the wind bracing structure on the ground floor, drawn in figure 6.44

Dwelling 5

Ph;wind

Ph;wind

 Figure 6.43;  Division of wind loads on load-bearing
walls on the upper floors

 Figure 6.44;  Design of the wind bracing structure,
 from the ground floor to the first floor 
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6.3.3 Building component demands and recommendations 
Previous recommendations of Phase 2 has been carried through in the plan design, and were mainly based on 
room dimensions. In this phase the architectural design has been updated with floor and wall sections, which 
gives material choices familiarity for building physical judgments on; fire resistance, noise control, moisture 
resistance, thermal resistance and daylight illumination. The goal of these judgments is to match both physical 
value’s and dimensions to materials, and determine the design of the construction elements proposed by the 
architect.  
Fire safety
Aspects on fire safety, which are related to constructions in a building are containing:

• Fire resistance on partition and collapsing properties and;
• Resistance on smoke thoroughfare.

These topics will be specified and calculated on their performances with the help of the 
provided construction sections as well as the concerning regulations of the ‘Building 
Decree’.

Fire resistance:
The fire resistance requirements on constructions can be divided into two functions; on 
partition between two rooms/areas and collapsing of the structure caused by fire. 
Concerning the provided floor and wall sections by the architect, measuring fire resistance 
of the constructions can be set in most cases on the collapsing function, since the demand 
on this contains a resistance of 90 minutes in the contrary of 30 or 60 minutes for the 
partition function. This means that every load-bearing construction, both walls and floors, 
in the building should have a resistance of 90 minutes. The following non-bearing 
constructions should have a fire resistance on partition of 30 or 60 minutes:

• Wall constructions of the communal heating area, of 60 minutes;
• Wall constructions between a dwelling and an utility shaft, of 60 minutes;
• Floor constructions of the gallery and balconies, of 60 minutes.

Besides these, every construction in the building should have a fire resistance of 90 
minutes, with exception of inner wall constructions in user functions.

The fire resistance of floor constructions are specified in the case of fire on the underside 
of the construction. Concerning floors can be divided into four different types; floor 
constructions between dwellings, roof construction, gallery floor and balcony floor. 
Resistance of applied elements are calculated on a number of minutes, which are shown in 
Appendix A. The fire resistance of the floor constructions are illustrated in table 6.5.
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Table 6.5 Specification of fire resistance of floor constructions

Gaining a 90 minutes fire resistance from wall constructions, both sides of the wall should 
be able to resist, with exception of outer wall constructions. As been mentioned in 
Chapter 4, the regulation of fire resistance of the main structure is valid in combination 
with special load actions. These special load actions includes “0,2 x wind loads”, according 
to ‘NEN 6702’. Since the thickness of wall elements are specified in relation with 
horizontal (wind) forces, wall elements can be determined with the value of; “0,2 x wind 
loads”. The reduction of 80 percent of wind loads will result in a thinner wall dimension. 
This difference in wall thickness will in case of fire not  be demanded to take up forces and 
can therefore function as cooperating layer for fire resistance. Calculations and cooperating 
thickness’ can be found in Appendix A. Specification of the fire resistance of wall 
constructions are shown in table 6.6 and the number of minutes fire resistance of wall 
materials are summed up in Appendix A.  

Floor construction:
Nr. 7

Roof construction:
Nr. 8

Gallery floor:
Nr. 9

Balcony floor:
Nr. 10

Resistance: 90 minutes 
(collapsing)

Resistance: 90 minutes 
(collapsing)

Resistance: 60 minutes 
(bearing construction of 
smoke free escape route)

Resistance: 60 minutes 
(bearing construction of an 
outer balcony)

GYPSUM BOARD

BATTENING

INSULATION

INSULATION

CASSETTE FLOOR ELEMENT

TIMBER FINISHING LAYER

BATTEN 

2 X GYPSUM BOARD

BATTENING

INSULATION

CASSETTE FLOOR ELEMENT

INSULATION

VAPOUR BARRIER

WATERPROOF BREATHER FOIL

ROOFING MATERIAL

GRATING

GYPSUM BOARD

BATTENING

BATTEN

MASSIVE TIMBER FLOOR SLAB

TIMBER FINISHING FLOOR

FIRE RESISTANT FINISH

BATTENING

CASSETTE FLOOR ELEMENT

RUBBER FOIL

HARDWOOD FLOATING FLOOR

Gypsumboard GKF, 15 
mm: 28,5 min.
Battening 28x70 mm: 
33,3 min.
Total: 61,8 min. < 90

Gypsumboard GKF, 
15 mm: 28,5 min.
Battening 28x70 mm: 
33,3 min.
Total: 61,8 min. < 90

Gypsumboard GKF, 
15 mm: 28,5 min.
Total: 28,5 min. < 60

Rockpanel® 2 x 8 mm: 
classified as European 
fire class: A2

Gypsumboard GKF, 2 
x 15 mm: 57 min.
Battening 28x70 mm: 
33,3 min.
Total: 90,3 min.

Gypsumboard GKF, 
2 x 15 mm: 57 min.
Battening 28x70 mm: 
33,3 min.
Total: 90,3 min.

Gypsumboard GKF, 
2 x 15 mm: 57 min.
Total: 57 min.
Note: 3 min. 
resistance from 
grating

Rockpanel® 2 x 8 mm: 
classified as European 
fire class: A2
Total: resistance is > 
60 min.
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Table 6.6 Specification of fire resistance of outer wall constructions

The most striking change in the buildup constructions of the judged walls is the 
application of 55 millimeters insulation and battening for resisting a massive timber wall for 
90 minutes. To protect the wall element from 90 minutes of fire, even 3 layers of 15 
millimeters gypsum board will not fulfill this. Using a between layer of insulation will 
increase the fire resistance largely and also additional advantages for this construction will 
come along:

• A better sound insulation will be achieved, since sound vibration will be reduced 
before entering the massive timber element. Also the sensitive flanking sound 
transmission will thereby be greatly reduced;

• Space will be created both for electrical connecting points and electrical, water 
and gas piping.

Calculating with ‘0,2 x wind loads’ results in a reduction of wall thickness between 6 and 
10 millimeters. This is equivalent of a fire resistance of 8,9 to 14,8 minutes. Hereby can 
the demanded 55 millimeters insulation be reduced to 50, but will not be recommended. 
This reduction will not be seen as efficient, since only a small number of wall 
constructions can rely on this and can cause variation during assembly. Which will 
negatively affect the possibilities of errors and delays during construction.

Wall construction 
Nr. 1-4, 14, 16

Wall construction 
Nr. 5

Wall construction 
Nr.  15

Wall construction 
Nr. 12,13

Resistance: 90 minutes 
(collapsing)

Resistance: 90 
minutes (collapsing)

Resistance: 90 minutes 
(collapsing)

Resistance: 30 minutes 
(outer non-bearing walls)

INSULATION

VAPOUR BARRIER

MASSIVE TIMBER WALL

2 X GYPSUM BOARD

BATTENING

WALL
MASSIVE TIMBER

GYPSUM BOARD

INSULATION
BATTENING

MASSIVE TIMBER WALL

GYPSUM BOARD

GYPSUM BOARD

VAPOUR BARRIER

INSULATION

WATERPROOF

BATTENING

BREATHER FOIL

Gypsum board GKF, 2 x 
15 mm: 57 min.
Total: 57 min. < 90

Massive timber:
57/0,675 = 84,4 
min. 
Total: 84,4 < 90

Gypsum board GKF, 15 
mm: 28,5 min.
Battening: 48,4 min.
Total: 72,9 min. < 90

Gypsum board GKF, 
15 mm: 28,5 min.
Insulation: 60 min.
Total: 88,5 > 30 

Gypsum board GKF, 15 
mm: 28,5 min.
Battening 55x68 mm 
+insulation 55 mm: 64,7 
min. Total: 93,2 min.

Massive timber 
66 mm: 66/0,675 
= 97,8 min.
Total: 97,8 min.

Gypsum board GKF, 15 
mm: 28,5 min.
Battening 55x68 mm  
+insulation 55 mm: 64,7 
min. Total: 93,2 min.

Sufficient designed.
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The desire of the architect by suiting a massive timber layer of 19 millimeter can be easily 
fulfilled. With suiting 19 mm. of massive timber, an almost equally fire resistance of 28,2 
minutes will be achieved in comparison to a 15 millimeter layer of gypsum board. 
Regarding to the wall constructions of the communal heating area and the utility shafts, 
the required resistance of 60 minutes is easily gained; both constructions contain one 
gypsum board layer of 15 millimeters and at least 55 millimeters of mineral wool, which 
will have a total resistance of 93,2 minutes.

Resistance on smoke thoroughfare
Partition constructions between; a smoke compartment and another smoke compartment 
as well as a smoke compartment and a smoke free escape route, requires a resistance on 
smoke thoroughfare of 30 minutes. Locations where this regulation is valid, are shown in 
figure 6.28 and 6.29 of paragraph 6.2.3. The resistance on smoke thoroughfare can be 
specified, conform ‘NEN 6075’, on: “1,5 x fire resistance of the partition construction (in 
minutes)”. This means that a resistance on smoke thoroughfare of 30 minutes should be 
related to a fire resistance of 20 minutes. Since every wall or floor construction, where this 
regulation is valid for, should have a fire resistance of 90 minutes, the resistance on smoke 
thoroughfare can be set to 135 minutes which satisfiy the regulation.

Noise control of constructions
In the previous phase are the requirements on sound insulation of specific constructions set 
up. With a provision of floor and wall sections, the sound performances can be 
determined. Since specifying a construction on sound insulation is impossible to fulfill by 
combining the sound insulation of single materials, judging the specific constructions is 
highly dependent on value’s of tested constructions in the past. 

“For this reference material, Mr. Anders Gustafsson of SP Trätek was willing to provide tested 
value’s of massive timber wall and floor constructions, which are shown in Appendix A”

With the help of this information are the provided floor and wall sections possible to be 
judged on the required sound insulation. The judgment is shown in table 6.7.
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Table 6.7 Specification of sound insulation performances

In spite of a decent impact sound insulation of the floor construction, a floating floor on 
top is recommended. In the first place will the impact sound be reduced and besides, the 
comfort grade will increase for residents since a timber floor of its own is relatively 
sensitive to vibrations. Thereby is the critical flanking sound transmission, alongside the 
floor-wall connection better covered, since vibrations in the floor, as well as the 
connection, will be properly reduced.

Wall construction number 14 differs from reference construction A in Appendix A on two 
layers massive timber of 57 millimeter, specified by the structural engineer, instead of 65 
millimeter. This reduction of thickness can be compared with the airborne sound 
insulation of a massive timber element of 66 millimeter and 105 millimeter, respectively 31 
dB and 34 dB. With a difference of 8 millimeter the reduction on airborne sound 
insulation can be supposed as neglectable, above all with the use of a layer insulation on 
the outer side of the wall elements. Having an air gap of 30 millimeter for wall 
construction number 17 is partly based on erection on-site. For positioning the walls on-
site a margin of 10 millimeter is too small, and also the operation of wood can result in 
getting two wall elements to close on each other, which will reduce the sound insulation 
largely.

Floor construction 
Nr. 7

Wall construction 
Nr. 14

Wall construction 
Nr. 17

Airborne sound: ≥ 58 dB
Impact sound: ≤ 66 dB

Airborne sound: ≥ 58 dB Airborne sound: ≥ 58 dB

GYPSUM BOARD

BATTENING

INSULATION

INSULATION

CASSETTE FLOOR ELEMENT

TIMBER FINISHING LAYER

BATTEN 

AIR CAVITY

INSULATION
BATTENING

MASSIVE TIMBER WALL

2 X GYPSUM BOARD

GYPSUM BOARD

MASSIVE TIMBER WALL

AIR CAVITY

MASSIVE TIMBER WALL

INSULATION
BATTENING

GYPSUM BOARD

PLASTERING

Comparable with construction 
B in App. A: Total floor 
thickness is 509 mm 
Rw = 69 dB  > 58 dB
Ln;w = 56 dB < 66 dB

Comparable with construction 
E in App. A: Gypsum board is 
2x15 mm + air gap is 20 mm. 
See note.
Rw = 58 dB

Comparable with construction 
E in App. A: One layer 
insulation of 120 mm. See note.
Rw = 58 dB

Note: two layers of gypsum 
board are demanded for fire 
resistance, which results in a 
sound insulation of Rw = 69 
dB and Lnw = 56 dB. The 
buildup construction is similar 
to reference construction B.

Note: with suiting one layer 
gypsum board and 55 mm 
insulation on the outer side of 
the walls, the inner insulation 
can be reduced to 45 mm. This 
is presumed to satisfy 58 dB

Note: gaining 58 dB: one layer 
gypsum board, 55 mm 
insulation, massive timber, air 
gap 30 mm, massive timber, 80 
mm insulation, one layer 
gypsum board.
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PITCH 15 mm¹/m¹

Figure 6.46;  Roof construction
fF

Noise reduction of the façade
The noise reduction performance of the façade is 
mainly depending on the erection of chinks and the 
application of ventilation openings. Since a balanced 
ventilation system is designed, the façades do not 
contain any openings for ventilation. Chinks in 
connections of construction elements and window 
frames will be designed in Phase 4, with the help of 
detailing. Besides this, the noise reduction of the 
construction elements are depending on the buildup of 
the façade, which mostly consist of the construction 
shown in figure 6.45 with an additional layer of 55 
millimeter insulation on the inner side. The exact dimension of the outer side insulation is 
specified alongside the thermal performances, in the next subparagraph. Other buildup
constructions contains a brickwork outer surface or a 250 millimeter timber framework 
façade, which can be supposed as an even better reduction on noise. With missing 
reference value’s of outer wall constructions, the performances of these constructions are 
assumed to be more than sufficient, in consultation with the project accompaniment.

Thermal insulation performances of external constructions
One of the greatest advantages of timber constructions is the possibility of achieving a 
relatively high thermal insulation, in comparison to concrete and other constructions of 
stone. Calculations on thermal insulations of several external constructions are elaborated 
in Appendix A and have resulted in a thermal resistance of 4,3 to 5,6 (m2.K)/W, which is 
equal to 0,22 to 0,17 W/(m2.K). Hereby is the minimum of 2,5 (m2.K)/W that conform 
the ‘Building Decree’. For massive timber external wall 
constructions, the stipulation of the thermal resistances carries 
for an outer layer of insulation of 80 millimeter instead of 120 
millimeter, proposed by the architect. Regarding to the roof 
construction, a external layer of insulation should be erected 
under pitch, for drainage of rainwater. The construction 
consist of a basic insulation layer of 50 millimeters and a 
sloping layer of 255 millimeter (façade) to the basic layer of 
50 millimeter, see figure 6.46. 

Moisture testing for external constructions
Regulations on moisture conforming to the ‘Building Decree’ can be divided into; water 
tightness of external constructions, rainwater resistance and surface condensation. The first 
two requirements are based on practical tests of materials, which for the façade materials 
proposed by the architect are sufficiently designed. Surface condensation of constructions, 
expressed by the ‘f-factor’, conform to the ‘Praktijkgids Vocht’, by drs. B.Sc. H.M. 
Nieman, no difficulty for normally insulated constructions and is mostly based on the 
connections of construction elements as well as break through points, e.g. consoles and 

TIMBER SHIPLAP BOARD

BATTENING

WATERPR. BREATHER FOIL 

INSULATION

VAPOUR BARRIER

MASSIVE TIMBER WALL

2 X GYPSUM BOARD

AIR GAP STRONG VENT.

BATTENING

Figure 6.45;  External wall construction
fF
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projecting elements.27 Carefully designed details, with air tightening and connections of 
external construction parts, are decisive for avoiding surface condensation. Judgment on 
detailing will be executed in Phase 4. In addition to moisture regulations, is avoiding 
internal condensation in constructions a requirement for a well designed buildup of 
external constructions. To stipulate possible appearing internal condensation, calculations 
with the help of the ‘Glaser method’ has been carried out in Appendix A for two types of 
external wall constructions and for the roof construction, which express internal 
condensation by exceeding of the maximum vapour tension. Conform the elaborated 
calculations is internal condensation in both wall construction not under discussion, in the 
contrary of the roof construction, where condensation appears under the roof claddening. 
To avoid this, a vapour barrier is demanded between the massive timber floor element and 
the basic mineral wool layer. Also for the external wall constructions is a vapour barrier 
desired, since hereby is internal condensation in any situation avoided and will also result 
in an increase of air tightness of the specific construction. This foil should not be 
positioned between the gypsum board and the 55 millimeter mineral wool, but between 
the last layer and the massive timber element, since break through points of electrical 
connection points will affect the performances of the vapour barrier. In addition to the 
vapour barrier should on the outer side of the insulation a waterproof breather foil be 
suited. This will have the function of resisting moisture from the outside climate. 

Daylight illumination
Specifying the minimum daylight illumination, the measuring habitable area has been 
calculated on the percentage of daylight, with a minimum of 10 percent. As been 
mentioned in Phase 2, the measuring area is located in Dwelling 1, and the 
recommendation of the overhanging balcony has been changed by the architect to a width 
of 1800 millimeter. Calculations has been executed over again and have resulted in a 
daylight illumination of 3,7 m2, with the requirement of a minimum of 3,42 m2. 
Elaboration of the calculations can be seen in Appendix A.

Conclusion

  
27 ‘Praktijkgids Vocht’, drs. B.Sc. H.M. Nieman, 2005; page 37

Design demands and recommendations
Fire resistance: - two layers of 15 mm gypsum board on the ceiling of construction number: 7, 8, 9;
  - one layer of 15 mm gypsum board (or 19 mm massive timber) and 55 mm mineral  

wool on the fire exposed side of a massive timber wall element, or 66 mm massive 
timber wall element.

Noise control:  - application of a floating floor on top of floor construction of the dwellings;
 - thickness of inner insulation layer of wall construction 14 can be reduced to 45 mm     

when suiting a 55 mm layer of insulation on the outer side;
 - thickness of outer insulation layer of wall construction 17 can be reduced to 80 mm

when suiting a 55 mm layer of insulation on the inner side.
Air gap of 30 mm between two massive timber elements; for sound insulation and assembly on-site;
Roof insulation under pitch due to rainwater drainage with a total thickness of 305 to 50 mm;
Positioning of vapour barriers in external roof and wall constructions.
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6.4 PHASE 4:  - DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS -

Due to the judgment of the proposed design of the construction elements on load-bearing capacity and building 
physical aspects (eg. fire resistance, moisture, sound – and thermal insulation), can the made recommendations 
be taken into account by the detailed specification of the connections between the construction elements. To give 
insight in the most crucial connection solutions within the ‘Massive Timber System’ are hereby six connections 
selected out of the final design, which will be further analyzed and worked out through this last iteration of the 
design process. Indicating the characteristics of designing with this building system is thereby based on the 
studied specifications out of the most principal connections, which are shown below and also in figure 6.47.

1) Foundation – inner party wall 4) Outer wall – floor – balcony
2) Inner party wall – floor 5) Outer wall – floor
3) Outer wall – floor – gallery 6) Outer wall – roof

By each detailed connection will the functional aspects and application possibilities of the used materials be 
explained, whereby the construction elements are expressed in impression images. Finally is a total overview of 
the building design representing the contents of the whole concept, in which the positioning of the specified 
finishing materials are illustrated.
6.4.1 Architectural input
The intended construction connections are basically worked out in cooperation with 
Martinsons® Byggsystem AB and partly implemented as result of standardized detailed 
solutions on the Dutch building market, by the study towards commonly used timber 
frame connections; mentioned in the ‘SBR’ (reference construction details for house 
constructing in The Netherlands). Hereby are also adjustments made to the design of the 
construction elements, based on the conclusions out of the preceding design phase, in 
which the requirements towards fire safety issues are of most importance:

• To satisfy regulations concerning fire safety are two layers of gypsum board 
required as cladding for the ceiling. For wall constructions is one layer of gypsum 
board required and an additional insulation layer of 55 mm, thus the thickness of 
insulation in the outer- and inner party wall can be reduced. 

 Figure 6.47;  Overview of the studied construction connections
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Application of construction elements into connection 1

A poured concrete beam is positioned between the cassette floor elements for vertical load 
transfer from the load-bearing timber walls to the foundation. Due to the rough surface of 
this concrete beam, adjusting battens are required to secure the positioning of the massive 
timber walls, by which the space underneath the wall elements is filled with special mortar 
without shrinkage effects. Next to the poured concrete beam is EPS foam used as 
prevention tool for sound transmission through the foundation, wherefore also the ribbed 
cassette elements are putted on acoustical bearing felt. 
Because of the relatively warm air inside the party wall is an additional slab of insulation 
material on the bottom of the air gap recommended, to avoid condensation on the bottom 
of the wall elements and possibly wood rot. In combination with a vapour barrier is the 
wall construction also protected against rising damp out of the concrete foundation. Tails 
as floor covering are creating a surface with little maintenance in the storage area. 
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Application of construction elements into connection 2

The illustrated connection between the wall- and floor elements differs from the used 
construction solutions studied in reference project ‘Inre Hamnen’; Sundsvall. Due to 
gained construction experience are the massive timber elements subjected to changes in 
design and application. Instead of placing the whole floor between the wall elements, only 
the massive timber slabs have been supported on the walls; in which a sound recess batten 
with Sylodyn® is counteracting on flange transmission of sound between the dwellings. 
The suspended ceiling underneath the floor elements is self-supporting by a spanned beam 
construction between the outer walls of each room. 
A heating system is integrated in the massive timber floor, covered by a floating floor to 
restrain impact sound through the construction. Fire resistance of the load-bearing walls is 
obtained by an outer finish of insulation with gypsum board, whereby small installation 
piping can easily be fixed into the wall structure. Without this extra layer of insulation
must installations be drilled into the walls. For a visible timber surface can also be chosen 
for a different type of timber as outer layer for the laminated wall elements.

Recesses in the floor
for floor heating
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Application of construction elements into connection 3

Since the height between the flanges of the used cassette floor element is 220 mm., 
installation piping with a larger diameter has to be placed underneath the floor. By an 
opening in the supporting beam for the suspended ceiling with a lowering of the 
suspended ceiling itself, it is possible to create space for piping with larger dimensions. 
The massive timber slabs of the gallery are supported on a column-beam structure, in 
which the gallery construction is separated from the load-bearing wall construction. 
Combined with an additional Sylodyn® damping strip between the slab and the beam is 
transmission of impact sound into the dwellings avoided. Wear-resistant massive bamboo 
plates are covering the slabs, protecting the vulnerable top side of the elements. And a 
stainless steel grating under the gallery is hiding a sprinkler system from view. 

Installation piping through the floor Cross-laminated gallery timber slab
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Application of construction elements into connection 4

The cassette floor elements are placed on a steel IPE-profile, which is part of the column-
beam structure in the stores on the ground floor. The cassette floor elements of the 
balcony on the storey above are positioned in such way that an edge of 110 mm. is created 
underneath the door opening, so water can not get into the dwelling in case of heavy rain. 
To obtain required fire resistance under the balcony floor of at least 60 minutes, without 
the possibility to use gypsum board outside, cladding of Rockpanel® is chosen. This 
fabricated product is almost unburnable and the imitated timber surface is difficult to 
differentiate from real timber. 
A timber lintel transfers the vertical load around the window frame. The laminated timber 
surface of the window frame is on the outside protected by an aluminum strip and natural 
stone plates as outer cladding will secure fire safety class 1 on the ground floor. 

A cassette floor element in the factory
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Application of construction elements into 
connection 5 and 6

For the construction of the flat roof 
is the same cassette floor element 
used as the storey floors below. With 
an additional insulation layer to 
create pitch the construction height 
becomes relatively high, therefore 
only the application of a massive 
timber slab is considered. However 
this solution is more suitable for 
smaller dimensions of the roof 
structure, it is also more expensive 
since more timber is used. 
The outer wall is covered with MB-
panels® (laminated shiplap boards), 
which are especially developed for 
façade applications by ‘Martinsons 
Bygsystem AB’. The panels are 
painted and already attached to the 
outer wall in the factory.
The roof edge does not contain an 
overhang because of the aesthetical 
point of view to an even weathering 
of the whole façade surface. In this 
way unity in the appearance of the 
timber façade is maintained over
time. An overhang would cause
discontinuities in color pattern along 
the surfaces.
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 Figure 6.48;  Dwelling type 3

6.4.2 Structural demands and recommendations 
Providing construction details by the architect, the requirement exists what type of structural provisions are 
demanded in connection details. Since uplifting forces comes along with diaphragm action of load-bearing 
walls, for instance anchoring can be needed. Also shearing of floor constructions, due to wind forces, can result 
in the requirement of special fastenings. In the previous phase are wall dimensions in the longitudinal direction 
specified. Transverse walls are assumed on an equal dimension, since the floor construction is quadrilateral 
supported. With the help of stability calculations the transverse walls will be tested on compression forces, so 
that an exact dimension can be determined. Stability of the building should resist; compression and uplifting 
forces in wall elements, shearing forces in floor constructions and suction of the roof structure. Regarding to the 
building it self, wind loads results in a ‘toppling-effect’, calculated as a maximum deformation. Instead of 
elaborating three different sections for the stability calculations, the contents of this will be narrowed down to 
one, for limiting the extent of this subparagraph and to prevent the loss of insight. The results of these 
calculations will be expressed in practical demands, e.g. number and dimensions of anchoring, number of 
screws etc. Further on, the designed stability solution of wind bracing in the lunchroom area will be calculated 
and will also result in connection details and practical demands. All calculations in this chapter are worked 
out in Appendix B.
Structural starting points
Section A has been taken across dwelling type 3, so that the 
concerning transverse wall construction for the stability 
calculations consist of partition walls. The centre-to-centre 
distance is 9375 millimeter, as illustrated in figure 6.48. 

Wind forces on the building
Wind loads on a building are firstly expressed per square meter, 
specified alongside the dimensions of the façade and the location 
related value’s which classifies the climate conditions. Wall 
constructions of the façade will take up the wind and transfer 
these downwards and upwards to floor constructions, since they 
are supporting the walls in horizontal direction. This means that 
the wind loads per square meter can be converted to line loads on 
the floor structure as been illustrated in figure 6.49.

Remaining horizontal loads
In addition to wind loads, also an 
extra horizontal load exists due to 
erection of the wall elements. The 
wall elements should be erected
exact centrically above each other. 
Since this is an almost impossible 
desire, due to exentrical positions, 
an extra horizontal load exist by 
vertical loads. The amount of the 
additional- and the total horizontal 
loads are shown in figure 6.50.

=

Figure 6.49;  Wind loads per square meter, classified in pressure and 
suction, are equal to line loads on the floor constructions 
per meter
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 Figure 6.50;  Horizontal loads due to wind, added up with horizontal loads by eccentricity of walls, results in total 
horizontal loads

 

 Figure 6.51;  Contemplation of 
the ‘toppling-effect’

 

Control on toppling of the building
Toppling of the building is a result of the moment from 
specific horizontal loads. Opposed loads includes a moment 
out of the dead load of the building. In this case the dead load
can be seen as favourable. This has also effect on the wind 
forces, which are partly specified alongside vertical loads 
(eccentricity of walls). Balance of these two moments around 
load-resultant point of action will give an eccentricity. This 
distance is allowed to be maximum one-sixth of the width. 
Calculations shown in Appendix B, give a eccentricity of 0,72 
meter, with a maximum of 2,0 meter, see also figure 6.51.

Shear forces in the floor constructions
Due to the defined horizontal line loads on the floor 
constructions, shear forces exists in the floor elements. These 
should be taken up in both the joints between the floor 
elements and the connections on the edges of the 
quadrilateral supported floor construction. The line load, can 
be converted to point loads on the edge and the last joint 
between the elements where the highest point load will arise, 
seen from the middle and illustrated in figure 6.7. The shear 
force on the edge should be taken up by shearing fittings, as 
illustrated in figure 6.52. 

“Shearing capacitities of the fittings are provided by M.Sc. Anders Gustafsson of ‘SP Trätek’, as
7kN per fitting”. 
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 Figure 6.52;  Shearing fitting
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Figure 6.55;  Dowels 
for shearing

in wall 

 Figure 6.53 Shearing fitting
 

Figure 6.55;  Dowels for  
shearing in wall     

For taking up approximately 20 kN shearing force, 
three fittings are required over the length of the 
floor element. 
The point load in the last joint from the middle is 
calculated to 14,88 kN, which results in 17 screw 
couples with a centre-to-centre distance of 0,70 
meter. Applied screws are ‘Spax® 5.0 x 40 
millimeter. The joint connection has been 
illustrated in figure 6.53. 

Tensile stress in the transverse direction
The line load on the floor construction do not only result in shear forces inside the floor 
construction, but also causes a horizontal moment, which result in both a compressive 
stress on the façade side and a tensile stress on the opposite side. In this situation is the 
tensile stress measuring and is calculated to 46,36 kNm, as illustrated in figure 6.54. This 
moment can be converted to a tensile force by dividing it through the length. The arising 
tensile stress between the floor construction and the support is depending on the 
dimensions of this support and should be lower than the maximum allowed stress in the 
floor element. According to executed calculations the arising tensile stress will not exceed 
the maximum. With the help of the tensile force the number of required screws can be 
specified per element. This comes to; 3 screws per element, with a centre-to-centre 
distance of 400 millimeters.

Control on wall connections
Similar to the floor constructions, also in joints of walls arises 
shear forces. Due to diaphragm action of the wall elements, the 
shear force in horizontal directions flows over in the vertical 
directions, which are the joints of the wall elements. Since the 
partition walls consist of two massive timber elements, the wind 
load is divided into two, which amount to a shear force of 
66,42 kN. Once again this force can be divided by the length 
of construction, similar to the floor constructions. Having 
openings in the wall construction, the construction length is 

Ph fv Fv M b

19,78 kN1,65 kN/m4,22 kN/m 46,36 kNm

fv=1,24 kN/m

 Figure 6.54  Shear forces in the floor construction; on the edge of the floor and in the last joint
  

SCREWS
Spax  5.0x40R

PLYWOOD STRIP
160x9 mm
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Figure 6.56;  Compressive and     
lifting forces on the 
ground floor

  

Figure 6.57;  Wall anchoring with
with ground floor

reduced with these lengths, which in the ground floor area results in 9,6 meter. The line 
load of 6,92 kN/m can also be assumed as vertical line load between the wall elements. 
Dividing this line load into the thickness of the wall element, 66 millimeter, gives a shear 
stress which satisfies the maximum stress of timber. The shear force of 6,92 kN/m should 
be taken up by a joint, which consist of dowel pins, see figure 6.55. Calculations proves 
that a Ø20 millimeter dowel has a capacity of 5,40 kN. This results in 5 dowels per 
element of 3,7 meters with a centre-to-centre distance of 850 millimeter. 

Lifting forces of the wall constructions
As been described in the previous subparagraph, 
diaphragm action results in encircled transfer of forces. 
Hereby arises both a compressive force and a lifting force, 
as illustrated in figure 6.56. To avoid negative results, e.g. 
too high compressive force on the wall element or 
uplifting of the wall element, the length of the wall 
construction should match the strength of the shear 
forces. The compressive and lifting forces are opposed by 
the vertical forces due to dead and imposed loads. When 
a higher lifting force arise compared to the opposed 
vertical load, then the wall element should be kept in 
place by anchoring. Since the vertical loads are favourable 
for calculations on the lifting force, a safety factor of 0,9
is used. Calculations shows a lifting force on the ground 
floor, equal to a compressive force, of 50,9 kN. The 
opposed vertical loads contributes on the area where the 
lifting force arise, which is half of the element (grey 
marked in figure 6.56). The measured lifting force can be 
found on the left (or right) pendant, which are shorter 
than the middle pendant. The vertical load, which consist 
of the dead loads, contains 12,25 kN, so that 38,65 kN is 
the remaining lifting force. This lifting force will be 
taken up by an anchor, which is poured in the 
foundation, see figure 6.57, and contains two steel bars of 
Ø12 millimeter. The anchoring length in the foundation has been calculated to 225 
millimeter. The horizontal steel plate will be welded on-site with an calculated weld of 3 
millimeter. The connection with the wall elements is executed with the help of a nail 
plate of 150 x 150 mm. This connection requires 34 nails.

Similar calculations are executed for the lifting force of the wall construction on the first 
floor and remarkably results in a higher dead load comparing to the lifting force. 
Concluded, without any openings in the wall construction the opposed dead load is much 
higher and will avoid unwanted lifting forces in the wall. The situation is illustrated in 
figure 6.58. Since the complete length of the wall is designed as a massive timber wall, a 
possibility is to reduce this length and change a part for a non-bearing inner wall with a 
frame construction. When reducing the length, the opposed vertical load will reduce and 
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Figure 6.58;  Compressive and 
lifting forces on the
first floor 

 

can thereby affect the requirement of anchoring. An example calculation is shown in 
Appendix B, where a load-bearing wall has been used of 3600 millimeter, equal to three 
wall elements of 1200 millimeter, as illustrated in figure 6.59. The arising lifting force is
54,9 kN. With the help of the maximum tension in steel, threads can be calculated which 
are demanded for taking up the lifting force, and will give a dimension of two steel threads 
of Ø16 millimeter. The steel threads are connected to nail plates, see figure 6.60, which 
are fastened to the wall elements. The number of nails which are demanded are 48, 
designed as shown in figure 6.60. 

Compressive forces of the wall constructions
To the contrary of lifting forces, compressive forces are not favourable influenced by 
vertical loads, thus the fully dead load can be taken into account with also the measuring 
wind loads. This means that the compressive force out of wind loads will be slightly higher 
than in the lifting situation, which comes to 53,6 kN on the ground floor and 22,4 kN on 
the first floor. Additional vertical loads are also including imposed loads, since every 
vertical load is unfavourable. The total compressive force on the ground floor is 78,8 kN 
and on the first floor 120,0 kN. This compressive force is allowed to be divided over 25 
percent of the length of the wall, which is 280 millimeter on the ground floor and 1500 
millimeter on the first floor. Calculations with a wall thickness of 66 millimeter comes to a 
compressive wall length of 290 millimeter, and with a 57 millimeter wall element on the 
first floor 510 millimeter. This means that the arising compressive length on the ground 
floor will exceed the maximum length and thereby should the wall thickness be increased 
to reduce the compressive stresses. Calculations shows that on the ground floor a wall 
element of 73 millimeter is required. A wall thickness of 57 millimeter on the upper floors 
is satisfactory.  

Vertical loads on the sound recess strip
Since floor constructions are immediately bearing on the Sylodyn® strips in the sound 
recess batten on top of the wall elements, should the maximum stress on this strip be 
determined to check if transgression not arises. The maximum compressive force on the 
first floor construction of 120 kN, should be added with the vertical loads from this floor, 

Figure 6.59;  Application of 3600 mm.
massive timber wall construction
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Figure 6.60;  Anchoring for lifting
force. Wall – wall
connection                  
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to specify the measuring force. This comes to 123 kN, which results in a compressive 
stress on the Sylodyn® strip of 3,1 N/mm2. 

“Specifications of the maximum loads on several types of Sylodyn® materials are provided by M.Sc. 
Anders Gustafsson of ‘SP Trätek’”.

The arising compressive stress results in a demanded strip of Sylodyn® type NE®, which 
can resist 5,0 N/mm2. Concerning the longitudinal wall constructions is a maximum 
vertical load of 98,83 kN (2,47 N/mm2) measuring, see figure 6.38. This comes to a 
Sylodyn® strip of ND®, which can resist 3,0 N/mm2.

Design of the wind bracing structure
The function of the wind bracing structure has been 
explained in the previous phase, and should consist of 
a steel bar, on request of the architect, between two 
timber columns. The situation with dimensions and 
forces is illustrated in figure 6.61. The concerning 
shear force in the first floor construction has been 
calculated to 123,7 kN. The wind bracing should 
take up the wind loads between the first load-bearing 
wall and the corner of the building, so that no other 
wind bracings are demanded in the lunchroom. The 
shear force will be transfer into the wind bracing and this should take up 206,2 kN. This 
tensile force in the wind bracing will result in a demanded steel bar of Ø34 millimeter. 
The bar will be connected to a fitting, which contains a thread, to the floor construction. 
This thread can be calculated with the tensile force and the bolt quality of 8.8. This results 
in a steel thread of Ø22 millimeter. The steel thread is leaded through a steel shell case in 
the floor construction and will be fastened on a bolster on top of the massive timber 
cassette element, see figure 6.61. Thereby will the centre of the thread cross the centre of 
the timber column and the centre of the massive timber floor. The thread will be fastened 
with a nut.

The opposite connection of the steel bar, will be positioned straight onto the strip footing 
foundation, as illustrated in figure 6.62. Arising forces on this anchor will consist of a shear 
force of 123,7 kN and a tensile force of 82,5 kN. The demanded anchor bolts consist of 
two ‘Fischer® FIS EM’ bolts of 24 millimeter. 

Figure 6.61;  Wind bracing dimensions
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Conclusion
Design demands and recommendations
Demands and recommendations for Structural section A
Application of shearing fittings in connections of cross walls with floor constructions;
Connections between floor elements demands 17 screw couples, with a centre-to-centre distance of 
0,70 meter, screws: Spax® 5.0x40 mm;
Three screws per element of 6.5 x 130 mm with a centre-to-centre distance of 400 millimeter, for the 
floor – wall connection on the longitudinal length;
Wall-wall connections demands five dowels of Ø20 mm for a wall height of 3,7 meter, with a centre-
to-centre distance of 850 millimeter;
Application of foundation anchoring of cross wall constructions, according to figure 6.57;
Thickness of cross wall elements on the ground floor should be increased from 66 millimeter to 73 
millimeter, due to a transgression of compressive stresses;
Application of Sylodyn® ‘NE’ and ‘ND’ on respectively cross wall constructions and longitudinal 
constructions.
General
Requirement of a Ø34 millimeter steel bar for the wind bracing structure, with a steel thread of Ø22 
millimeter and two anchoring bolts ‘Fischer® FIS EM’ of Ø24 millimeter.

NUT + RING M22
BOLSTER 80x66x350 mm

STEEL SHELL CASE 
ø42 mm, L= 320mm 
STEEL THREAD ø22 mm 

STEEL BAR ø34 mm 

Figure 6.62;  Wind bracing connection
with first floor construction

STEEL THREAD
ø22 mm

WIND BRACING
BAR ø34 mm

Fischer FIS EM
2x ø24 mm

ANCHOR BOLT
R

Figure 6.63;  Wind bracing connection
with foundation
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6.4.3 Building component demands and recommendations 
Final provision of the architect consist of a complete building design, and adding details to the design requires 
a building physical judgment as well as a determination on assembly order. The complete building design also 
includes choices of finishing materials. With the help of this, final fire resistance and noise control aspects can 
be set up. To gain performances of the building related to energy consumption, a calculation will be carried out 
which is expressed in a ‘one number’ indication. This Energy Performance Coefficient (EPC) has regulations 
mentioned in the ‘Building Decree’ and should thereby satisfy a quote of energy-efficiency.    
Construction details
“The quality of the construction details, specifies the quality of the building”, spoken by drs. B.Sc. 
H.M. Nieman. Quality of construction details is depending on many aspects, since this not 
only means applied materials and physical performances, but can also be related to aspects 
like assembly, sustainability and live cycles of both materials and the building itself. With 
the help of all these aspects, detailing should be judged, so that the quality of the 
construction details can be set. In table 6.8, the provided construction details of the 
architect are shown and judged on abovementioned aspects. 

Table 6.8 Judgment of construction details on building physics, assembly and sustainability

Construction detail 1 - 6 Judgement
Building physics:
Mineral wool: 45, 55 mm Rockwool® type 201
Vapour barrier: Miofol® 125 S
Screed: anhydrite
Mass floor for noise control: ≥ 350 kg/m2

satisfies
Assembly:
Prefab wall element: massive timber wall, 
insulation, battening, gypsum board
1: Adjusting batten, adjusting blocks and filling 

 up between wall element and floor. 
2: Positioning prefabricated wall element and  

screwing the adjusting batten to the wall 
3: Pouring of the floating floor and finishing
Sustainability:
+ Anhydrite screed
+ Rib cassette floor > 3,0 (m2.K)/W
+ Concrete gravel replacement: granulate 
+ Timber as structural material
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Building physics:
Mineral wool: see above mentioned, 70 mm 
Rockwool® type 201, 170 mm  Rockwool® type 
221
Air tightening: PE sealing tape between massive 
timber wall and floor and sound recess batten
Assembly:
Prefab wall element: massive timber wall, 
insulation, battening gypsum board
Prefab floor element: cassette element, 
insulation, battening, block 80x80 for 
transportation.  Supply of 150 mm under strip 
of gypsum board separately for erection on-site
1: Massive timber wall erected
2: Cassette floor element
3:  Adjusting batten, strip of 45 mm mineral 

 wool between lower wall and upper wall
4: Massive timber wall screwed with adjusting  

batten, gypsum board 150 mm strip fastened
5: Floating floor construction
6: Gypsum board ceiling erected after   

installation work
Sustainability:
+ Noise reduction on comfort level
+ Timber as structural material
Building physics:
Mineral wool: see abovementioned, 80 mm 
Rockwool® type 211
Air tightening: PE sealing tape between massive 
timber wall and sound recess batten
Assembly:
Prefab wall and floor: see abovementioned
Prefab gallery floor: slab, battening
1: Massive timber wall erected
2: Cassette floor element
3: Glulam beam between columns and mineral 

wool strip
4: Gallery floor positioned on top of beam
5: Bottom sill and floating floor 
6: Gypsum board ceiling erected after 

installation work
Sustainability:
+ Bamboo gallery floor
+ Noise reduction on comfor level
+ Timber as structural material
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Building physics:
Mineral wool: see abovementioned, 145 mm 
Rockwool® type 221
EPDM rubber foil: 0,8 mm
Vapour barrier: Miofol® 125 S
Waterproof breather foil: Miofol® 125 G
Air tightening: PE sealing tape between bottom 
sill and plywood (external), PE sealing between 
bottom sill and floating floor (internal)
Assembly:
Prefab floor: see abovementioned
Prefab wall: insulation, battening, claddening
Prefab balcony floor: cassette floor, battening 
and claddening
1: Steel beam connected to timber columns
2: Cassette floor element
3: Timber frame façade erected
4: Balcony floor positioned
5: Battens fastened to cassette floor element
6: Bottom sill and floating balcony floor
7: Finishing with floating floor construction  
Sustainability:
+ Natural stone for claddening
+ EPDM foil and PE sealing
+ Wooden sliding door
+ Thermal insulation external wall
+ Noise reduction on comfort level
Building physics:
Mineral wool: see above mentioned
Vapour barrier: see above mentioned
Waterproof breather foil: see abovementioned
Air tightening: PE sealing tape between massive 
timber wall and floor and sound recess batten
Assembly:
Prefab floor: see abovementioned
Prefab wall: massive timber wall, insulation 
55+80 mm, shiplap board and gypsum board
1: Massive timber wall erected
2: Cassette floor element, adjusting batten 

fastened on-site
3: Upper wall screwed with adjusting batten
4: Floating floor construction
5: Gypsum board ceiling erected after 

installation work
Sustainability:
+ Timber as claddening and structural material
+ PE sealing tape for air tightening
+ Noise reduction on comfort level
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Air tightness of the external construction
Air tightness of an external construction is determined by joints and chinks between 
construction elements and window-frame connections. The regulation in the ‘Building 
Decree’ consist of a maximum air stream of 0,2 m3/s and will be tested after erection. The 
aim of air tightness is mainly energy-saving, but also to avoid internal condensation by 
local outgoing heat and unwanted air circulation are aspects which are coming along with 
a carefully tightening of constructions. Especially with the design of a balanced ventilation 
system, the loss of air results in a properly increase of energy consumption. Air tightening 
can be achieved by the application of sealings in chinks and erecting plastic foils in the 
construction elements. Another important issue for the vapour barrier and the waterproof 
breather foil is to overlap edges and to seal joints. This will reduce the air stream through 
constructions notably. Judging the construction details, can be mentioned that with the 
application of the vapour barrier on the right position (between massive timber and 55 
millimeter mineral wool) for wall break through’s by electrical connection points, and 
sealing chinks with either PE sealing or PE sealing tape, will result in a decent air 
tightening, which will satisfy the regulation of 0,2 m3/s.

Fire resistance of finishing materials
Finishing materials of construction elements are subjected to two kinds of fire safety 
regulations; the contribution to fire propagation and the smoke tightness of materials.

Building physics:
Mineral wool: see abovementioned, mineral 
wool in pitch Rockwool® Rhinox 255-0 mm
EPDM roof cladding: Firestone® Rubberguard 
EPDM 1,52 mm
Vapour barrier: Miofol® 125 S
Waterproof breather foil: Miofol® 125 G
Air tightening: PE sealing tape between massive 
timber wall and sound recess batten
Assembly:
Prefab roof: cassette, insulation, battening, basic 
insulation layer 50 mm
Prefab wall: massive timber, insulation, gypsum 
board, shiplap board
1: Massive timber wall erected
2: Cassette floor element
3: Roof edge and insulation fastened
4: Gypsum board ceiling erected after 

installation work
Sustainability:
+ EPDM roof claddening
+ PE sealing tape
+ Thermal resistance roof construction
+ Timber as structural material
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Contribution to the propagation of fire:
For restriction of the development of fire, regulations are set up in the ‘Building Decree’, 
which stipulates the contribution of materials to the propagation of fire, so that occupants 
can escape from the building in time. Prevention of fire propagation in a building is 
mainly depending on finishing materials in rooms. Regulations are given in Chapter 4 and 
classifies European fire classes to rooms and construction parts. Table 6.9 shows the related 
finishes to the regulations and the judgment on chosen materials by the architect.
Table 6.9 Judgment of materials on contribution to fire propagation

A wooden surface in the gallery and a partial timber façade, has effects on the treatment of 
these construction parts. This means that the fire class of D does not satisfy the 
requirement and should be impregnated with fire resisting lacquer, ‘Multifire System W®’. 
The application of pine wood should be considered by the architect, since the fire resisting 
lacquer is environment unfriendly and should be avoided for sustainability purposes. 

Construction part Required 
European 
fire class

Proposed material and 
European fire class

Judgment

Wall and ceiling finishes:
 - galleries, stairwells and    
 inner courtyard

B Gypsum board, pine wood
B, D

Pine wood: for gaining 
class B, impregnate with; 
Multifire System W®

 - all enclosed and non-
 enclosed rooms  

D Gypsum board, pine wood
plywood: B, D, D

Satisfies the requirement

Floor finishes:
 - galleries, stairwells and    

inner courtyard
Cfl Bamboo massive plate: Cfl

Marble stone: A1fl
Tiles: A1fl
Motion poured floor: Cfl

Satisfies the requirement

- all (non-) enclosed
rooms

Dfl Marble stone: A1fl
Tiles: A1fl
Gym floor; Decoflex™: Cfl
Motion poured floor: Cfl
Parquet: Cfl
Hardwood floor: Cfl

Satisfies the requirement

Façade finishes:
 - up till 2,5 meter A2 Brickwork, natural stone

A1, A1
Satisfies the requirement

 - above 13 meter B Brickwork, pine wood
A1, D

Pine wood: for gaining 
class B, impregnate with; 
Multifire System W®

 - remaining D Brickwork, pine wood
A1, D

Satisfies the requirement

- external construction   
of a escape stair well

B Pine wood
D

Pine wood: for gaining 
class B, impregnate with; 
Multifire System W®
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Smoke tightness of the finishing materials:
Prevention of smoke production in buildings is expressed in regulations on smoke 
tightness’ of materials of floors, walls and ceilings, classified in enclosed rooms and smoke 
free escape routes. Testing the different finishing materials results in a complete approval of 
chosen materials by the architect. Concerning construction parts, regulations and material 
judgments are shown in table 6.10. 

Table 6.10 Materials of floors, walls and ceilings judged on their smoke tightness

Remaining fire safety requirements on finishing materials:
Besides materials applied in rooms and façades, also the finish material in the inner side of 
an utility shaft contains requirements. The ‘Building Decree’ demands a nonflammable 
material over a thickness of 10 millimeters. Proposed is to suit the nonflammable board, 
‘Promatect-H®’ of ‘Promat BV’. The material of this 10 millimeter board consist of steam 
hardened calcium silicate, cement and aggregates with an unit density of 870 kg/m3.

Energy Performance Coefficient (EPC)
Expressing energy performances of a building in an 
‘one number’ indicator, not only shows the energy 
consumption, but also the quality of constructions and 
a grade of comfort for occupants. The coefficient 
represents the complete performance on energy of a 
building, instead of certain constructions or areas. 
Owing to this, designers are free from limitations and 
they can emphasize to e.g. room design, thermal 
resistances of constructions or the installation concept, 
see figure 6.64. Discussions with the client and 
conceptual installation designs of the consultant in an 

Construction part Required 
European 
smoke class

Proposed material and 
European smoke class

Judgment

Wall and ceiling finishes:
 - galleries, stairwells and
 Inner courtyard

S2 Gypsum board, pine wood
S2, S2

Satisfies the 
requirement

 - all enclosed rooms S2 Gypsum board, pine wood
Plywood: S2, S2, S2

Satisfies the 
requirement

Floor finishes S1fl Bamboo massive plate: S1fl
Marble stone: S1fl
Tiles: S1fl
Gym floor; Decoflex™: 
S1fl
Motion poured floor: S1fl
Parquet: S1fl

Satisfies the 
requirement

Installation
concept

Construction
& Design

Lightning
concept Energy

Performance

Architect  -  Consultants  -  Client

Figure 6.64;  Factors of influence on
  the Energy Performance
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early hour are decisive for gaining the draw-up energy performance. This drawn-up is in 
any case bonded by the ‘Building Decree’, whereby the coefficient should be at the 
maximum 0,8. An energy-efficient design can achieve a coefficient of 0,6, which is 
depending on abovementioned starting points. 

Import of project information in ‘EPW-NPR 5129’:
The applied program ‘EPW-NPR 5129’ requires information of the design regarding to; 
heated and non-heated areas, design of transparent surfaces, thermal resistances of 
constructions and the installation concept. Also the air tightness and construction method 
are demanded. The ground floor is left out of consideration and has been assumed as 
‘heated adjacent area’. This means that the coefficient is only based on the residential 
function within the building. 

Energy performance results:
The result of the import shows an Energy Performance Coefficient of 0,67, which is 
amply satisfying the requirement of 0,80. Partly this energy performance is achieved by a 
relatively high thermal resistance of the constructions. But mainly the applied installations 
are responsible for the result. Balanced ventilation, floor heating and cooling and above all 
a communal heating pump installation are responsible for the low energy coefficient. 

Conclusion
Design demands and recommendations
Material specifications, erection order and sustainability recommendations, as shown in construction 
details;
Consideration of the application of pine wood in smoke free escape routes and  façades;
Impregnating wooden finishes in smoke free escape route and façades;
Application of non-flammable board ‘Promatect-H’ on the inside of utility shafts.
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6.4.4 External input
A meeting with Mr. G. Lindgren of ‘Martinsons Byggsystem AB’ has been the content of 
the external input of Phase 4. In this meeting the following topics were discussed:

• Timber columns of the escape stairwell should not be connected to outside air. 
This will reduce the sustainability as well as the thermal resistance;

• The layout of the cassette floor elements are developed to another design of the 
T-joists. The outer T-joists of a floor element are similar to the inner designs, so 
that an uniformity arises of the floor construction;

• The vapour barrier is positioned between the first insulation layer and the massive 
timber wall element. This because hereby no break through’s are needed for 
electrical connection points in the gypsum board;

• For erection of the prefabricated wall elements is a strip of 150 millimeter gypsum 
board separately supplied for the lowest part of the wall, so that the wall element 
can be fastened to the adjusting batten and electrical wires can be connected;

• The application of massive timber wall elements are in general minimized to the 
demanded walls for stability. Mainly they are designed for external wall 
constructions with relatively many openings. For other wall constructions still the 
use of timber frame work will be seen as most efficient. Costs on wall elements are 
the main reason for this; 

• Massive timber slab floors are not often applied, since the vibrations in the floor 
constructions are mostly disappointing. Cassette floor elements are more common 
as floor constructions; 

• The top layer of massive timber slabs can be executed in another specie of wood, 
although this is not recommended due to differences in expansion and shrinkage 
of the species, which will obviously result in cracks and chinks;

• Sound insulating material consist of ‘Sylodyn®’ in the sound recess battens 
between floor and wall connections, and ‘Stepisol®’ for supports of floors, which 
requires larger surface dimensions.
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7 FINAL CONCEPT
During the design process, specifications of the building design are expressed in several types of documents:
plan drawings, construction detailed work and three-dimensional impressions. All these documents are during 
the four phases updated and revised, and finally results in a complete building design. In chronological order, 
this chapter shows the building concept with three-dimensional façade impressions and appearances of the 
building, plan designs of the ground and first floor, and six construction details, which are representing the 
construction connections of most interest.   

Figure 7.3; Stair well and gallerie slabs

Figure 7.1; Galleries in inner courtyard Figure 7.2; Storage area inner courtyard

Figure 7.4; Covered inner courtyard

Figure 7.5; Accentuated sliced structure characteristic Figure 7.6; Peaking out elements in the outer façade 
as reference to the structural system inside
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Figure 7.7; Total overview (front side)

Figure 7.8; Total overview of façade classification. Worked out vision of paragraph 6.1.2 (building part 3)

Figure 7.9; Total overview of façade classification. Worked out vision of paragraph 6.1.2 (building part 2)

Figure 7.10; Total overview of façade classification. Worked out vision of paragraph 6.1.2 (building part 1)
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Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.4

H
al

[11,1 m
²]

D
.5

H
al

[18,4 m
²]

D
.5

S
torage 

[2,5 m
²]

D
.5

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.5 

B
oiler r. 

[1,9 m
²]

D
.5

B
athroom

[13,1 m
²]

D
.5

K
itchen

[9,8 m
²]

D
.5

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.5

Living room
 1

[30,1 m
²]

D
.5

B
edroom

 2

[25,9 m
²]

D
.5

B
edroom

 1

[17,6 m
²]

D
.3

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.3a

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.3b

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.3b

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.4

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.4

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,6 m
²]

D
.2b

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.1a

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.5

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1a

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.2a

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.2b

B
edroom

 1

[15,6 m
²]

D
.1a

H
al 

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1

H
al 

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1b

H
al 

[8,1 m
²]

D
.1

H
al

[8,1 m
²]

D
.1

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1

K
itchen

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1

B
athroom

[7,8 m
²]

D
.1

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
oiler room

 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1a

K
itchen

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1a

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

Type W
6

Type W
6

Type W
5

Type W
5

Type W
6

Type W
6

Type D
8

Type D
8

Type D
9

Type D
9

Type W
5

Type W
5

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type W
7

Type W
7

Type W
8

Type W
8

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
12

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type W
13

Type W
13

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type D
11

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

FLO
O

R
PLAN

M
ulti-storey residential building

02

First Floor

1 : 350



G
.1b

Elevator 

[7,4 m
²]

G
.2b

Elevator 

[7,4 m
²]

G
.1a

S
tair w

ell 

[28,6 m
²]

G
.2a

S
tair w

ell 

[28,6 m
²]

D
.1a

Living room

[23,5 m
²]

D
.1a

B
athroom

[9,7 m
²]

D
.1a

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1a

B
oiler room

 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1a

B
alcony

[10,7 m
²]

D
.1

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
athroom

[7,8 m
²]

D
.1

B
oiler room

 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1

K
itchen

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1a 

S
torage /

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1a

B
athroom

[9,7 m
²]

D
.1a

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1a

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1a

Living room

[23,5 m
²]

D
.1a

B
alcony

[10,7 m
²]

D
.1

S
torage /

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1

B
athroom

[9,5 m
²]

D
.1

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1b

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1b

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1b

B
athroom

[6,1 m
²]

D
.1b

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1b

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1b

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1b

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1b

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1b

S
torage / B

oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1b

B
athroom

[6,1 m
²]

D
.1b

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1b

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1b

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1b

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.2b

Living room

[18,3 m
²]

D
.2b

H
al

[13,2 m
²]

D
.2b

B
athroom

[6,4 m
²]

D
.2b

B
oiler room

 

[2,0 m
²]

D
.2b

K
itchen

[4,5 m
²]

D
.2b

S
torage 

[2,4 m
²]

D
.2a

Living room

[17,7 m
²]

D
.2a

B
athroom

[7,2 m
²]

D
.2a

B
oiler r. 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.2a

K
itchen 

[9,7 m
²]

D
.2a

B
edroom

 

[14,9 m
²]

D
.2a

H
al

[12,3 m
²]

D
.3

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3

Living room

[35,0 m
²]

D
.3

K
itchen

[14,7 m
²] D

.3

H
al

[8,9 m
²]

D
.3

S
torage / B

oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²] D

.3

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3a

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3a

B
athroom

[9,5 m
²]

D
.3a

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3a

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3a

Living room

[35,4 m
²]

D
.3a

K
itchen

[13,9 m
²] D

.3a

H
al

[8,6 m
²]

D
.3a 

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.3b

Living room

[35,0 m
²]

D
.3b

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3b

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3b

K
itchen

[14,7 m
²]

D
.3b

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.3b

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3b

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3b

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²]

D
.3b

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3b

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3b

H
al

[8,5 m
²]

D
.3b

K
itchen

[13,6 m
²]

D
.3b

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3b

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²]

D
.3b

Living room

[42,8 m
²]

D
.3b

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²]

D
.3

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.3

K
itchen

[14,7 m
²]

D
.3

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3

Living room

[35,0 m
²]

D
.3

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.4

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.4

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.4

B
athroom

[6,9 m
²]

D
.4

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.4

H
al

[11,1 m
²]

D
.4

K
itchen

[10,7 m
²]

D
.4

Living room

[46,8 m
²]

D
.4

S
torage / B

oiler room
 

[2,9 m
²]

D
.4

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.3b

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.4

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.4

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.4

K
itchen

[10,7 m
²]

D
.4

Living room

[46,8 m
²]

D
.4

B
athroom

[6,9 m
²]

D
.4

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.4

H
al

[11,1 m
²]

D
.5

H
al

[18,4 m
²]

D
.5

S
torage 

[2,5 m
²]

D
.5

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.5 

B
oiler r. 

[1,9 m
²]

D
.5

B
athroom

[13,1 m
²]

D
.5

K
itchen

[9,8 m
²]

D
.5

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.5

Living room
 1

[30,1 m
²]

D
.5

B
edroom

 2

[25,9 m
²]

D
.5

B
edroom

 1

[17,6 m
²]

D
.3

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.3a

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.3b

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.3b

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.4

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.4

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,6 m
²]

D
.2b

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]

D
.1a

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.5

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1a

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.2a

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.2b

B
edroom

 1

[15,6 m
²]

D
.1a

H
al 

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1

H
al 

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1b

H
al 

[8,1 m
²]

D
.1

H
al

[8,1 m
²]

D
.1

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1

K
itchen

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1

B
athroom

[7,8 m
²]

D
.1

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
oiler room

 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1a

K
itchen

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1a

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

Type W
6

Type W
6

Type W
5

Type W
5

Type W
6

Type W
6

Type D
8

Type D
8

Type D
9

Type D
9

Type W
5

Type W
5

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type D
10

Type W
7

Type W
7

Type W
8

Type W
8

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
10

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type W
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type D
11

Type W
13

Type W
13

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type W
14

Type D
11

Type W
12

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

Type W
9

FLO
O

R
PLAN

M
ulti-storey residential building

03

Second Floor

1 : 350



G
.1b

Elevator 

[7,4 m
²]

G
.2b

Elevator 

[7,4 m
²]

G
.1a

S
tair w

ell 

[28,6 m
²]

G
.2a

S
tair w

ell 

[28,6 m
²]

D
.1a

Living room

[23,5 m
²]

D
.1a

B
athroom

[9,7 m
²]

D
.1a

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1a

B
oiler room

 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1a

B
alcony

[10,7 m
²]

D
.1

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
athroom

[7,8 m
²]

D
.1

B
oiler room

 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1

K
itchen

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1a 

S
torage /

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1a

B
athroom

[9,7 m
²]

D
.1a

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1a

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1a

Living room

[23,5 m
²]

D
.1a

B
alcony

[10,7 m
²]

D
.1

S
torage /

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1

B
athroom

[9,5 m
²]

D
.1

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1b

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1b

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1b

B
athroom

[6,1 m
²]

D
.1b

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1b

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1b

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1b

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.1b

M
eter r. 

[0,5 m
²]

D
.1b

S
torage / B

oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.1b

B
athroom

[6,1 m
²]

D
.1b

K
itchen 

[7,6 m
²]

D
.1b

B
edroom

[11,2 m
²]

D
.1b

Living room

[23,0 m
²]

D
.1b

B
alcony

[10,6 m
²]

D
.2b

Living room

[18,3 m
²]

D
.2b

H
al

[13,2 m
²]

D
.2b

B
athroom

[6,4 m
²]

D
.2b

B
oiler room

 

[2,0 m
²]

D
.2b

K
itchen

[4,5 m
²]

D
.2b

S
torage 

[2,4 m
²]

D
.2a

Living room

[17,7 m
²]

D
.2a

B
athroom

[7,2 m
²]

D
.2a

B
oiler r. 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.2a

K
itchen 

[9,7 m
²]

D
.2a

B
edroom

 

[14,9 m
²]

D
.2a

H
al

[12,3 m
²]

D
.3

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3

Living room

[35,0 m
²]

D
.3

K
itchen

[14,7 m
²] D

.3

H
al

[8,9 m
²]

D
.3

S
torage / B

oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²] D

.3

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3a

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3a

B
athroom

[9,5 m
²]

D
.3a

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3a

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3a

Living room

[35,4 m
²]

D
.3a

K
itchen

[13,9 m
²] D

.3a

H
al

[8,6 m
²]

D
.3a 

B
oiler r. 

[1,7 m
²]

D
.3b

Living room

[35,0 m
²]

D
.3b

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3b

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3b

K
itchen

[14,7 m
²]

D
.3b

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.3b

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3b

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3b

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²]

D
.3b

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3b

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.3b

H
al

[8,5 m
²]

D
.3b

K
itchen

[13,6 m
²]

D
.3b

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3b

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²]

D
.3b

Living room

[33,5 m
²]

D
.3b

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3

S
torage / 

B
oiler r. 

[2,7 m
²]

D
.3

B
athroom

[8,3 m
²]

D
.3

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.3

H
al

[9,0 m
²]

D
.3

K
itchen

[14,7 m
²]

D
.3

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.3

Living room

[38,4 m
²]

D
.3

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.4

W
orkroom

[12,2 m
²]

D
.4

B
edroom

 1

[16,9 m
²]

D
.4

B
athroom

[6,9 m
²]

D
.4

Toilet 

[1,5 m
²]

D
.4

H
al

[11,1 m
²]

D
.4

K
itchen

[10,7 m
²]

D
.4

Living room

[46,8 m
²]

D
.4

S
torage / B

oiler room
 

[2,9 m
²]

D
.4

M
eter r. 

[0,8 m
²]
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8 DISCUSSION
After a research to the ‘Massive timber system’ and designing a residential building with shopping 
facilities the research question can be answered, the iteration process can be summarized and both the 
positive and the negative aspects of the ‘Massive timber system’ can be determined.

8.1 RESEARCH QUESTION

The main research question has been set up in the pre-research as:

“How can the use of the ‘Massive Timber System’ be suited in the design of a multi-storey residential building 
for the Dutch building market?”

Thereby also the cooperation between the architect and the engineers as well as 
satisfaction of the building design to the Dutch ‘Building Decree’ are integrated in the aim 
of this project. Answer to the research question consist of the results of the design process 
and thereby the final building concept. The design shows the approval of the ‘Building
Decree’. Cooperation of the architect with the engineers has been designed in Chapter 2.3 
and been described in Chapter 6, where iterations are set up. In the following paragraph a 
reflection is made on this iteration process.

8.2 REFLECTION ON ITERATION PROCESS
The purpose of the iteration process was to give insight to the design process and the 
cooperation between architect, structural engineer and building engineer. With classifying 
the total design process into four phases, activities of the three players has been described 
step by step, so that the input of the architect was able to be judged on decisive topics by 
the engineers. Recommendations and demands were proposed to the architect, who took 
these into account for the following phase. Due to this iteration process demands from 
structural and building engineering points of view were clarified on the most effective 
stage of the design process, which have resulted in a relatively easy and quick process. 
Hereby should the attitude of the architect be mentioned as willing to make little steps 
outside his design vision, so that satisfaction to the ‘Building Decree’ has been mostly 
decisive to be able to show the performances of the building system to the construction 
industry in The Netherlands. For instance, showing the timber structure has been reduced 
to its minimum due to fire safety regulations. Integrating ‘external input’ in the iterations 
have hopefully gained insight for the reader in the sources, which has been seeked, during 
the design process. Concluding, the iteration process is seen by the project group as very 
helpful during the process to set milestones and to have a overview of activities which 
were carried out and were coming up. It was the opinion of the project group that
showing the complex and comprehensive activities of the design process could not be 
better expressed on another way.
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8.3 POSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE MASSIVE TIMBER SYSTEM

Positive aspects of the ‘Massive timber system’ are containing mostly topics on building 
physical and material related aspects. To set up positive aspects, advantages are defined in 
comparison to the timber frame structure, since the comparison of timber to concrete or 
steel structures are often named in the construction industry and thereby assumed to be 
familiar for the reader. Positive aspects are:

• Massive timber elements are able to absorb more moisture, due to more volume. 
Without suiting a vapour barrier a comfortable living environment arise, since 
timber can easily absorb and also give away moisture. An exact buildup of the 
constructions should be carefully determined, since internal condensation is 
possible to arise;

• The inclusion of more timber in elements results in a higher mass, which will 
have a positive effect on noise control, as well as saving heat in constructions; 

• Noise control of the construction parts with the use of massive timber elements is 
better than a light timber frame structure. Which means that especially the floor 
constructions achieve a high reduction in sound and that a correct buildup of wall 
constructions will easily fulfill the regulations on noise control;

• With combining the massive timber structure and a column-beam structure, 
flexibility in the floor plan classification is possible to achieve by the use of 
columns for vertical load transfer;

• Stability of the structure is easy to gain, since diaphragm action of the walls takes 
up horizontal forces. The amount of provisions for stability, e,g, anchoring and 
shearing fittings, are acceptable and do not contribute to high costs or an large 
extension on construction time;

• Combining the massive timber wall elements with timber frame walls will result in 
a higher efficiency between costs and stability of a building. 

8.4 NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF THE MASSIVE TIMBER SYSTEM

Besides experiences on positive aspects of this building system, also negativities have been 
arised during the pre-research and the design process; resulting in a more skeptical 
consideration of the system properties:

• It is difficult to show the aesthetical value of the timber structure. Showing the 
timber elements results in the demand of an additional layer of massive timber, 
which is unattractive for costs since the structure is load-bearing and thereby 
requires a fire resistance of 90 minutes;

• The massiveness of the timber in the floor- and wall elements can, also without a 
cladding, not be experienced by vision or hearing; resulting in weak arguments for 
the structural use of massive timber from an architectural point of view;
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• Trying to emphasize the use of massive timber in an aesthetical way can mostly 
only be seen in additional elements;

• The number of storeys are limited between three and five, since fewer storeys are 
assumed to be uneconomical and more than five storeys results in a fire resistance 
of 120 minutes conform to the ‘Building Decree’, which is regarded as too costly. 

• The building shape is decisive for the building costs, since a narrow and high 
building is more costly; due to complex anchoring to take up uplifting forces;

• A limited floor span of 6,5 meter. A floor span of 12 meter is possible but seen as 
unattractive, since the floor construction thickness will be up to 650 millimeter 
and arising vibrations are not desired as been mentioned in the design process;

• The dimension of the floor construction thickness is seen as too thick, with a 
height of approximately 550 millimeter. This results in an increase of the height of 
a building, and can affect the number of storeys negatively. 

8.5 FUTURE RESEARCH

In continuation of the conclusions, and especially the negative aspects, in the project 
group’s opinion further research is desired on several fields:

• Gaining 120 minutes of fire resistance on massive timber construction elements. In this 
stage is a fire resistance of 120 minutes seen as too costly for timber structures28, 
therefore proceeding a 13 meter high building is not common;

• Determination of assembly and construction time. Especially benefits on construction 
time are in the project group’s opinion feasible with the ‘Massive Timber System’ 
in comparison to concrete, limestone or steel structures, due to a high grade of 
prefabrication. Regarding to assembly, working conditions for workers are 
certainly containing advantages, e.g. radiation components as are integrated in 
concrete are absent and during erection are no liquids used; ‘dry’ building process; 

• Construction costs. Obviously costs for a building project are in many cases highly 
decisive for especially multi-storey buildings. No matter what the advantages of a
construction material are, costs are in any case of great importance;

• Damp-open wall construction. Without the use of a vapour barrier on the inside of 
the wall can a better indoor climate be created, in which the massive timber can 
highly officiate as moisture stabilizer. Thereby, further research is required to 
specify the buildup of the walls; regarding air tightness and internal condensation;

• Reduction of the total floor thickness. Having a total floor height of approximately 550 
millimeter for a floor span of 6,25 meter is seen by the project group as too much. 
On the other hand, the sound insulating performance of this floor has good results 
on comfort level. Developments on the composition of the floor construction are 
desired and seen as feasible by the project group.

  
15 B.Sc. Arie Mooiman, Centrum Hout
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APPENDIX A
- Building physical calculations -

The contents of this appendix consists of building physical calculations and elaborations, which means 
in chronological order; ventilation balance calculations, fire resistance calculations of materials and 
constructions, noise control reference value’s, thermal resistances of external constructions, moisture 
tests and calculations on daylight illumination.

A.1 Ventilation balance calculation
Ventilation piping can be highly decisive for dimensions of constructions comparing to 
other installations, since mostly these take up the greatest part in volume. This means that 
both dimensions of utility shaft’s and room in the floor constructions will be stipulated by 
the design of ventilation piping. For piping design of the building will two building 
locations be chosen, which can be seen as measuring by the greatest area and/or the 
highest ventilation requirements. For the calculations the following starting points are 
valid:

• a habitable area demands a quantity of 50 % air directly from outside;
• air transportations between rooms occurs by slits/air grids in doors.

Situation A
‘Situation A’ is located on the upper right corner of the plan and consist of a lunchroom 
and an office stationer store on the ground floor and upstairs three storeys with dwelling 
type 1b and 5, see figure A.1 and A.2. 

Functions on the ground floor; lunchroom and office stationer store are determined on
demanded ventilation in table A.1 and A.2.

Figure A.1;  Ground floor plan, lunchroom and
 office stationer store

Figure A.2;  Upper floor plan, Dwelling 1b, 5
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Table A.1 Ventilation balance calculation of the lunchroom

Table A.2 Ventilation balance calculation of the office stationer store

The ventilation balance calculation results in a total amount of air supply by the main 
supply piping and total amount of air exhaustion of 60,7 dm3/s for the lunchroom and 
48,1 dm3/s for the office stationer store. This value of air transportation demands a piping 
diameter of Ø160 mm (60,7 dm3/s) and Ø150 mm (48,1 dm3/s), conform ‘Brink Climate 
Systems®’. As mentioned in Chapter 4 also the meter room requires ventilation. 
Ventilation occurs by a slit in the upper side of the doors as well as in the underside. 
Calculations of the dwellings are shown in table A.3 and A.4.

Table A.3 Ventilation balance calculation of Dwelling 1b

Table A.4 Ventilation balance calculation of Dwelling 5

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 0,5 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Lunchroom 121,4 60,7 Main supply: 60,7 Oven room: 21
Storage: 7 
Toilet room: 14 
Exhaust comp. 18,7

Oven room - 21 Lunchroom: 21 Exhaust comp. 21
Storage - 7 Lunchroom: 7 Exhaust comp. 7
Toilet room - 2 x 7 = 14 Lunchroom: 14 Exhaust comp. 14

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 0,5 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Office 
stationer store

96,2 48,1 Main supply: 48,1 Canteen/adm. 7
Exhaust comp. 41,1

Canteen/adm. - 7 Office stationer 
store

Toilet: 7

Toilet - 7 Canteen/adm. 7 Exhaust comp. 7

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 0,9 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Bedroom 11,2 10,1 Main supply: 10,1 Kitchen: 10,1
Living room 23 20,7 Main supply: 20,7 Kitchen: 20,7
Kitchen - 21 Bedroom, Living 

room: 30,8
Exhaust comp. 21, 
Hall: 9,8

Bathroom - 14 Main supply: 18,2 Exhaust comp. 14
Hall: 4,2

Toilet - 7 Hall: 7 Exhaust comp. 7
Hall - - Kitchen: 9,8 

Bathroom: 4,2
Toilet: 7
Storage: 7

Storage - 7 (washing machine) Hall: 7 Exhaust comp. 7

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 0,9 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Bedroom 1 17,6 15,9 Main supply: 15,9 Living room 1: 15,9
Living room 1 30,1 27,1 Main supply: 11,2 Kitchen: 27,1
Bedroom 2 25,9 23,4 Main supply: 23,4 Hall: 23,4
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Conform abovementioned calculations dwelling type 1b has a total amount of air supply 
and air exhaustion of 49 dm3/s and dwelling type 5 of 59,1 dm3/s. Hereby demands type 
1b a piping diameter of Ø150 mm and type 5a diameter of 160 dm3/s. Dwelling type 1b 
differs in spite of more than half of the size of type 5 not notably. This due to moist 
rooms, e.g. bathroom, toilet and washing machine rooms. 
With the demanded ventilation per function the total air transportation and main supply 
and exhaustion piping in shaft A-1 are summed up in table A.5.

Table A.5 Demanded piping diameter for ‘Situation A’

Calculations results in two main pipes of 610 x 203 mm in shaft A-1.

Situation B
‘Situation B’ is located in the middle underside of the plan and consist of Dwelling 2b and 
3, as well as the gym centre and the supermarket, see figure A.3 and A.4. Calculations are 
shown in table A.6 to A.9. 

Workroom 12,2 - (12,2 x 0,7 = 8,6) Main supply: 8,6 Kitchen: 8,6 
Kitchen - 21 Living room 1, 

Workroom: 35,7
Exhaust comp. 21,
Hall: 14,7

Bathroom - 14 Hall: 14 Exhaust comp. 14
Toilet - 7 Hall: 7 Exhaust comp. 7
Hall - - Bedroom 2, 

Kitchen: 38,1
Bathroom, Toilet, 
Storage: 28 Exhaust 
comp. 10,1

Storage - 7 (washing machine) Hall: 7 Exhaust comp. 7

Function Number Demanded 
ventilation [dm3/s]

Total ventilation
[dm3/s]

Piping diameter 
[mm]

Lunchroom 1 60,7 60,7 160
Office stationer 
store

1 48,1 48,1 150

Dwelling 1b 3 49 147 150
Dwelling 5 3 59,1 177,3 160
Total 433,1 610 x 203

Figure A.3;  Ground floor plan, gym centre and supermarket
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Table A.6 Ventilation balance calculation of the gym centre

Table A.7 Ventilation balance calculation of the supermarket

Table A.8 Ventilation balance calculation of Dwelling 2b

Table A.9 Ventilation balance calculation of Dwelling 3

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 1,3 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Gym room 80,4 104,6 Main supply: 
104,6

Spinning room: 62,8,
Storage room/adm. 
7,4, Hal: 34,4 

Spinning room 48,3 62,8 Gym room: 62,8 Exhaust comp. 62,8
Storage 
room/adm.

- - (12,3 x 0,6 = 7,4) Gym room: 7,4 Exhaust comp. 7,4

Hal - - Gym room: 34,4 Toilet room: 14
Changing room 1: 14
Exhaust comp. 6,4

Toilet room - 2 x 7 = 14 Hal: 14 Exhaust comp. 14
Changing room 1 - 14 Hal: 14 Exhaustion by shaft 

B-2

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 0,8 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Shopping area 155,6 124,5 Main supply: 
124,5

General toilet: 7
Administration: 5,2
Storage: 7
Exhaust comp. 105,3

General toilet - 7 Shop. area: 7 Exhaust comp. 7
Administration 8,6 - (8,6 x 0,6 = 5,2) Shop. area: 5,2 Exhaust comp. 5,2 
Storage - 7 Shop. area: 7 Canteen: 7
Canteen - - Storage: 7 Toilet: 7
Toilet - 7 Canteen: 7 Exhaust comp. 7

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 0,9 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Bedroom 1 15,6 14,1 Main supply: 14,1 Living room: 14,1
Living room 18,3 16,5 Bedroom 1: 14,1

Main supply: 13,9
Kitchen: 21
Hall: 7

Kitchen - 21 Living room: 21 Exhaust comp. 21
Bathroom - 14 Main supply: 14 Exhaust comp. 14
Hall - - Living room: 7 Storage: 7
Storage - 7 (washing machine) Hall: 7 Exhaust comp. 7

Room Area 
[m2]

Demanded ventilation
A x 0,9 (HA) [dm3/s]

Supply by:
[dm3]

Exhaust to: 
[dm3]

Bedroom 1 16,9 15,3 Main supply: 15,3 Living room: 15,3
Living room 35 31,5 Bedroom 1: 15,3

Main supply: 25,1
Kitchen: 21
Hall: 19,4
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Figure A.4;  Dwelling 2b and 3

Abovementioned calculations results in a demanded diameter ventilation pipe per function 
and a main pipe for air supply as well as air exhaustion for utility shaft B-1, shown in table 
A.10.

Table A.10 Demanded piping diameter for ‘Situation B’

A.2 Fire resistance
Fire resistance of constructions will be executed with the help of ‘NEN6073’ and will be 
divided in several materials and parts of constructions. 

Fire resistance of gypsum board
Type of gypsum board is ‘GKF’, which means reinforced gypsum board, with a thickness 
of 15 millimeter. Calculations for the burn through time consist of:

tD;p;d = ξ p x t500

t500 = (2,5 x d) -9 = 28,5 , with d = thickness
ξ p = 1

tD;p;d = 1 x 28,5 = 28,5 minutes

Workroom 12,2 - (12,2 x 0,7 = 8,6) Main supply: 8,6 Hall: 8,6
Kitchen - 21 Living room: 21 Exhaust comp. 21
Bathroom - 14 Hall: 14 Exhaust comp. 14
Toilet - 7 Hall: 7 Exhaust comp. 7
Hall - - Living room, 

workroom: 28
Storage: 7, Bathroom: 
14, Toilet: 7

Storage - 7 (washing machine) Hall: 7 Exhaust comp. 7

Function Num
ber

Demanded ventilation 
[dm3/s]

Total ventilation
[dm3/s]

Piping diameter 
[mm]

Gym centre 1 104,6 104,6 225
Supermarket 1 124,5 124,5 250
Dwelling 2b 3 42 126 150
Dwelling 3 3 49 147 150
Total 502,1 711 x 203

D.2b
Living room

[18,3 m²]

D.2b
Hal

[13,2 m²]

D.2b

Boiler room 
[2,0 m²]

D.2b

Kitchen
[4,5 m²]

D.2b

Storage 
[2,4 m²]

D.3

Bathroom
[8,3 m²]

D.3
Workroom

[12,2 m²]

D.3

Bedroom 1
[16,9 m²]

D.3

Living room
[35,0 m²]

D.3
Kitchen

[14,7 m²]

D.3
Hal

[8,9 m²]D.3

Storage / Boiler r. 
[2,7 m²]

D.3
Toilet 

[1,5 m²]

D.3
Meter r. 

[0,8 m²]

D.2b
Meter r. 

[0,8 m²]

D.2b

Bedroom 1
[15,6 m²]

D.2b
Bathroom

[6,4 m²]

B-1
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Fire resistance of ceiling battening

Battening of the suspended ceiling consist of the dimensions 28 x 70 millimeter, for which 
the resistance time can be calculated on:

ib;d = ξ b x ibas , perpendicular to the longest transverse length;

ih;d = ξ h x ibas , perpendicular to the shortest transverse length;
With ξ b/h = b/h ≥ 120 mm = 1

= b/h ≤ 120 mm = 1,6 -
b/h

200
With ibas = 0,675 mm/min. (450 kg/m3)

ib;d = ξ b x 0,675,  with ξ b = 1,6 -
70
200

= 1,25

ib;d = ξ b x 0,675 = 0,84 mm/min. 

Fire resistance = 
28

0,84
= 33,3 minutes

Fire resistance of massive timber elements

Massive timber elements are containing a in burning speed, ibas, of 0,675 mm/min., since 
the width is higher than 120 millimeter. This means that the following thickness is 
required for 90 minutes of fire resistance:

0,675 x 90 = 60,75 millimeter. This results in a minimum wall element of 66 millimeter, 
MB66®.

Fire resistance of massive timber finishing material of 19 millimeter thickness:
19

0,675
= 28,1 minutes

Fire resistance of wall battening

Wall battening on the inside of massive timber wall elements, with a transverse dimension 
of 55 x 68 millimeter (w x h) contains a fire resistance of:

ih;d = ξ h x ibas

ξ h = 1,6 -
68

200
= 1,26

ih;d = 1,26 x 0,675 = 0,85 mm/min.

Fire resistance = 
55

0,85
= 64,7 minutes
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Contribution of massive timber wall elements to fire resistance
Determination of the reduction of wall thickness’ in case of fire, conform ‘NEN 6702’ is 
shown in table A.11.

Table A.11 Determination of reduced wall elements in case of fire

Fire resistance: - 6 millimeter = 
6

0,675
= 8,9 minutes

- 9 millimeter = 
9

0,675
= 13,3 minutes

- 10 millimeter = 
10

0,675
= 14,8 minutes

A.3 Noise control of reference constructions

Specifications on noise control of both wall and floor elements are provided by M.Sc
Anders Gustafsson of ‘SP Trätek’. Test results are shown in table A.12.
Table A.12 Sound insulation results of massive timber floor and wall constructions, by ‘SP Trätek’

Structural 
section

Wall 
element

Massive timber 
wall (floors 
/ground floor)

Wind 
loads
[kN/m2]

Wind loads 
in case of 
fire [kN/m2]

Massive timber 
wall in case of 
fire

Reducti
on 
[mm1]

A A MB66/89 0,89 0,18 MB57/79 -9/-10
A C MB66/79 0,57 0,11 MB57/73 -9/-6
B A MB66/89 0,90 0,18 MB66/79 0/-10
B C MB66/89 0,57 0,11 MB66/79 0/-10
C A MB57/66 - - - -

Type of construction Build-up of construction Sound insulation results [dB]
A: Floor construction - Cassette floor element

- Mineral wool 170 + 70 mm
- Battening and gypsum board (1/2)
Total thickness: 400 mm

Lnw = 62 / 60
Rw = 64 / 66

B: Floor construction - Cassette floor element
- Mineral wool 170 + 70 mm
- Battening and gypsum board (1/2)
Total thickness: 500 mm

Lnw = 60 / 56
Rw = 67 / 69

C: Wall construction Massive timber element: 66 mm Rw = 31
D: Wall construction  Massive timber element: 105 mm Rw = 34
E: Wall construction  - Gypsum board: 2 x 13 mm

- Massive timber element: 66 mm
- Mineral wool: 70 mm
- Air gap: 10 mm
- Mineral wool: 70 mm
- Massive timber element: 66 mm
- Gypsum board: 2 x 13 mm

Rw > 55
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A.4 Thermal insulation of external constructions

External constructions consist of three types of wall constructions, a ground floor 
construction and a roof construction. The wall constructions differs by both façade finishes 
and build-up of materials. In table A.13 wall constructions are calculated on their thermal 
resistance.

Table A.13 Thermal resistances of external wall constructions
Construction section
A - C

Build-up of materials Thermal resistance 
Rc [W/m2xK] U[W/(m2xK)]
0,015 / 0,20 = 0,08
1,45
0,066 / 0,14 =0,47
2,25
0,025 / 0,14 = 0,18
∑Rm = 4,43
Rsi = 0,13
Rse = 0,04

Rc = 
4, 43 + 0,13 + 0,04

1, 02
- 0,13 - 0,04 = 4,33

U = 
1

4, 33 + 0,13 + 0,04
= 0,22

Gypsum board 15 mm
Mineral wool 55 mm
Massive timber 66 mm 
Mineral wool 80 mm
Shiplap board 25 mm

Note: massive timber in stead of gypsum 
board: Rc = 4,40 / U = 0,22
0,015 / 0,20 = 0,08
1,45
0,066 / 0,14 =0,47
2,25
0,09
0,10 / 0,55 = 0,18 
∑Rm = 4,52
Rsi = 0,13
Rse = 0,04

Rc = 
4, 52 + 0,13 + 0, 04

1, 05
- 0,13 - 0,04 = 4,30

U = 
1

4, 30 + 0,13 + 0,04
= 0,22

Gypsum board 15 mm
Mineral wool 55 mm
Massive timber 66 mm 
Mineral wool 80 mm
Air gap 40 mm
Brickwork

Note: massive timber in stead of gypsum 
board: Rc = 4,35 / U = 0,22
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Thermal resistance of the ground floor construction has been specified as shown in table 
A.14.

Table A.14 Thermal resistance of the ground floor construction

Drainage on the roof construction carries for a pitch from the façade to the inner 
courtyard. The thickness of the mineral wool starts with 305 millimeter and ends with the 
basic 50 millimeter layer. This difference in thickness requires a special calculation on 
thermal resistance. Firstly the total roof construction will be classified by the type of pitch, 
see figure A.5. Calculations are as followed:

R1 = 
λ α

h

x (1+ )reken

=
0,255

0,04 x (1+0,05)
= 6,07 (m2xK)/W

Rc;rem = 
∑ R  + 0,10 + 0,04m

1,05
- 0,10 - 0,04

∑Rm = gypsum board 0,16 + mineral wool 1,85 + massive timber 0,52 + mineral wool 
1,25 = 3,78 (m2xK)/W (see figure A.6)

0,015 / 0,20 = 0,08
5,30
0,009 / 0,17 =0,05
0,016 / 0,14 = 0,11

Gypsum board 15 mm
Mineral wool 180 mm
Plywood 9 mm
Shiplap board 16 mm

∑Rm = 5,54
Rsi = 0,13
Rse = 0,04

Rc = 
5,54 + 0,13 + 0,04

1,02
- 0,13 - 0,04 = 5,43

U = 
1

5, 43 + 0,13 + 0, 04
= 0,18

Construction section Build-up of materials Thermal resistance 
Rc [W/m2xK] U[W/(m2xK)]
0,05 / 1,32 = 0,04
3,50

Anhydrite screed 50 mm
Rib cassette floor CVP345

∑Rm = 3,54
Rsi = 0,17
Rse = 0,17

Rc = 
3, 54 + 0,17 + 0,17

1,05
- 0,17 - 0,17 = 3,36

U = 
1

3, 36 + 0,17 + 0,17
= 0,27
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Rc;rem = 
3,78 + 0,10 + 0,04

1,05
- 0,10 - 0,04 = 3,59 (m2xK)/W

R2 = Rc;rem + 0,14 = 3,59 + 0,14 = 3,73 (m2xK)/W

Proportion of the types of pitches:

ß = 
Σ ΣII III

con

( A

A

- A )
= 

(1062,75

2357,96

)
= 0,45

U’ = 
1

1

R
x ln 

 
  
 

R11+
R2

= 
1

6,07
x ln 

 
 
 
1+

6,07
3,73

= 0,159 W/(m2xK)

U’’ = 
 
  
 

R21+ 2
R1

x U’ -
2

R1
= 

 
 
 

3,73
1+ 2

6,07
x 0,16 -

2

6,07
= 0,027 W/(m2xK)

Rc = 
β

1

U' + x U''
- 0,20 = 

1

0,159 + 0,45 x 0,027
- 0,20 = 5,64 (m2xK)/W

U = 
c si se

1

R + R  + R
= 

1

5,64+ 0,10 + 0,04
= 0,17 W/(m2xK)

III
III

III
III

III
IIIIII

III

I I

I

I

Figure A.5;  Classification of types of pitches  Figure A.6;  Build-up of roof construction
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A.6 Moisture tests
Internal condense in constructions will be calculated alongside the ‘Glaser method’. 
Condense arise when the maximum vapour tension is exceeded by the present vapour 
tension between construction elements. Testing on internal condens will be done on three 
different constructions, two external wall construction and the roof construction. Results 
on the calculations are shown in table A.15 to A.17.
Table A.15 ‘Glaser diagram’ wall construction A

Table A.16 ‘Glaser diagram’ wall construction B

Construcion
element

d
[m]

㮰
[W/m
xK]

R
[m2x
K/W)

㥀㮀
[°C]

㮀
[°C]

䐀max
[Pa]

µ
[-]

µd
[m]

㥀䐀
[Pa]

䈀
[Pa]

Outside air 3,00 758 644
Rse 0,04 0,15

3,15 766 644
Shipl. board 0,025 0,140 0,18 0,67 15 0,38 88

3,82 803 732
Mineral wool 0,080 0,035 2,25 8,32 1,3 0,10 23

12,14 1417 755
MB66 0,066 0,140 0,47 1,73 15 0,99 228

13,87 1586 983
Mineral wool 0,055 0,035 1,45 5,35 1,3 0,72 166

19,22 2228 1149
Gyps. board 0,015 0,200 0,08 0,30 6,0 0,09 21

19,52 2271
Rsi 0,13 0,48
Inside air 20,00 2340 1170
Total Rc / P 4,34
Rl 4,60 2,28 526

Construcion
element

d
[m]

㮰
[W/m
xK]

R
[m2x
K/W)

㥀㮀
[°C]

㮀
[°C]

䐀max
[Pa]

µ
[-]

µd
[m]

㥀䐀
[Pa]

䈀
[Pa]

Outside air 3,00 758 644
Rse 0,04 0,14

3,14 765 644
Brickwork 0,01 0,550 0,18 0,65 13,8 1,38 276

3,79 801 920
Air gap 0,09 0,32

4,11 819 920
Mineral wool 0,08 0,035 2,25 8,16 1,3 0,10 20

12,27 1428 940
MB66 0,066 0,140 0,47 1,70 15 0,99 198
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Table A.17 ‘Glaser diagram’ roof construction

Internal condense arises in the air gap of wall construction ‘B’, where condense will be 
transferred inside the air gap to disposal points, so that no extra provisions are demanded. 
In the roof construction, is internal condense present under the roof claddening.

13,97 1596 1138
Mineral wool 0,055 0,035 1,45 5,26 1,3 0,07 14

19,23 2230 1152
Gyps. board 0,015 0,200 0,08 0,29 6 0,09 18

19,52 2271
Rsi 0,13 0,48
Inside air 20,00 2340 1170
Total Rc / P 4,30
Rl 4,69 2,63 526

Construcion
element

d
[m]

㮰
[W/m
xK]

R
[m2x
K/W)

㥀㮀
[°C]

㮀
[°C]

䐀max
[Pa]

µ
[-]

µd
[m]

㥀䐀
[Pa]

䈀
[Pa]

Outside air 4,00 814 692
Rse 0,10 0,20

4,20 826 692
Bitumen 0,002 0,200 0,01 0,03 1.104 20,00 442

4,23 428 1134
Mineral wool 0,178 0,035 5,07 10,40 1,3 0,23 5

14,63 1665 1139
MBK-01 0,073 0,140 0,52 1,07 15 1,10 24

15,70 1784 1163
Mineral wool 0,070 0,035 1,85 3,79 1,3 0,09 3

19,49 2267 1166
Gyps. board 0,030 0,200 0,15 0,31 6,0 0,18 4

19,80 2310
Rsi 0,10 0,20
Inside air 20,00 2340 1170
Total Rc / P 7,23
Rl 7,80 21,60 478
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Figure A.8;  Determination of angle 㬐  Figure A.9;  Determination of angle ß

Figure A.7;  Situation drawing

A.7 Daylight illumination

Daylight illumination will be calculated with the help of Dutch Standard ‘NEN 2057’ and 
is depending on:
- dimensions of a window [Ad;i];
- factor of impediment [Cb;i];
- external factor of reduction [Cu;i].

Requirement in the ‘Building Decree’: 
Ae;i = 34,2 x 0,10 = 3,42 m2

Formula:
Ae;i = Ad;i x Cb;i x Cu;i

A description of the situation is as followed: 
“Habitable area of a bedroom and a living room, which 
contains a total area of 34,2 m2. Daylight illumination occurs 
by two sliding doors adjacent to the balcony, see figure A.7”.
Ad;i = (2434 + 2434) x 1600 = 7,79 m2

The factor of impediment, Cb;i, will be determined with the help of the impediment angle 
‘㬐’ and ‘ß’, see figure A.8 and A.9. The angles are calculated by:

㬐 = (cos
1437

2489
+ 25 + 25 + 25 + 25 + 25) / 6 = 30,0°

ß = tan 
1800

1258
= 55,1°

Cb;i, = 0,44

Cu;i = 1, no obstructions in front of window

Ae;i = 7,79 x 0,44 x 1 = 3,43 m2 > 3,42 m2

D.1

Living room

[23,0 m²]

D.1

Kitchen

[7,6 m²]

D.1

Bedroom

[11,2 m²]

D.1

Balcony

[10,6 m²]

a

ß
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Figure B.1;  Cassette floor element ’MBK-01’

APPENDIX B
- Structural calculations

This appendix implies the justification of the structural conclusions and recommendations made in 
paragraph 6.2.2, 6.3.2 and 6.4.2 of the design process, by calculations towards the dimensions of 
the massive timber elements and structural solutions for generating stability of the building. 

Determination of cassette floor element ‘MBK-01’

Requirement: 㬰  ≤
L

600
=

6250

600
= 10,4 millimeter

With,               㬰 = 
5

384
x 

4q x l

EI

Concerning loads on floor construction:
- dead load of the cassette floor element: cassette floor, suspended ceiling, floating 

floor;
- interior load;
- imposed load for the residential function.

qp;rep = (0,60 + 0,30 + 0,26) + 0,80 = 1,96 kN/m2

qp;d = 1,96 x 1,20 = 2,35 kN/m2

qim;rep = 2,5 kN/m2

qim;d = 2,50 x 1,50 = 3,75 kN/m2

qd;tot = 2,35 + 3,75 = 6,10 kN/m2 x 1,20 [m] = 7,32 kN/m1

Calculating the moment of inertia are the distances of the separate construction parts to 
the centroid needed, see figure B.1 Firstly will the main centroid of the total element be 
determined:
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Main centroid = 
) ) )+ +a a b b c c

total

(A x c (A x c (A x c

A
With, Aa = 1200 x 73 = 87.600 mm2 ca = 313 mm;

Ab = 3 x (220 x 42) = 27.720 mm2 cb = 166 mm;
Ac = 3 x (180 x 56) = 30.240 mm2 cc = 28 mm.
Atotal = 145.560 mm2

Main centroid = 
) ) )+ +(87.600 x 313 (27.720 x 166 (30.240 x 28

145.560
= 225,8 mm

Secondly, the distances from the centroids of the seperate construction parts to the main 
centroid are illustrated in figure B.1. The moment of inertias of the individual 
construction elements are:

Ia = 
1

12
x b x h3 = 

1

12
x 1200 x 733 = 3890 x 104 mm4

Ib = 3 x (
1

12
x b x h3) = 3 x (

1

12
x 42 x 2203) = 11.180,4 x 104 mm4

Ic = 3 x (
1

12
x b x h3) = 3 x (

1

12
x 180 x 563) = 790,3 x 104 mm4

The total moment of inertia of the cassette floor element can be calculated on:

Itotal = (Ia + (Aa x Ca
2)) + (Ib + (Ab x Cb

2)) + (Ic + (Ac x Cc
2))

Itotal = (3890 x 104 + (87.600 x 168,52)) + (11.180,4 x 104 + (27.720 x 59,82)) + (790,3 x 
104 + (30.240 x 146,52)) = 339.391,4 x 104 mm4

The elastic modulus can be set on 6000 N/mm2 = Mpa
This results in an ‘EItotal’ of:  339.391,4 x 6000 = 20,4 x 1012 N/mm

With all value’s being familiar the vertical deformation of the cassette floor element can be 
calculated:

㬰 = 
5

384
x 

4q x l

EI
= 

5

384
x 

47,32 x 6250

20,4 x 1012
= 7,13 mm1 < 10,4 mm1
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B.1 Structural starting points
Structural regulations
The ‘Building Decree’ defines in general sense that in Dutch standard ‘NEN 6702’ 
determined ‘ultimate limit state’ at stipulated loads are not allowed to be exceeded. Hereby 
is made distinction between structural materials, for which timber structures standard 
‘NEN 6760’ is valid. The contents of this standard mainly includes the limit states for 
structures, value’s for permanent, imposed and wind loads and load factors.

Description of the structural components
The three-storey main structure of the building consists of the following structural 
components, shown in table B.1.

Table B.1 Structural components of the main structure

Classification of the loads on the structure
Loads on the structure will be stipulated by ‘NEN 6702’ and can be classified as followed:

- dead loads:
o dead loads of construction components;
o weight of non-bearing elements, which are permanently resting on 

contemplated construction parts, either direct or indirect.
- imposed loads:

o imposed floor loads; 
o snow loads on the roof structure;
o wind loads on the structure.

- safety class: 3;
- wind area: III, urban environment;
- safety factor dead loads: 1,2;
- safety factor imposed loads: 1,5.

Structural components Type of component
Ground floor Rib cassette floor elements
Load-bearing wall constructions Massive timber elements
Inner wal constructions Timber frame elements
Floor constructions Massive timber cassette elements
Galleries Massive timber slab elements
Balconies Massive timber cassette elements
Roof constructions Massive timber cassette elements
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B.2 Specification of the imposed loads
Floor loads
Imposed floor loads of a residential function consist of: 
Prep = 2,50 kN/m2 and Pd = 3,75 kN/m2

Snow loads
Snow loads on a flat roof construction is depending on the height of the roof edge and 
calculated by: Prep = C1 x psn;rep

with: C1 = 0,80 (height of roof edges < 0,25 m1)
 psn;rep = 0,70 kN/m2

This results in:   Prep = 0,80 x 0,70 = 0,56 kN/m2 and Pd = 0,84 kN/m2

Wind loads
Calculations of the wind loads on the building are related to:

- Wind area: III;
- Height of the building: 13,3 meter, Pw = 0,61;
- Width of building part:  A = 47,69 meter, Cdim = 0,89 

 B = 38,73 meter, Cdim = 0,90  
 C = 33,26 meter, Cdim = 0,92

- Cindex: façades:pressure = 0,8
suction = -0,4

roofs: suction = -0,4
under pressure = -0,3
over pressure = 0,3

And will be calculated with the help of following formula:
Prep = Cdim x Cindex x Pw

Concerning wind loads on the different building parts are shown in table B.2.

Table B.2 Wind loads on building part A, B, C

Building part Cindex Prep [kN/m2] Pd [kN/m2]
A Pressure

(Roof) suction
Under pressure
Over pressure

0,43
-0,22
-0,16
0,16

0,65
-0,33
-0,24
0,24

B Pressure
(Roof) suction
Under pressure
Over pressure

0,44
-0,22
-0,16
0,16

0,66
-0,33
-0,24
0,24

C Pressure
(Roof) suction
Under pressure
Over pressure

0,45
-0,22
-0,17
0,17

0,68
-0,33
-0,26
0,26
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B.3 Loads on structural section A
Dead loads
Structural section A consist of construction components as illustrated in figure D.2 and 
contains value’s as shown in table B.3.

Table B.3 Dead loads on structural section A

In addition to the dead load of construction 
component D, also an interior load is present and
can be stipulated on: Prep = 0,80 kN/m2 and Pd =
0,96 kN/m2.

Imposed loads
Imposed loads on structural section A can be 
divided in floor loads, roof loads, snow loads and 
wind loads. Concerning loads are shown in table 
B.4, related to construction components.

Construction 
component

Material specification Weight: Prep 
[kN/m2]

Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

A Timber façade
Massive timber wall; MB73
Battening + insulation
Gypsum board 15 mm
Total

0,11
0,33
0,22
0,14
0,80 0,96

B Massive timber wall; MB95
Massive timber wall; MB66 (2x)
Total

0,43
2 x 0,30
1,03 1,24

C Gypsum board 15 mm (2x)
Massive timber wall; MB73
Battening + insulation
Total

0,28
0,33
0,22
0,83 1,00

D Cassette floor element: 350 mm
Floating floor construction
Suspended ceiling construction
Total

0,66
0,30
0,30
1,26 1,51

E Cassette floor element: 350 mm
Suspended ceiling construction
Total

0,66
0,30
0,96 1,15

F Rib cassette floor CVP345
Screed
Total

2,46
1,00
3,46

2,95
1,20
4,15

Figure B.2; Components section A
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Table B.4 Imposed loads on structural section A

B.4 Loads on structural section B
Dead loads
Dead loads on structural section B differs from section A on the outer wall construction. 
This façade contains a brickwork finish in stead of timber panels. Dead loads are illustrated 
in figure B.3, and contains value’s as shown in table B.5.

Table B.5 Dead loads on structural section B

Also on this section an interior load on floor construction D is present and contains the 
similar value which comes to: Prep = 0,80 kN/m2 and Pd = 0,96 kN/m2.

Construction 
component

Type of imposed load Weight: Prep 
[kN/m2]

Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

D Floor load 2,50 3,75
A Wind pressure 0,43 0,65
C Wind suction -0,22 -0,33
E Roof load

Snow loads
Wind suction

1,00
0,56 
-0,22

1,50
0,84
-0,33

F Floor load 5,00 7,50

Construction 
component

Material specification Weight: Prep 
[kN/m2]

Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

A Brickwork
Massive timber wall; MB73
Battening + insulation
Gypsum board 15 mm
Total

2,00
0,33
0,22
0,14
2,69 3,23

B Massive timber wall; MB95
Massive timber wall; MB66 (2x)
Total

0,43
2 x 0,30
1,03 1,24

C Gypsum board 15 mm (2x)
Massive timber wall; MB73
Battening + insulation
Total

0,28
0,33
0,22
0,83 1,00

D Cassette floor element: 350 mm
Floating floor construction
Suspended ceiling construction
Total

0,66
0,30
0,30
1,26 1,51

E Cassette floor element: 350 mm
Suspended ceiling construction
Total

0,66
0,30
0,96 1,15

F Rib cassette floor CVP345
Screed
Total

2,46
1,00
3,46

2,95
1,20
4,15
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Imposed loads
Different from section A are the wind loads, which 
are little different due to a less width, which results in 
a slightly higher load per square meter. Concerning 
loads are shown in table B.6, related to construction 
components.

Table B.6 Imposed loads on structural section B

B.5 Loads on structural section C
Dead loads
With taking a section perpendicular to previous sections, the ‘outer’ wall construction 
consists now of partition walls of the dwellings, which results in a completely symmetric 
section, see figure B.4. Dead loads contains value’s as shown in table B.7.

Table B.7 Dead loads on structural section C

Similar to previous sections an interior load on floor construction B is present and contains 
the value: Prep = 0,80 kN/m2 and Pd = 0,96 kN/m2.

Construction 
component

Type of imposed load Weight: Prep 
[kN/m2]

Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

D Floor load 2,50 3,75
A Wind pressure 0,44 0,66
C Wind suction -0,22 -0,33
E Roof load

Snow loads
Wind suction

1,00
0,56 
-0,22

1,50
0,84
-0,33

F Floor load 5,00 7,50

Construction 
component

Material specification Weight: Prep 
[kN/m2]

Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

A Gypsum board 15 mm (2x)
Massive timber wall; MB73 (2x)
Battening + insulation (2x)
Total

0,28
0,66
0,26
1,20 1,44

B Cassette floor element: 350 mm
Floating floor construction
Suspended ceiling construction
Total

0,66
0,30
0,30
1,26 1,51

C Cassette floor element: 350 mm
Suspended ceiling construction
Total

0,66
0,30
0,96 1,15

D Rib cassette floor CVP345
Screed
Total

2,46
1,00
3,46

2,95
1,20
4,15

Figure B.3; Components section B
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Imposed loads
Once again, the wind loads are striking, since a 
smaller building part is measuring. Concerning 
loads are shown in table B.8, related to 
construction components.

Table B.7 Imposed loads on structural section C

B.6 Determination of the vertical loads per structural section

Structural section A

Construction 
component

Type of imposed load Weight: Prep 
[kN/m2]

Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

B Floor load 2,50 3,75
C Roof load

Snow loads
Wind suction

1,00
0,56 
-0,22

1,50
0,84
-0,33

D Floor load 5,00 7,50

Vertical 
force

Operating force Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

Distance: a / h
[m1]

Force: V = Pd x a
[kN]

VA E: Dead load; roof
E: Imposed load; roof 
E: Imposed load; snow
Total
VA: Total / 3

1,15
1,50
0,84

12
12
12

13,80
18,00
10,08               +  
41,88
13,96

VB A: Dead load; outer wall
B: Dead load; inner wall
C: Dead load; outer wall
Total
VB: Total / 3

0,96
1,24
1,00

3,2 (h)
3,2 (h)
3,2 (h)

3,07
3,97
3,20                 +  
10,24
3,41

VC D: Dead load; floor
D: Imposed load; floor
Dead load; interior
Total
VC: Total / 3

1,51
3,75
0,96

12
12
12

18,12
45,00 
11,52               +      
74,64
24,88

VD;1 A: Dead load; outer wall 0,96 3,7 (h) 3,55
VD;2 B: Dead load; inner wall 1,24 3,7 (h) 4,59
VD;3 C: Dead load; outer wall 1,00 3,7 (h) 3,70                
VE;1 F: Dead load; rib cas.

F: Imposed load; ribcas.
Dead load; interior
VE;1: Total

4,15
7,50
0,96

3
3
3

12,45
22,50
2,88                  +      
37,83

Figure B.4; Components section C
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Structural section B

VE;2 F: Dead load; rib cas.
F: Imposed load; ribcas.
Dead load; interior
VE;2: Total

4,15
7,50
0,96

6
6
6

24,90
45,00
5,76                  +      
75,66

Vertical force Operating force Force: V.. x n
[kN]

V1 VA 13,96
V2 V1

VB  
VC
Total

13,96
3,41
24,88                                     +  
42,25

V3 V2
VB  
VC
Total

42,25
3,41
24,88                       +  
70,54

V4 V3 
VB  
VC
Total

70,54
3,41
24,88                                     +  
98,83

V5;A V4
VD;1
VE;1
Total

98,83
3,55
37,83                                     +  
140,21

V5;B V4
VD;2
VE;2
Total

98,83
4,59
75,66                 +  
179,08

V5;C V4
VD;3
VE;1
Total

98,83
3,70
37,83                                     +  
140,36

Vertical 
force

Operating force Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

Distance: a / h
[m1]

Force: V = Pd x a
[kN]

VA E: Dead load; roof
E: Imposed load; roof 
E: Imposed load; snow
Total
VA: Total / 3

1,15
1,50
0,84

12
12
12

13,80
18,00
10,08               +  
41,88
13,96

VB A: Dead load; outer wall
B: Dead load; inner wall
C: Dead load; outer wall
Total
VB: Total / 3

3,23
1,24
1,00

3,2 (h)
3,2 (h)
3,2 (h)

10,34
3,97
3,20                 +  
17,51
5,84

VC D: Dead load; floor
D: Imposed load; floor

1,51
3,75

12
12

18,12
45,00 
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Structural section C

Dead load; interior
Total
VC: Total / 3

0,96 12 11,52               +      
74,64 
24,88

VD;1 A: Dead load; outer wall 3,23 3,7 (h) 11,95
VD;2 B: Dead load; inner wall 1,24 3,7 (h) 4,59
VD;3 C: Dead load; outer wall 1,00 3,7 (h) 3,70                
VE;1 F: Dead load; rib cas.

F: Imposed load; ribcas.
Dead load; interior
VE;1: Total

4,15
7,50
0,96

3
3
3

12,45
22,50
2,88                  +      
37,83

VE;2 F: Dead load; rib cas.
F: Imposed load; ribcas.
Dead load; interior
VE;2: Total

4,15
7,50
0,96

6
6
6

24,90
45,00
5,76                  +      
75,66

Vertical force Operating force Force: V.. x n
[kN]

V1 VA 13,96
V2 V1

VB  
VC
Total

13,96
5,84
24,88                                    +  
44,68

V3 V2
VB  
VC
Total

44,68
5,84
24,88                                    +  
75,40

V4 V3
VB  
VC
Total

75,40
5,84
24,88                                    +  
106,12

V5;A V4
VD;1
VE;1
Total

106,12
11,95
37,83                                     +  
155,90

V5;B V4
VD;2
VE;2
Total

106,12
4,59
75,66                                     +  
186,37

V5;C V4
VD;3
VE;1
Total

106,12
3,70
37,83                              +  
147,65

Vertical force Operating force Weight: Pd
[kN/m2]

Distance: a / h
[m1]

Force: V = Pd x a
[kN]

VA E: Dead load; roof 1,15 6,25 7,19
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B. 7 Determination of the wall elements per structural section

Structural section A

E: Imposed load; roof 
E: Imposed load; snow
Total
VA: Total / 2

1,50
0,84

6,25
6,25

9,38
5,25                 +  
21,82
10,91

VB A: Dead load; party wall
A: Dead load; party wall
Total
VB: Total / 2

1,44
1,44

3,2 (h)
3,2 (h)

4,61
4,61                 +       
9,22
4,61

VC D: Dead load; floor
D: Imposed load; floor
Dead load; interior
Total
VC: Total / 2

1,51
3,75
0,96

6,25
6,25
6,25

9,44
23,44
6,00                 +      
38,88 
19,44

VD A: Dead load; party wall 1,44 3,7 (h) 5,33
VE F: Dead load; rib cas.

F: Imposed load; ribcas.
Dead load; interior
VE: Total

4,15
7,50
0,96

3,125
3,125
3,125

12,97
23,44
3,00                +      
39,41

Vertical force Operating force Force: V.. x n
[kN]

V1 VA 10,91
V2 V1 

VB  
VC
Total

10,91
4,61
19,44                                    +  
34,96

V3 V2  
VB  
VC
Total

34,96
4,61
19,44           +  
59,01

V4 V3  
VB  
VC
Total

59,01
4,61
19,44                                    +  
83,06

V5 V4
VD
VE
Total

83,06
5,33
39,41                                     +  
127,80

Wall construction and 
height [m1]

Vertical force: V [kN] Wind load [kN/m2] Wall type: 
Martinsons®

A; 3,2/3,7 70,54 / 98,83 0,65 + 0,24 = 0,89 MB66 / MB89
B; 3,2/3,7 70,54 / 98,83 - MB57 / MB73
C; 3,2/3,7 70,54 / 98,83 -0,33 – 0,24 = -0,57 MB66 / MB79
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Structural section B

Structural section C

B.8 Stability calculations

Wind loads on structural sections

Structural section A (see figure 6.49 in paragraph 6.4.2)
Ph4;wind = (0,65 + 0,33) x 1,6 = 1,57 kN/m
Ph3-2;wind = (0,65 + 0,33) x 3,2 = 3,14 kN/m
Ph1;wind = (0,65 + 0,33) x 3,45 = 3,38 kN/m
Ph0;wind = (0,65 + 0,33) x 1,85 = 1,81 kN/m

Structural section B
Ph4;wind = (0,66 + 0,33) x 1,6 = 1,59 kN/m
Ph3-2;wind = (0,66 + 0,33) x 3,2 = 3,17 kN/m
Ph1;wind = (0,66 + 0,33) x 3,45 = 3,42 kN/m
Ph0;wind = (0,66 + 0,33) x 1,85 = 1,83 kN/m

Structural section C
Ph4;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 1,6 = 1,62 kN/m
Ph3-2;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 3,2 = 3,23 kN/m
Ph1;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 3,45 = 3,48 kN/m
Ph0;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 1,85 = 1,87 kN/m

Additional wind load by exentric positioning of the walls 

0md n
α

αδα +=

0, 012
0, 003

3mdα += = 0,01

Phi;equ = Vdi x n x mdα  with  Vdi is vertical force per storey 

Vdi;1 = 13,96 kN
Vdi;2-4 = VB + VC = 3,41 + 24,88 = 27,98 kN

Wall construction and 
height [m1]

Vertical force: V [kN] Wind load [kN/m2] Wall type: 
Martinsons®

A; 3,2/3,7 75,40 / 106,12 0,66 + 0,24 = 0,90 MB66 / MB89
B; 3,2/3,7 75,40 / 106,12 - MB66 / MB79
C; 3,2/3,7 75,40 / 106,12 -0,33 – 0,24 = -0,57 MB66 / MB89

Wall construction and 
height [m1]

Vertical force: V [kN] Wind load [kN/m2] Wall type: 
Martinsons®

A; 3,2/3,7 59,01 / 83,06 - MB57/ MB66
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Ph4;equ = 13,96 x 3 x 0,01 = 0,42 kN/m
Ph1-3;equ  = 27,98 x 3 x 0,01 = 0,84 kN/m

Vdi;1 = 0,9 x Vdead load + 1,5 x Vimposed load = 12,81 kN
Vdi;2-4  = 0,9 x Vdead load + 1,5 x Vimposed load = 20,08 kN

Ph4;equ = 12,81 x 3 x 0,01 = 0,38 kN/m
Ph1-3;equ = 20,08 x 3 x 0,01 = 0,60 kN/m

Ph4;wind = 1,57 + 0,42 = 1,99 kN/m (see figure 6.50 in paragraph 6.4.2)
Ph3-2;wind = 3,14 + 0,84 = 3,98 kN/m
Ph1;wind = 3,38 + 0,84 = 4,22 kN/m
Ph0;wind = 1,81 kN/m

Ph4;wind = 1,57 + 0,38 = 1,95 kN/m
Ph3-2;wind = 3,14 + 0,60 = 3,74 kN/m
Ph1;wind = 3,38 + 0,60 = 3,98 kN/m
Ph0;wind = 1,81 kN/m

Toppling-effect control on the building (see figure 6.51 in paragraph 6.4.2)
Mtopple = 9,375 x ∑Phi x ai + Aroof x Psuction x e
Mtopple = 9,375 x (1,95 x 13,3 + 3,74 x 10,1 + 3,74 x 6,9 + 3,98 x 3,7) + 9,375 x 12 x 

0,33 x e = 977,26 + 37,13 x e  kNm
Mdead load = 0,9 x (Afloor x ∑Prep;floors + Awall x ∑Prep;walls) x e
Mdead load = 0,9 x (9,375 x 12 x 3,02 + 9,375 x 3,2 x 0,77 x 3 + 9,375 x 3,2 x 0,86 x 3 + 

9,375 x 3,2 x 0,80 x 3 + 9,375 x 3,7 x 0,87 + 9,375 x 3,7 x 0,93 + 9,375 x 3,7 x 
0,86 + 12 x 3,2 x 1,06 x 2 x 3 + 12 x 3,7 x 1,14 x 2 + 9,375 x 12 x 3,46) x e 

Mdead load =1385,42 x e  kNm

977,26 + 37,13 x e – 1385,42 x e = 0
977,26 + 1348,29 x e = 0
e = 0,72 m1 < B/6 = 12/6 = 2,00 m1

Control on floor elements

Shear forces between a floor element and the wall (see figure 6.54 in paragraph 6.4.2)
Fv = 0,5 x Ph1;wind x L = 0,5 x 4,22 x 9,375 = 19,78 kN

fv;shearing = 19,78 / 12,0 = 1,65 kN/m (shearing stress along the side)

;
; ; mod

m

rep floor
u d floor

f
xKf

γ
=  with frep;floor = 2,0 kN/m for the floor element
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Kmod = 0,7 (Climate Class I for a period > 15 years) 
ym = 1,2 for the calculation of stiffness 

; ;
2,0 0,7
1, 2u d floor xf = = 1,17 kN/m (max. shearing stress of the floor elements)

fv;shearing > fu;d;floor , therefore is anchoring required along the side joint

Fv;total = fv;shearing x L = 1,65 x 12 = 19,8 kN  with Fv;anchoring = 7,0 kN (SP Trätech)

Number of anchors = Fv;total / Fv;anchoring = 19,8 / 7,0 = 2,83 

3 sharing anchors are needed along the side of the floor.

Shear forces between floor elements (see figure 6.54 in paragraph 6.4.2)
fv;joint = fv;shearing x 3,6 / 4,8 = 1,65 x 0,75 = 1,24 kN/m

Fv;total = fv;joint x L = 1,24 x 12 = 14,88 kN

; ;
;F

u d screw mod
m

rep screw
xKF

γ
= with Frep;screw = 1,5 kN/screw couple (table 4.1-5)

; ;
1,5

0,7
1, 2u d screw xF = =0,875 kN for a screw couple

Min. needed = 3 screw couples along the whole joint with centre distance of 3,5 m.

Number of screw couples = Fv;total / Fv;screw couple = 14,88 / 0,875 = 17,0 

17 screw couples are needed along the joints between the floor elements. 

Centre distance = 12 – 0,5 x 2 (both sides) = 11,0 m.; 11,0 / 16 = 0,6875 m.
Centre distance = 0,7 m.

Control on tensile on the floor edge opposite to the wind force (see figure 6.54 in par. 6.4.2)

,0,t rep
td mod

m

f
xKf

γ
= with ft;0;rep = 8,0 N/mm2 (laminated timber K12)

Kmod = 0,7 (Climate Class I for a period > 15 years) 
ym = 1,2 for the calculation of stiffness 

8,0
0,7

1, 2td xf = = 4,67 N/mm2

Maximum tensile force on the edge: Ftensile = 46,36 / 12 = 3,86 kN
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The floor is supported on the sylomer strip (40 x 25 mm.)

tensile

F
A

σ = = 
3,86

0, 04 0,025x
= 3860 kN/m2 = 3,86 N/mm2

; ;
;F

u d screw mod
m

rep screw
xKF

γ
= with Frep;screw = 2,4 kN/one screw (table 4.4-2)

; ;
2, 4

0, 7
1, 2u d screw xF = =1,4 kN for one screw

Number of needed screws = Ftensile / Fu;d;screw = 3,86 / 1,4 = 2,75

Number of needed screws = 3 for each element. 
Centre distance = 1,2 / 3 = 0,4 m. between the screws.

Control on wall elements

Shear forces between the floor and wall (see figure 6.56 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The total horizontal force on the lowest inner wall is calculated:

Fh;inner  wall = (Ph4;wind + Ph3;wind + Ph2;wind + Ph1;wind ) x (wind length on façade)

Fh;inner  wall = (1,99 + 3,98 + 3,98 + 4,22 ) x (4,6875) = 66,42 kN

This load can only be taken up by sharing in parts of this wall element without any holes 
for a door or window frame element. For the inner wall comes this to three pieces of the 
wall, with a total length of: 2,225 + 5,150 + 2,225 = 9,6 m.

fv = 66,42 / 9,6 = 6,92 kN/m (horizontal shear force on the inner wall).

The shear stress can now be calculated:

sτ = 6,92 / 66 = 0,10 N/mm2 (for a massive timber wall of 66 mm.)

;
; ;

rep wall
u d wall mod

m

f
xKf

γ
= with frep;wall = 2,0 N/mm2

; ;
2,0

0,7
1, 2u d wall xf = = 1,17 N/mm2

sτ < fu;d;wall
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0,1 < 1,17 

Shear forces between wall elements (see figure 6.55 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The vertical shear force on the outer wall can be considered as the horizontal load, with fv
= 6,92 kN/m.

; ;
;F

u d d o w e l mod
m

rep dowel
xKF

γ
= with Frep;dowel = 9,3 kN

; ;
9,3

0,7
1, 2u d dowel xF = = 5,4 kN/one dowel

Number of needed dowels = fv / Fu;d;dowel = 6,92 / 5,4 = 1,28 dowel / m1

Number of needed dowels = 3,7 x 1,28 = 5 dowels  between the wall elements
Centre distance = 3,7 – 0,15 x 2 (both sides) = 3,4; 3,4/4 = 0,85 m.

Centre distance = 3,4 / 4 = 0,85 m. with 0,15 m. space at both sides.

Control on lifting anchoring

Lifting force (ground floor) (see figure 6.56 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The lifting force is calculated firstly for the lowest wall construction.

Fl;tot. = Fc

Fl;tot = 4,69 x (1,95 x 13,3 + 3,74 x 10,1 + 3,74 x 6,9 + 3,98 x 3,7) = 488,9 kN

Flifting force = 488,9 / 9,6 = 50,9 kN
For the calculation of the lifting anchoring is calculated with a safety factor of 0,9 for the 
dead load of the structure. Fanchoring = Fl;part1 - Fv;dead load

Fv ;dead load = 0,9 x [(0,6 x 1,11 x 2,06 x 3) + (0,6 x 1,11 x 0,96) + (3,2 x 1,11 x 0,6 x 3) + 
(3,7 x 1,11 x 0,6)] = 12,25 kN

Fanchoring = Flifting force – Fv; dead load = 50,9 – 12,25 = 38,65 kN

Dimensions of lifting anchoring (ground floor) (see figure 6.57 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The required steel bar dimensions to transfer this load to the ground floor is calculated:

Ft;d = fy;d x A with fy;d = 235 N/mm2

Ft;d = 235 x 103 x 62 x 㰀 (for Ø12) = 26,6 kN
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2 steel bars Ø12 are required to take up the lifting force of 38,65 kN

Thereby has the anchoring length of these bars into the foundation to be calculated:

Lanchoring = L1 + L2; with concrete covering of the beam = 30 mm. (humid climate)

c / Øk = 1, than 44,6 Øk and c / Øk = 4, than 29,7 Øk (Concrete B25)

c / Øk = 30 / 12 = 2,5; interpolating gives:  37,15 x Øk

Lanchoring = 37,15 x Ø 12 = 445,8 mm. 

L2 = 0,5 x Lanchoring (B25) = 0,5 x 445,8 = 222,9 mm.

L1 = Lanchoring – L2 = 445,8 – 222,9 = 222,9 mm.

Nail plate (ground floor) (see figure 6.57 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The nail plate with required number of nails can be stipulated by the lifting force:

femb;rep;timber wall = 0,13 x repρ x (dnom) -0,36; with repρ = 450 kg/m3 (pine wood)

dnom = 4,0 mm. (Ø nail) and lnail = 50 mm.
kmod = 0,7
ft;0;rep = 8,0 N/mm2 (K12)

femb;rep;timber wall = 0,13 x 450 x 4-0,36 = 35,5 kN

fu;rep = 36 x (20-dnom) = 36 x (20-4) = 576 N/mm2

ft;u = ;u rep

m

f
γ

x kmod = 
576
1, 2

x 0,7 = 336 N/mm2

Mu;rep = 0,3 x fu;rep x dnom
2,6 = 0,3 x 576 x 42,6 = 6351,8 Nmm

The resistance force of the timber can now be calculated, in which the lowest resistance is 
decisive for the number of required nails: thickness of the nail plate = 5 mm.

lhex = 50 – 5 = 45 mm. (tightening length) 

1) Fv;u;rep = femb;rep x lhex x dnom = 35,5 x 45 x 4 = 6390 N = 6,39 kN

2) Fv;u;rep = femb;rep x lhex x dnom x ;
2

;

4
2 u rep

emb rep nom hex

xM
f xd xl

+ -1 + ;

4
t uf

Fv;u;rep = 35,5 x 45 x 4 x 2

4 6351,8
2

35,5 4 45
x

x x
+ -1 + 

336
4

= 2928 N = 2,93 kN
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3) Fv;u;rep = ; ;4 u rep emb rep nomxM xf xd + ;

4
t uf

 Fv;u;rep = 4 6351,8 35,5 4x x x + 
336

4
= 1983 N = 1,98 kN

The lowest Fv;u;rep is measuring (1,98 kN) in formula 3.

Fv;u;d = ; ;v u rep

m

F
γ

x kmod = 
1,98
1, 2

x 0,7 = 1,16 kN for each nail

Flifting = 38,65 kN

Number of needed nails = 
; ;

lifting

v u d

F
F

= 
38,65
1,16

= 33,3 = 34 nails

Weld thickness (ground floor)

The thickness of the weld to the anchoring plate is estimated by the following formula:

; ;w s dσ = 207 N/mm2; with Lef = 150 (Length of the anchoring plate)

; ;
d

w s d
ef

F
A

σ = = d

efx

F
a L

= 
338,65 10

150x

x
a

= 207

a = 1,24 mm., that will be a weld with a thickness of 3,0 mm.

Lifting force (first floor) (see figure 6.58 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The lifting force is secondly calculated for the first floor wall construction.

Fl;tot. = Fc

Fl;tot = 4,69 x (1,95 x 9,6 + 3,74 x 6,4 + 3,74 x 3,2) = 256,2 kN

Fl;tot = 256,2 / 12 = 21,3 kN

For the calculation of the lifting anchoring is calculated with a safety factor of 0,9 for the 
dead load of the structure. Fanchoring = Fl;tot - Fv;dead load

Fv ;dead load = 0,9 x [(0,6 x 6,0 x 2,06 x 3) + (0,6 x 6,0 x 0,96) + (3,2 x 6,0 x 0,6 x 3)] = 
54,2 kN

Fanchoring = Flifting force – Fv; dead load = 21,3 – 54,2 = 0 kN (no lifting force)
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Lifting force (first floor with partly massive timber) (see figure 6.59 in paragraph 6.4.2)

Fl;tot. = Fc

Fl;tot  = 4,69 x (1,95 x 9,6 + 3,74 x 6,4 + 3,74 x 3,2) = 256,2 kN

Fl;tot = 256,2 / 3,6 = 71,2 kN

For the calculation of the lifting anchoring is calculated with a safety factor of 0,9 for the 
dead load of the structure. Fanchoring = Fl;tot - Fv;dead load

Fv ;dead load = 0,9 x [(0,6 x 1,8 x 2,06 x 3) + (0,6 x 1,8 x 0,96) + (3,2 x 1,8 x 0,6 x 3)] = 
16,3 kN

Fanchoring = Flifting force – Fv; dead load = 71,2 – 16,3 = 54,9 kN

Dimensions of lifting anchoring (first floor with partly massive timber) (see figure 6.60)
The required steel bar dimensions to transfer this load to the ground floor is calculated:
Ft;d = fy;d x A with fy;d = 235 N/mm2

Ft;d = 235 x 103 x 82 x 㰀 (for Ø16) = 47,2 kN

2 steel bars Ø16 are required to take up the uplifting force of 54,9 kN

Nail plate (first floor with partly massive timber) (see figure 6.60 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The resistance force of one nail is already calculated by (Fv;u;d = 1,16 kN).

Flifting = 54,90 kN

Number of needed nails = 
; ;

lifting

v u d

F
F

= 
54,9
1,16

= 47,3 = 48 nails

Control on compression forces in the wall

Ground floor
The compression force is calculated firstly for the lowest wall construction.

Fl;tot. = Fc;wind + Fc;dead load

Fc;wind = 4,69 x (1,99 x 13,3 + 3,98 x 10,1 + 3,98 x 6,9 + 4,22 x 3,7) = 514,7 kN

Fc;wind = 514,7 / 9,6 = 53,6 kN
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Fc;tot. = [(3 x 3,2 x 1,11 x 0,72) + (3,7 x 1,11 x 0,72)+ (3 x 0,6 x 1,11 x 6,22) + (0,6 x 
1,11 x 3,49) + 53,6 + (1,11 x 0,6 x -0,33)] = 78,8 kN

,90,
,90,

c rep
c d mod

m

f
xKf

γ
= with fc,90,rep = 7,0 N/mm2

,90,
7,0

0,7
1, 2c d xf = = 4,1 N/mm2

,90,

c
c

wall c d

FL
t xf

= = 
78,8

0, 066 4100x
= 0,29 m.

Requirement wall compression = 0,25 x L = 0,25 x 1,11 = 0,28 m.

0,29 > 0,28

The intended wall on the ground floor with a thickness of 66 mm. is hereby not fulfilling 
the minimum requirement on wall compression, therefore is a wall required of 73 mm.

First floor
Fl;tot. = Fc;wind + Fc;dead load

Fc;wind = 4,69 x (1,99 x 9,6 + 3,98 x 6,4 + 3,98 x 3,2) = 268,8 kN

Fc;wind = 268,8 / 12,0 = 22,4 kN

Fc;tot = [(3 x 3,2 x 6,0 x 0,72) + (2 x 0,6 x 6,0 x 6,22) + (0,6 x 6,0 x 3,49) + 22,4 + (6,0 
x 0,6 x -0,33)] = 120,0 kN

,90,
,90,

c rep
c d mod

m

f
xKf

γ
= with fc,90,rep = 7,0 N/mm2

,90,
7,0

0,7
1, 2c d xf = = 4,1 N/mm2

,90,

c
c

wall c d

FL
t xf

= = 
120,0

0, 057 4100x
= 0,51 m.

Requirement wall compression = 0,25 x L = 0,25 x 6,0 = 1,5 m.

0,51 < 1,5
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The intended wall on the first floor with a thickness of 57 mm. fulfilled hereby the 
minimum requirement on wall compression.

B. 9 Wind bracing

Wind loads on structural section C

Ph4;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 1,6 = 1,62 kN/m
Ph3-2;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 3,2 = 3,23 kN/m
Ph1;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 3,45 = 3,48 kN/m
Ph0;wind = (0,68 + 0,33) x 1,85 = 1,87 kN/m

0md n
α

αδα +=

0, 012
0, 003

3mdα += = 0,01

Phi;equ = Vdi x n x mdα  with  Vdi is vertical force per storey 

Vdi;1 = 13,96 kN
Vdi;2-4 = VB + VC = 4,61 + 19,44 = 24,05 kN

Ph4;equ = 13,96 x 3 x 0,01 = 0,42 kN/m
Ph1-3;equ  = 24,05 x 3 x 0,01 = 0,72 kN/m

Ph4;wind = 1,62 + 0,42 = 2,04 kN/m
Ph3-2;wind = 3,23 + 0,72 = 3,95 kN/m
Ph1;wind = 3,48 + 0,72 = 4,20 kN/m
Ph0;wind = 1,87 kN/m

Horizontal force on the first floor

The total horizontal force on the first floor is calculated:

Fh;first floor = (Ph4;wind + Ph3;wind + Ph2;wind + Ph1;wind ) x (wind length on façade)

Length of façade = 8,75 m.

Fh;inner  wall = (2,04 + 3,95 + 3,95 + 4,20 ) x (8,75) = 123,7 kN

This load has to be transferred with the wind bracing to the foundation. Liable to the 
angle of the wind bracing can the tensile force in the bracing be calculated:
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Tensile force in the bracing (see figure 6.61 in paragraph 6.4.2)
2 23,7 2, 675+ = 4,62 m. (length of the bracing)

2,765
4,62

cos(a) = = 0,6 (multiply factor for the tensile force in the bracing)

h
d

FT
cos(a)

= = 
123, 7

0,6
= 206,2 kN (tensile force in the bracing)

Dimensions of the wind bracing (see figure 6.62 and 6.63 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The wind bracing will consist out of a steel bar (fy;d = 235 N/mm2), which dimensions can 
be determined by the following formula:

;

d
steel

y d

TA
f

= = 
3206, 2 10

235
x

= 877,4 mm2

2
steelA r π= ; 2877, 4 r π= ; resulting in: r = 16,7 mm.

Dbracing = 2 x r = 2 x 16,7 = 33,4 mm; wind bracing = Ø34

Dimensions of the required steel thread (see figure 6.62 and 6.63 in paragraph 6.4.2)
The dimensions of the steel thread (quality class 8.8) on the end of the wind bracing and 
anchored into the timber floor can be calculated on tensile by the following formula:

Ft;u;d = 0,72 x ft;b;d x Asteel with ft;b;d = 800 

Ft;u;d = 206,2 kN (tensile force in the bracing)

206,2 x 103 = 0,72 x 800 x Asteel; Asteel = 358,0 mm2

2
steelA r π= ; 2358,0 r π= ; resulting in: r = 10,7 mm.

Dsteel thread = 2 x r = 2 x 10,7 = 21,4 mm; steel thread = Ø22


